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Introduction

Mexico is geographically so close to the U.S.A. that perhaps it has been
overlooked as well as overshadowed by its northern neighbor. At any rate,
Mexico's impressive annual growth rate, which has for a decade been among
the world's highest (higher than the U.S.A.'s), seems not to have stirred
much notice. Similarly, the Mexican peso has been a bulwark among the
world's currencies and is as firm as ever in its dollar parity. Further, Mexico
is one of the few countries that have no restrictions on the exchange of
currency and these facts, unusual in today's world, are not as widely known
as they might be.
The Mexican experiment, and experiment is the word for a country trying
to move into the 20th century industrial world at an accelerated pace, makes
Mexico an interesting country and one that foreign investors must at least
consider. And Mexico's political and economic stability is certainly a plus
factor.
Mexico's policy regarding foreign investment is simple and practical. It is
to attract as much foreign investment as possible in those areas and on terms
that are as favorable as possible, and to do this without infringing on her
political and economic independence. If both Mexican and foreign capital
are available, Mexican capital is preferred. But foreign capital that results in
increased exports, new technology, jobs and/or other benefits has been
welcomed, with the exception of investments in certain activities mentioned
on page 22.
As in other countries whose economies are moving at a rapid pace,
information about Mexico should always be rechecked for current accuracy.
The representative of Touche Ross & Co. in Mexico City, Galaz, Carstens
y Cia., has provided the information contained in this Business Study.

Alexander Berger
Director of International Publications
September 1972
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Mexico in Brief

PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY

Area. The United Mexican States, hereafter called Mexico, is a land of
many contrasts, both physically and economically. Its area of 761,600
square miles is about one-fourth the size of continental U.S.A., excluding
Alaska, and is larger than the combined area of Spain, West Germany,
France, the United Kingdom, Belgium, and Portugal.
Terrain. All of Mexico lies within the tropics and subtropics with widely
varied terrain. The central plateau, sloping gradually upwards from 4,000
feet in the north to 8,000 near Mexico City contains a major portion of
Mexico's people and industry.
Much of Mexico's area is mountainous or otherwise suitable for agriculture. The cultivated area is estimated at 15% and the area used for pastures
at 44%.
Boundaries. Mexico shares a northern border of 1,600 miles with the
U.S.A. and a southeast border of 595 miles with Guatemala and of 160 miles
with Belize. Mexico has a coastline of about 5,700 miles —4,100 on the
Pacific Ocean and Gulf of California and 1,600 on the Atlantic (Gulf of
Mexico).
Climate. Differences in altitude and latitude and Mexico's position
between two oceans create varied climates ranging from tropical in the
coastal lowlands to subtropical in the foothills to cool in the mountains and
central plateau.
A large part of Mexico is dry; only 39% of its area receives adequate
yearly rainfall. Broadly speaking, three climatic zones can be identified: a
year-round tropical rain climate in the south (13%), a temperate climate in
the central highlands (26%), and a dry climate in the northern areas (61%).
Major Cities. Mexico City (pop. 8,541,000) is the capital and the
country's major industrial, trade, banking, and transportation center. The
city is 7,350 feet above sea level and enjoys a fairly mild climate. It is the
headquarters site of many national and international firms.
Guadalajara (pop. 1,487,000) and its suburbs comprise Mexico's second
largest city. It is developing rapidly industrially but is still famous for its
TOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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handicrafts. The city can be reached by national and international air
services. Its climate is temperate the entire year.
Monterrey (pop. 1,177,000) is an industrial center of growing importance
and a transportation center for trains and roads from the north. Its climate is
warm and dry, with moderate summer rains.
Veracruz (pop. 242,000) is on the Gulf of Mexico and is the chief port. It
has a hot, humid climate with a rainy summer and a mild winter.
Other important cities and their populations as determined by the 1970
census are Puebla (522,000), León (454,000), and Ciudad Juárez (436,000).
Soil. Because of the highly diversified climate and terrain, soil quality
varies greatly. The soil of the arid northern zone is suitable only for animal
husbandry. The coastal plains, covered with tropical forests, have good virgin
soil but typically require draining to be useful agriculturally. The present soil
utilization is as follows: areas under cultivation 15%, mountain pastures
35.4%, plain and hill pastures 8.5%, forest areas 33.9%, and unusable land
7.2%.
Minerals. Mexico is rich in deposits of silver, gold, copper, lead, zinc, iron
and sulfur, tin, antimony, mercury, manganese, graphite, arsenic, cadmium
and fluorspar. Copper, lead, and zinc have been found in almost every one of
the country's numerous mining centers. The major gold-producing regions
are located in the northern part, and abundant iron deposits are spread along
the Pacific Coast and northwest zone, with proved iron ore reserves of over
250 million tons. Mexico is usually in first or second place among the
silver-mining nations.
Energy. Mexico's most important oil deposits are located along the Gulf
of Mexico. For 30 years, oil reserves have grown at a faster rate than
production; they are now estimated at about 6 billion barrels, enough to
satisfy consumption for 20 years.
Coal reserves are relatively limited. Some anthracite, lignite, and bituminous coal deposits are mined.
Agriculture. Mexico grows a large variety of crops. The most important
are corn, beans, cotton, wheat, sugar cane, coffee, bananas, tomatoes, and
rice. About half of the planted area is devoted to corn, the food staple. Most
corn is used domestically, but increasing amounts have been exported.
Livestock and Poultry. Livestock and poultry production increases at
4
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between 5% and 8% each year. The production satisfies internal consumption, and a surplus is available for export.
Fishing. Mexico lies off some of the world's richest fishing areas, but this
resource has not been fully exploited. Carried on largely by cooperatives, the
average growth rate of the annual catch has been 2.2% between 1960 and
1970. Domestic consumption of fish is small and much is exported,
particularly shrimp to the U.S.A. The total catch in 1970 was 255.9
thousand tons.
Forests. Although forest areas cover almost 34% of Mexico's land area,
this resource has not been fully used. Exploitation of forests is one of the
activities reserved for fully-Mexican-owned companies (see page 22) and
foreign efforts in this area are almost nil. Mexican lumber production has
risen from 1.2 million cubic meters in 1960 to 2.2 million in 1969, but
imports are still needed to meet domestic requirements. The major imports
of forest products are rubber, construction lumber, cork, posts, and common
sheet wood. Non-wood forest products such as pitch and fiber are important
exports.
THE MEXICAN PEOPLE

Population. The 1970 census reported Mexico's population at 48.4
million, 38% more than in 1960 and second only to Brazil among the Latin
American countries.
Mexico's population growth rate of 3.4% a year is one of the world's
highest. This is partly due to an impressive decline in mortality rates from
26.6 per thousand in 1930 to 9 per thousand in 1970. As a result, the
average life span has increased from about 33 years in 1930 to about 63
years in 1970.
Urban Migration. The classical population movement from agricultural
areas to cities has taken place in Mexico and is continuing. Mexico's 1970
census defined a city as a center of 2,500 people; on that basis, over 60% of
all Mexicans already live in cities.
Working Population. Mexico's economically active population in 1960 and
1970, based on the respective census, was employed in the following
activities (millions of persons):
TOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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Agriculture
Services
Manufacturing
Commerce
Construction
Transportation
Mining
Electricity

1960

1970

6.1

5.1
3.3

1.6
1.6
1.1

2.2
1.2

.4
.4

.6
.4

.0

.2
.1

11.3

13.1

.1

Unemployment. The 1970 census showed an unemployment rate of 3.8%
for all of Mexico. The census is almost the only source of information, but
its definition of unemployment is not exact and the rate is probably
understated. In the border areas, some cities have unemployment rates of
10% to 15%. There is considerable evidence of a great deal of underemployment. The labor force increases at about 600,000 a year, and even
the rapidly growing economy cannot produce that many new jobs. Add to
this the fact that in 1970 fully 46% of the population was under 14, and the
seriousness of the problem is evident.
Religion. About 96% of Mexicans are born into the Catholic religion.
Small pockets of Protestants and about 40,000 Jews also live in Mexico.
There is no overt religious discrimination.
Language. The official language is Spanish, and Mexico's population
growth has made it the largest Spanish-speaking country. Over 100 Indian
dialects are spoken in rural areas. English is the common second language. It
is spoken fluently in most business and educated circles.
Culture. The Mexicans consider themselves Latins, but their culture is a
blending of the European tradition derived from Spain with the local Indian.
About two-thirds of the Mexicans are of mixed Indian and Spanish descent
(Mestizos).
Family life and ties are strong, and large families are considered desirable
by many.
Mexico's divorce rate is very low. In 1969, 347,120 marriages were
recorded and only 9,772 divorces. In most social and cultural matters, a
conservative mood prevails.
6
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Education. Mexico's need and desire for rapid improvement in living
standards have led her to emphasize education, and a large percentage of the
budget is invested in this area. The literacy rate has been raised from 25%
early in this century to about 75% today. The white flag that can be seen
flying in some small towns (pueblos) is a literacy flag awarded to a pueblo
when at least 95% of the population has learned to read.
Education through primary grades is compulsory, but it is doubtful if this
goal has been realized in all parts of Mexico.
GOVERNMENT

Mexico's modern political history began in 1910 with the revolution that
resulted in the overthrow of the dictator Porfirio Díaz. The Mexican
Constitution was adopted in 1917 and provides for a Federal Republic
consisting of 29 states, two Federal Territories, and a Federal District in
which the capital, Mexico City, is located. The Constitution divides the
authority of the central government among the executive, legislative, and
judicial branches, but the executive branch is by far the most important. The
Constitution contains guarantees of individual and social rights, and of
private property, but provides for direct national ownership of the subsoil.
Powers not expressly vested in the federal government are reserved to the
states, but the states' powers are less extensive than in the U.S.A.
The individual states of the Republic of Mexico elect their own governors
and Chamber of Deputies. However, governors in the two Federal Territories
and the Federal District are appointed by the President. Both states and
territories are divided into municipalities.
The Executive Branch. Federal executive authority is vested in the person
designated as President of the United Mexican States. The President is
elected by universal suffrage for a six-year term and is not eligible for
reelection. He legislates by executive decree, promulgates and executes the
laws of Congress, and is responsible for the country's foreign policy. There is
no vice-president. In case the need arises during the first two years of a
presidential term, the Senate elects a provisional president who serves until
an interim election can be held. But if the President is incapacitated during
the last four years of his term, the Senate-appointed interim president serves
out the remainder of the original term. The government carries on its
functions through fifteen ministries, three departments, and several autonTOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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omous agencies, which operate with their own funds but subject to the
President's authority.
The Legislative Branch. This branch consists of two Houses of Congress.
The lower house is the Chamber of Deputies, which consists of deputies
elected for three-year terms by direct popular vote (one deputy for every
200,000 inhabitants), but no state may be represented by fewer than two
deputies. In addition, any political party that polls over 2-1/2% of the total
vote has the right to seat five of its candidates as "party deputies." This right
increases when higher voting percentages are polled.
The upper house, the Senate, consists of 60 members (two from each state
and the Federal District) elected for six-year terms.
No senator or deputy may be reelected for consecutive terms.
The Judicial Branch. The top judicial authority is the Supreme Court of
Justice, which is resident in Mexico City, and whose 21 members are
appointed for life by the President, subject to approval by the Senate. Other
federal and local District Courts and Courts of Appeal hear criminal, civil,
and commercial cases.
The Federal Tax Court (Tribunal Fiscal de la Federación) is considered
part of the executive branch of government. This court has jurisdiction over
federal tax matters. Each state has its own tax court within its executive
branch that handles matters relating to state taxes. Decisions of both the
federal and state tax courts may be appealed to the Supreme Court.
Political Parties. A political party formed in 1927, the Partido Revolucionario Institucional (PRI), has had a near monopoly on elective office. All
presidents elected since 1929 and more than 90% of the Chamber of
Deputies have been PRI nominees. The strongest influences in the PRI are
organizations representing workers, peasants, and the "popular" sectors
which consist of persons that do not belong to the other two groups. The PRI
candidate for President in the 1970 election, Luis Echeverría, will hold
office until 1976. Some opposition parties exist, but their strength is
negligible. The "one-party" situation has some inherent difficulties but has
brought stability and progress.
THE MEXICAN ECONOMY

Mexico's economic growth record is extremely impressive; 1971 was the
39th year of uninterrupted advance. Growth has ranged between 6% and 7%
8
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in the last 20 years, and is among the world's highest. The consistent
economic growth has changed Mexico from a primary-production economy
based on agriculture and mining to the more balanced economic structure of
an industrializing state. And this has been accomplished with only modest
inflation. Agriculture and fishing have shared in this advance, but at an
insufficient rate. Their lag is another of Mexico's unsolved problems. Other
major problems are the high rate of population growth (3.4%), which
requires new jobs to be generated for at least 600,000 persons each year, and
the fact that almost half of the total population is still effectively outside of
the economy. Efforts are being made to induce industry to move outside the
major centers to provide jobs, to reduce migration to the major centers, to
reduce air pollution and traffic congestion, and to solve other urban
problems.
Government Participation in the Economy. Government ownership and

participation in the private sector of the Mexican economy account for less
than 10% of total output. The official policy is to leave industrial development to the private sector, except for those areas constitutionally decreed as
government sectors.
The Mexican government owns the following industries: petroleum (from
extraction to distribution), railroad, telegraph, electric power, certain banking institutions, and certain warehouse facilities. A portion of the distribution of consumer goods is handled by Conasupo, a government agency that
purchases large quantities of food and other goods for resale at low prices to
low-income groups. In addition, there is some degree of government
participation in industries either through the Nacional Financiera or through
mixed public-private companies. Through original investment or to aid
companies in financial trouble, the government has acquired some participation in textile and lumber mills, mining and smelting, telephones, foodstuffs, paper, industrial chemicals and fertilizers, coal, iron and steel, railway
cars, automobiles, textile machinery, hotels, steel pipes, and woodpulp. The
largest airline, Aeromexico, (formerly Aeronaves) is also government-owned.
Economic Trends

Gross domestic product at
current prices ($ billions)

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

22.4

24.5

27.1

30.0

33.8

528.0

564.0

610.0

689.0

113.8

116.4

120.0

125.7

Per capita GDP ($ at
current prices)
Consumer price index
(1963 = 100)

110.5
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The low per capita GDP is somewhat misleading unless one takes into
account that about half of the population still lives outside the economy
and, thus, has not shared in Mexico's rapid economic development. This
segment of the population is reported to have a gross per capita income of
under 200 U.S.A. dollars per year.
The very high growth rate in gross domestic product and the growth rates
in the components of gross domestic product are illustrated in the following
percentages of real annual growth rates by sector.

Agriculture
Livestock
Forestry
Fishing
Mining
Petroleum and coal
Petrochemicals
Manufacturing
Construction
Electrical energy
Communication and
transportation
Commerce
Government
Other services
Gross domestic
product

1950-60
4.4
4.4
-0.3
5.9
2.8
7.6
n.a.
7.3
7.2
9.2

1961
2.5
0.8
-3.7
14.2
-3.3
13.4
94.9
5.5
-0.5
7.1

6.2
5.9
4.4
7.4

3.2
5.9
7.3
5.2

6.1**

4.9

1962 1963
6.8
4.9
-1.5
6.0
5.7
2.6
2.2
-2.9
8.9
8.1
5.3
110.5 10.6
9.2
4.6
6.5 14.5
8.9 23.8

1964
10.3
3.1
-2.4
2.2
9.0
41.8
17.4
16.9
16.5

1965
6.3
4.2
3.7
-7.9
-2.1
5.0
95.2
9.5
-1.5
9.5

1966
1.5
2.2
-0.7
11.2
2.8
5.0
23.3
9.4
14.4
14.0

1967
-0.2
8.6
5.6
11.7
3.8
14.2
24.5
6.8
13.0
11.9

4.6
3.4
12.8
3.9
4.7

1968
1.6
6.7
2.3

8.4
8.6
12.2
4.3

7.1
13.4
10.4
5.7

3.0
6.5
6.6
6.5

8.3
7.4
7.7
4.4

4.9
5.5
8.0
5.3

10.8
8.5
9.6
6.5

7.4
7.0
3.3
5.8

7.9
8.5
5.3
6.5

8.0

11.7

6.5

6.9

6.3

8.1

6.3

7.7

-11.0
2.2
8.6
33.6
10.1
7.4
19.7

1969*1970*
5.5
-1.7
5.7
5.9
2.9
9.1
- 5 . 4 12.4
4.8
1.5
4.7
9.9
26.3
7.6
9.2
8.1
9.4
4.6
13.8 11.0

†

†

*Preliminary. **GNP. † Indicates less than 0.1. n . a . - n o t available. Source: Bank of Mexico.

Mexico's Foreign Trade. Statistics of imports and exports reveal a
consistent negative balance of trade and indicate why the government has
assigned a high priority to promotion of exports. The following statistics are
in millions of dollars.
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Imports
Exports
Deficit

1960

1968

1969

1970

1,186.4
738.7

1,960.1
1,180.7

2,078.0
1,385.0

2,460.8
1,373.0

2,400
1,440

447.7

779.4

693.0

1,087.8

960

1971 Est.

It should be noted that imports and exports of the border and coastal
zones industrialization program (see page 31), if outside the free zones, are
not included in trade figures released by the Mexican government. Thus,
Mexican exports are understated by the value added by the border program
plus the domestic components used in that program.
The estimated 1971 statistics indicate a 5% rise in exports and a 2%
decline in imports. The main categories of imports and exports in recent
years are shown in the following tables (in millions of dollars).

IMPORTS
1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

Consumer goods
Food and beverages
Automobiles and parts
Others

282.6
70.5
113.5
98.6

300.0
39.9
147.4
112.7

298.5
31.6
151.7
115.2

287.3
32.4
134.7
120.2

285.8
42.3
129.8
113.7

343.9
35.5
150.5
157.9

390.1
40.6
164.1
185.4

528.1
115.4
184.0
228.7

Raw materials
Fibers
Chemical products
Fertilizers
Pulp and paper
Iron and steel products
Petroleum products
Others

415.8
12.5
64.5
17.8
16.7
21.9t
19.6
262.8

487.4
20.8
63.6
22.9
19.6
36.6
26.3
297.6

550.7
23.0
76.8
12.1
19.1
41.9
25.5
352.3

575.6
20.2
79.4
10.0
20.1
37.1
34.5
374.3

586.5
22.0
68.9
11.3
25.1
42.0
41.9
375.2

622.3
20.6
110.3
14.2
22.7
48.7
38.7
367.1

691.9
21.3
118.1
8.9
30.6
48.4
47.1
417.5

798.0
13.7
131.1
6.6
35.9
56.4
53.9
500.4

Capital goods
Railroad equipment
Electrical equipment
Commercial vehicles
and parts
Machinery and parts
Others

541.3
14.6
23.7

705.6
25.4
32.8

710.4
30.1
43.6

742.3
20.7
54.3

876.0
16.7
72.5

993.9
13.8
87.3

996.0
22.7
86.5

1,134.8
17.4
112.9

97.4
146.9
258.7

126.2
197.2
324.0

99.8
170.3
366.6

91.9
177.3
398.1

121.5
174.6
490.7

72.7
246.1
574.0

65.7
311.2
509.9

68.0
294.7
641.8

1,239.7

1,493.0

1,559.6

1,605.2

1,748.3

1,960.1

2,078.0

2,460.8

Total imports

Source: Bank of Mexico.
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EXPORTS
1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

380.9
199.2
49.1
24.5
63.5

535.9
214.7
73.1
35.1
55.3
77.2
80.5

550.0
221.9
83.5
62.9
68.4
46.7
66.6

489.1
143.6
60.2
49.6
63.7
72.6
99.4

502.6
170.3
77.4
57.6
96.5
46.5
54.3

579.1
196.0
73.9
84.1
113.7
†
43.6
67.8

503.0
123.7
86.1
107.7
127.1

44.6

434.3
173.1
95.2
33.9
41.2
15.9
75.0

53.5

55.5

44.6

55.6

62.8

51.4

48.7

66.1

Mineral Products
Sulfur
Lead
Zinc
Petroleum & derivatives
Others

174.5
34.3
27.4
29.8
36.9
46.1

182.4
37.6
23.0
42.6
38.1
41.1

185.0
33.6
27.7
42.7
39.6
41.4

185.4
35.4
27.6
44.9
38.6
38.9

199.8
48.0
24.0
44.2
38.6
45.0

211.0
56.7
22.4
47.2
33.7
51.0

221.5
42.0
22.7
50.5
39.7
66.6

202.5
16.4
26.0
57.4
37.9
64.8

Manufactured goods
Sugar
Other foods
Textiles
Chemical products
Others

190.8
59.6
29.4
40.2
30.5
31.1

200.9
76.8
37.8
31.7
26.4
28.2

191.0
58.9
37.0
25.9
36.4
32.8

218.7
57.1
41.8
43.3
40.7
35.8

234.9
67.2
41.8
33.0
49.5
43.4

258.8
85.4
38.5
25.2
48.9
60.8

302.4
91.4
46.3
32.4
56.6
75.7

302.4
90.4
45.6
30.9
61.9
73.6

Other exports

136.2

149.3

157.4

153.1

117.2

156.9

233.3

299.0

Total exports

935.9

1,022.4

1,113.9

1,162.8

1,103.8

1,180.7

1,385.0

1,373.0

Agriculture and
Livestock
Cotton
Coffee
Tomatoes
Meat and cattle
Corn
Others
Fish

58.4

† Indicates less than 0.1. Source: Bank of Mexico.

Mexico's chief trading partner is the U.S.A., which accounts for between
60% and 65% of Mexico's imports. Mexico's chief imports from the U.S.A.
are machinery, chemicals, automobile parts, iron and steel castings and scrap,
precision and measuring instruments, and transportation equipment.
Mexico's chief exports to the U.S.A. are sugar, tomatoes, coffee, shrimp, live
cattle, and beef.
After the U.S.A., Mexico imports most from West Germany and exports
most to Japan.
The Balance of Payments. The deficits in Mexico's foreign trade have not
created a serious balance of payments problem because of the income
12 TOUCHE ROSS INTERNATIONAL
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obtained from such sources as tourism, foreign investment, and long-term
loans from international banking agencies and private sources. These sources,
however, also require increasing amounts of foreign exchange for interest
and pay-backs. Even in 1970 (a record trade deficit year), these sources
contributed to an overall balance of payments surplus of $ 102 million.
MAJOR INDUSTRIES

The following statistics show the percentages contributed to gross domestic product by various sectors.

1960
Agriculture
Livestock
Forestry
Fishing
Mining
Petroleum and coal
Petrochemicals
Manufacturing
Construction
Electrical energy
Communication and
transportation
Commerce
Government
Other services
Gross domestic
product

1961

1962

1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969* 1970*

19.2
4.1
1.0

9.6
5.1
0.5
0.2
1.4
3.7
0.1
19.3
3.9
1.0

9.8
4.8
0.5
0.2
1.5
3.7
0.1
19.3
3.9
1.1

9.5
4.7
0.5
0.2
1.4
3.7
0.1
19.5
4.2
1.2

9.4
4.3
0.5
0.2
1.2
3.6
0.1
20.5
4.4
1.3

9.4
4.2
0.5
0.2
1.1
3.6
0.2
21.1
4.0
1.3

8.9
4.0
0.4
0.2
1.1
3.5
0.2
21.6
4.3
1.4

8.4
4.1
0.4
0.2
1.1
3.7
0.3
21.7
4.5
1.5

7.9
4.1
0.4
0.1
1.0
3.8
0.4
22.1
4.5
1.6

7.3
4.1
0.4
0.1
1.0
3.7
0.4
22.5
4.7
1.7

7.1
4.0
0.4
0.1
1.0
3.8
0.5
22.8
4.5
1.8

3.3
31.2
4.9
15.5

3.3
31.4
5.0
15.5

3.3
31.1
5.4
15.3

3.3
31.2
5.6
14.9

3.1
31.7
5.6
14.1

3.0
31.7
5.6
14.1

3.1
31.9
5.6
13.8

3.0
31.7
5.7
13.7

3.1
31.8
5.8
13.4

3.1
32.0
5.6
13.4

3.1
32.2
5.5
13.2

9.8
5.3
0.6
0.2
1.5
3.4

100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0

*Preliminary. † Indicates less than 0.1.

Source: Bank of Mexico.

As might be anticipated, manufacturing's contribution has steadily increased
while agriculture's has declined. An outline of some of Mexico's major
industries is given in the following pages:
Mining. Although Mexico is rich in mineral resources and has expanded
mining operations during the last 30 years, mining's contribution to GDP has
diminished from 4% in 1940 to 1% in 1970. The principal items of mining
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production, in thousands of tons (tons in the case of gold), are listed below:

Gold
Silver
Lead
Zinc
Copper
Iron
Sulfur

1960

1968

1969

1970

9.3
1,385.0
190.7
262.4
60.3
521.4
1,331.8

5.5
1,245.0
174.2
240.0
61.1
1,921.3
1,684.9

5.6
1,335.0
170.9
253.4
66.2
2,097.0
1,716.2

6.1
1,337.0
176.2
265.7
60.8
2,511.0
1,366.4

The Petroleum Industry. Oil is Mexico's main extractive industry and an
important factor in her economic progress. The sole company engaged in all
aspects of the petroleum industry is the government-owned Petróleos
Mexicanos (Pemex). This company's importance is indicated by the following statistics:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Generates 3.25% of gross domestic product.
Employs 70,000 workers.
Supplies 90% of energy consumed.
Pays taxes of 120 million dollars.
Exports in 1970 were 4 million dollars.
Production of crude oil has shown a steady increase (169 million barrels
in 1969).

Electric Power Generation. The Federal Electricity Commission is in
charge of Mexico's electric power, which was made a public monopoly in
1960 by constitutional amendment. Demand for electric power has increased
sharply, and generation of electricity has increased from 10,729 millions of
kilowatt hours in 1960 to 28,592 millions of kilowatt hours in 1970. Just
over one-half of the electricity generated is from hydroelectric plants. About
85% of the total electricity is supplied by government-owned plants and the
remainder by private companies and industries.
Iron and Steel. The iron and steel industry began in 1903 with one blast
furnace, and output has increased steadily. Steel ingot production grew at a
mean annual rate of 8% from 1964 to 1969, rising from 2.3 to 3.4 million
tons. Four major companies dominate the iron and steel industry. One of
them is government-owned and accounts for nearly half of basic steel
production.
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Chemicals. Basic chemicals is one of the fastest-growing sectors. Production has been increasing at an annual rate of between 13% and 14% in recent
years. About 250 companies constitute the basic chemical industry. About
70% of the 1.8 billion dollars invested in this area has been provided by
Mexican investors and the remaining 30% by foreigners.
Copper. The manufacturers of electrical conduits control 60% of the
copper industry, and the remaining companies make copper pipes, structures, sheets, strip plates, and other products.
Internal consumption of copper, which absorbed 47.3% of copper production in 1943, has grown to absorb almost the entire output. Exports of
copper products in 1969 were over 100 million pesos, most of which went to
the Latin American market.
Glass. Mexico is one of the leading glass producers in Latin America. The
value of glass production in 1969 was estimated at $127 million.
Automobiles. In 1962, the automobile industry mostly consisted of plants
to assemble automobiles which were imported as "knocked-down" units.
Twenty-five different models of automobiles and trucks were sold. A 1962
decree required automobile companies to achieve a local content of 60% in
their vehicles within certain time limits.
Output is currently controlled by production quotas assigned to each of
the seven major companies. Increases in production quotas are granted only
to companies that can compensate for the imports required for the higher
quotas by increasing exports. Some 350 parts companies also comprise the
automobile industry. Production of autos and trucks has increased as
follows:
Automobiles
Trucks

1960

1969

28,121
21,686

112,925
51,726

In 1970, there were 1,791,868 cars, trucks, and buses operating in
Mexico, a ratio of 1 vehicle for 27 people.
Household Appliances. This industry has grown as a result of the
increasing number of Mexicans who can afford electrical appliances. Production is almost 100% local in content and satisfies nearly all internal
TOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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requirements. Its progress is shown in the following comparison of units
produced in 1960 and 1969:
1960

Refrigerators
Washing machines
Irons
Blenders
Radios
Television sets

42,025
43,276
552,479
119,345
450,000
80,000

1969

180,972
112,860
896,000
325,000
1,057,000
412,970

Tourism. The importance of tourism as a source of foreign exchange is
clearly recognized by the Mexican government. Most tourists come from the
U.S.A., but visitors from Europe, Canada, Japan, and Latin America are
increasing. The reverse flow is also increasing (225,000 Mexicans traveled
abroad in 1969).
Leaving aside the temporary tourist (in 1969, 60 million persons crossed
into the border zone and most stayed for less than 24 hours), two million
foreigners visited Mexico in 1969 for an average stay of eight days.
Mexico City and Acapulco are still the major tourist centers, but
construction is constantly going on to make other areas attractive to tourists.
Two-thirds of Mexico's gross income from tourism ($1,224 billion in
1969) stems from border zone tourism and the balance from visits to interior
areas. Annual growth in tourism has been about 8% in recent years; however,
income has been partially offset by development expenditures.
It has been estimated that tourism brings in almost as much foreign
exchange as exports and provides some 250,000 jobs.

TRANSPORTATION

Roads. At the end of 1969, Mexico's roads covered 70,161 km., of which
about 48,800 km. were paved (1,010 km. rated as superhighways), giving it
the largest paved road network of any Latin American country. Most
highways run north-south and converge on Mexico City, as does the railroad
system. Road signs for Mexico City simply say "Mexico."
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Water Transportation. Few of Mexico's rivers are usable for transportation, but many are used for hydroelectric power and irrigation.
Mexico has more than 50 ports. The major ports on the Gulf of Mexico in
the east are Veracruz, Tampico, and Coatzacoalcos. On the Pacific, the major
ports are Acapulco, Mazatlán, Guaymas, and the port of Manzanillo where
major improvements are under way.
The Mexican merchant marine is small but growing. Between 50% and
60% of Mexico's foreign trade is waterborne, mostly in foreign ships.
Railroads. The federal government and some states own and operate
practically the entire railroad system, which is the major form of transportation for goods. A considerable portion of the system has been rehabilitated
and replaced in recent years, and it ranks second in Latin America in volume
handled. About forty-eight million tons of freight were carried in 1969 and
almost 40 million passengers.
Air. About 1,500 landing fields dot Mexico, mostly privately-owned.
Outside of the two major national and the many international airlines serving
Mexico (see page no. 77), 75 airlines offer services ranging from scheduled
regional flights to special charters.
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Investment Factors

Historical Notes. Before discussing investment incentives and other factors
affecting foreign investment in Mexico, it may be of interest to note the
prior stages in Mexico's industrial progress and attitudes towards foreign
investment.
Mexico was a Spanish colony for more than 300 years, during which the
main industrial activity was the mining of silver and gold to send to Spain.
Mexico's independence in 1810 ended this stage, but it was many years
before the next phase of industrial development began.
From 1876 to 1910, foreign capital was attracted to Mexico by the special
protection and incentives offered by Porfirio Díaz during his 34-year
presidency. Both European and U.S.A. capital were invested chiefly in the
communication, oil, mining, and other basic industries. This period culminated in the Revolution of 1910, which, among other causes, resulted from
the poverty of the rural population and the ownership of substantial
land areas by a few local families and some foreigners.
Although Mexico has enjoyed relative political stability since the 1910
revolution, foreign investment decreased considerably between 1910 and
1940. This was principally caused by the nationalization of railroads and
petroleum and the expropriation of land for distribution to agricultural
workers. Electric utilities were nationalized in 1960 with indemnification to
the owners. These steps were taken to furnish a basis for Mexico's consistent
economic development.
The third stage in the history of foreign investment began in the 1940's
with a government program to develop local manufacturing so as to import
less. The need to find employment for an increasing population was the
stated reason for this program, which led to an inflow of foreign capital and
the establishment of new industries.
The current stage in the development of foreign investment started in
1960 with the program referred to as "Mexicanization." The program of
Mexicanization is not designed to shut out foreign investment in Mexico. It
is designed to insure that Mexicans participate in the country's industrialization and that foreign investment benefits Mexico as well as the foreign
investors. The benefits expected by Mexico include increased local manufacturing to reduce imports.
TOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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Implementation of Mexicanization. The Mexicanization program is not
based on a single law. The full program is based on several laws, tax
incentives, requirements for manufacturing programs and import permits,
some official and semiofficial policies, and in the current regulations
discussed in the following section. The application of the policy has been
specific rather than general. In effect, each case tends to be examined on its
merits. The following are two examples of how the policy might work in
practice.
Corporation A is majority-owned by a foreign company. It requests a
permit from the Ministry of Foreign Relations to increase its capital. The
permit is granted on the condition that X percentage of the increased shares
be sold to Mexicans.
Corporation B, a 100%-foreign-owned corporation, imports certain parts
for a product it manufactures and sells. The government may request the
company to work out a program to manufacture the parts in Mexico and
offer to grant all necessary import permits for the machinery or tools needed
to manufacture the parts. The detailed manufacturing program submitted to
the government may contain plans for full local manufacture of the parts
after two years of preparation. Any reasonable plan tends to be accepted. In
addition, the government may recommend that X percentage of the capital
stock be sold to Mexican nationals. Both aspects of the Mexicanization
policy illustrated here will probably be put into effect within the two-year
period.
Current Regulations Affecting Foreign Investment. Foreign investment
takes many forms: aid from international organizations, indirect investments
such as foreign purchases of securities, and direct investments. Of these, the
most important for purposes of this Study is foreign direct investment,
which is subject to restrictions designed to insure that foreign investment
contributes to the economic development of Mexico without affecting her
political and economic independence or displacing available Mexican capital.
The restrictions in effect at the present time are summarized below. As
changes occur from time to time, potential investors should obtain the latest
list.
Activities Reserved to the Government

100% Mexican Ownership Required

Oil
Basic petrochemicals
Electric utilities

Banking and credit
Insurance and bonding
Investment trusts
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Railroads
Radio and television broadcasting
Radio and telegraphic communications Transportation on federal highways
Gas distribution
Postal service
Forestry exploitation
Ownership of land within 100 kilometers of borders and 50 of coasts

Majority Mexican Ownership Required
Fishing and fish hatcheries.
Mining (66% Mexican ownership is required in the case of national mineral
reserves).
All aspects of the rubber industry.
Iron and steel.
Secondary petrochemicals (60% Mexican ownership required).
Glass, fertilizers, cellulose, aluminum, cement.
Publishing and advertising.
Carbonated and bottled soft drinks and the essences, concentrates, and
syrups used in their preparation.
Rural real estate for agricultural activities.
Movie industry from production to distribution, and exhibition.
Urban and interurban transportation by air, water, or ground.

Some restrictions governing foreign investment are contained in the
Constitution, various laws, Presidential Decrees, official policy; and still
others emerge from what may be called case law — the practices that emerge
on a case by case basis which represent policy interpretation. This is to say
that the foreign investor needs the services of a qualified professional in this
area. It also implies that if Mexico seriously needs a new enterprise or new
technology, there is sufficient flexibility to permit its entrance.
With the exception of the restrictions that have been mentioned, foreign
investors may invest directly in any activity in Mexico, with the same rights
and obligations as Mexican nationals. It should be kept in mind, however,
that all new corporations, whether owned by foreigners or Mexicans, must
apply to the Ministry of Foreign Relations for a permit to organize a
corporation. And since Mexico favors joint investment and control, foreign
investments in which Mexican investors participate may obtain preferential
treatment, particularly with regard to tax incentives.
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Insurance. All Mexican companies and other companies with an insurable
interest located in Mexico must obtain insurance from Mexican insurance
companies authorized by the government. Similar provisions exist with
regard to fidelity and other types of bonds. Any company officer who places
insurance with a foreign company is committing an illegal act punishable by
a jail term. In addition, premiums paid for such insurance are not deductible
for tax purposes.
Foreign Investment Opportunities. The Ministry of Industry and Com-

merce issued a booklet in 1971 that lists 658 products either not produced
in Mexico or produced in insufficient quantities. Foreign investors may find
this list useful in dealing with Mexican investment authorities. Additional
information about these industries or products and the range of incentives
presently available may be obtained through the Dirección General de
Industrias, Secretaría de Industria y Comercio, Av. Cuauhtémoc N° 80, 6 o
Piso, México 7, D. F.
Negotiating Mexican Participation. Despite the requirements for 51%

Mexican ownership in many industrial sectors and the preference for some
degree of Mexican participation in other sectors, the Mexican government
has been realistic in negotiating with potential foreign investors; the more
useful the foreign investment to Mexico, the better terms the foreign
investors are likely to obtain. The following factors are those most likely to
influence the Ministry of Foreign Relations, which grants the permits
required to organize corporations:
1. The advantages of the proposed investment to the Mexican economy in
such terms as job training, the introduction of complex technology, import
substitution, major production designed for the export market, and value of
the proposed investment for industrial integration.
2. The lack of investment interest by, or the unavailability of, local
investment capital.
The "Calvo Clause." Dr. Carlos Calvo was an Argentinian who expounded
the doctrine that an owner of property in another country must agree as a
condition to such ownership to consider himself, in respect to the property
owned, as a citizen of the foreign country in which the property is located.
Several countries require the insertion of the "Calvo Clause" in the charters
of corporations that do not restrict share ownership to their nationals.
All Mexican corporations must insert the Calvo Clause in their articles of
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incorporation and share certificates. A foreign investor who wishes to
organize a Mexican corporation must obtain permission of the Ministry of
Foreign Relations, and such permission will not be granted without the
Calvo Clause. Basically, the Calvo Clause states that any foreign shareholder
agrees to consider himself a Mexican national with respect to his interest in
the company and to waive the diplomatic protection of his own government.
The penalty for failure to keep this agreement is forfeiture of the shares to
the Mexican government.
Purchase of a Mexican Company. As an alternative to organizing a new

corporation, foreign investors may consider purchasing an equity interest in
an established corporation owned by Mexicans. This is generally opposed by
both the government and private interests which would prefer foreign capital
to establish new industries rather than replace Mexican capital in existing
industries. The government has several means of stopping such a takeover if
it so wishes:
1. A decree of June 29, 1944 that requires:
a. The prior approval of the Ministry of Foreign Relations to incorporate any type of Mexican company.
b. A prior permit from the Ministry of Foreign Relations for foreign
investors, or Mexican companies that have or might have foreign shareholders, to acquire control of other Mexican companies.
c. Prior approval of the Ministry of Foreign Relations for all Mexican
companies to acquire real property, concessions, or other businesses.
d. Prior approval of the Ministry of Foreign Relations to amend the
articles of incorporation of any company.
In an isolated case or two, the Supreme Court has negated these provisions,
but the government has continued to rely on the 1944 decree.
2. Several laws have been in effect under which corporations organized
under the requirement of 51% or more Mexican ownership must issue two
series of shares. One series is issued to and may only be owned by Mexican
nationals while the other is "free" in that it may be bought or sold by either
Mexicans or foreigners. The series that may only be owned by Mexican
nationals is frequently given the right to elect a majority of the board of
directors. As bearer shares are predominant in Mexico, companies often do
not know who owns their shares, and the restrictions inherent in the two
series of shares are contained in the share certificates.
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The Mexican government itself has shown some interest in entering into
joint ventures with foreign companies. The government's share in such a
venture has ranged up to 50%, with local investors also owning a portion of
the venture.
Statistics of Foreign Participation. The Ministry of Foreign Relations
compiles statistics based on the permits granted to organize new companies.
Statistics for the year 1968-69, the latest available, are in line with those of
earlier years. The following statistics indicate that of the 13,313 promoters
receiving permits in that year, the large majority of companies in their
pre-organization stage had at least some foreign participation:
Companies with minor foreign participation
Companies with at least 51% Mexican ownership
Companies 100%-Mexican-owned

9,534
714
3,065
13,313

The following estimated total foreign investment in Mexico during the last
30 years shows a continuing increase, particularly during the last 20 years:
Year

$ Millions

1940
1950
1960
1970

450
566
1,327
2,500

The American Chamber of Commerce of Mexico has reported that the
U.S.A. portion of this investment is 1.8 billion dollars.
In 1940, 90% of foreign capital was in mining, electric power, and
communications. In 1967, more than 70% of foreign investment was in
varied manufacturing companies.
INVESTMENT INCENTIVES

The investment incentives discussed here are provided by legislative
enactment. These incentives, as well as normal legal rights and protection,
apply equally to foreign and local investors. Certain incentives apply only to
companies with majority Mexican control, and this fact is stated in the
discussion of that incentive. The following incentives are currently available:
Law for new and/or necessary industries.
Mining law of 1961.
Subsidies granted by the Federal Disbursements Decree.
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Export incentives:
A — Tax incentives.
B — Customs duties incentives.
C — Border and coastal zones industrialization program.
Rule 14 of general import tariff.
Free trade zones.
Industrial decentralization and regional development program.
Program for the establishment of commercial centers in border
areas and free trade zones.
LAW FOR NEW AND/OR NECESSARY INDUSTRIES

Industries defined as either new or necessary are granted tax and other
benefits by the Ministries of Industry and Commerce and Finance and
Public Credit.
A new industry is one that manufactures goods not previously produced
in Mexico, which goods are not merely substitutes for others being
produced. A necessary industry is defined as one that manufactures goods
that may not be new but are in short supply and the shortage is not of a
temporary character.
These two categories are further classified, for purposes of this incentive,
into basic, semibasic, and secondary industries. Basic industries include those
that produce raw materials, machinery, equipment, or vehicles that are
fundamental for agricultural or industrial development. Semibasic industries
are those whose products satisfy vital needs of the people or are used as
tools, scientific equipment, or in other important industrial activities.
Secondary industries are those not included in the other classifications. The
following benefits may be granted to new and/or necessary industries:
1. Up to 100% exemption from import duties on goods used in manufacturing the finished product.
2. Up to 100% exemption from export duties on manufactured goods
with a minimum local content of 60% of the direct cost of production.
3. Up to 100% exemption from the stamp tax.
4. Up to 100% exemption from the federal portion of the commercial
receipts tax (currently, 1.8% of net sales).
5. Up to 40% exemption from the federal income tax.
These tax benefits cannot exceed ten years for basic industries, seven for
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semibasic, and five years for secondary industries. The first enterprise in an
industry that obtains these benefits enjoys them for the longest period.
Subsequent benefits granted to companies in the same or a similar industry
expire at the same time as the benefits granted to the first company in that
industry.
The benefits under this law are currently granted only to companies with
majority Mexican participation. The granting of benefits is normally accompanied by some restrictions on employment of foreign citizens and on
payments of royalties, technical assistance fees, and interest to third parties
abroad.
Industries defined by the federal government as "new" are exempted
during their first two years of industrial operations from the employee profit
sharing otherwise required (see page 62).
MINING LAW OF 1961

The Mining Law of February 5, 1961 permits mining concessions to be
granted only to Mexican nationals or to Mexican companies in which
Mexican nationals own at least 51% of the capital stock. Mining concessions
existing at the time the law became effective were continued for twenty-five
years from the date of enactment of the Law (February 5, 1961). This Law
also requires that concessions in national mineral reserves may be issued only
to companies at least 66%-owned by Mexican nationals.
The following tax incentives are granted to Mexicanized mining companies
by the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit (Secretaría de Hacienda y
Crédito Público):
1. An automatic 50% export and production tax subsidy. This reduction
applies only to the federal portion of both the export and production taxes,
which averages about 85% of the total tax. Since the tax varies in different
states and for different minerals, the exact reduction cannot be stated; but
the effective subsidy is about 43% of the total export and production taxes.
2. A 100% subsidy of the federal portion of the production and export
taxes, as well as a maximum reduction of 40% of federal income tax, may be
obtained for a limited number of years by special agreement with the
Ministry of Finance. This type of special agreement is granted only to
Mexicanized companies exploiting claims in remote or underdeveloped areas,
or claims with special problems, or claims in new or low-grade areas.
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Normally, this special agreement will provide that the tax savings be invested
in further exploration, roads, and machinery and equipment.
3. A new ruling increasing the incentive up to 100% of the production
and export taxes for small and medium producers was issued by the
President of the Republic on July 31, 1971. Small producers are defined as
those with annual sales of up to $120,000 and medium producers as those
whose annual sales are not in excess of $480,000. This added incentive
applies to the mining of selected minerals, but minerals not included in the
ruling may apply to the Ministry of Finance for the same benefits, which
may be granted after further study.
SUBSIDIES GRANTED BY THE FEDERAL DISBURSEMENTS DECREE

Several industries are granted subsidies in the form of tax benefits and
reductions of import duties in the Decree known by the above name. The
automobile industry is one of the most important industries to obtain these
benefits; the other industries involved are of lesser importance to foreign
investors. Although the automobile industry is not required to have 51% or
more Mexican ownership, the Mexican authorities have handled this matter
on a case-by-case basis. Some automobile manufacturers have majority
Mexican and others have majority foreign ownership. Both types of companies are receiving a reduction of up to 100% of the import duties on the
imported content of the automobiles and the federal portion (80%) of the
assembly tax.
Manufacturers of automobile parts may also obtain a subsidy of import
duties, varying with the local content of the finished parts. In the case of
imported machinery and equipment, the subsidy may reach 100% of import
duties.
In the case of the automobile manufacturing and auto parts industries, a
local content of at least 60% is required to obtain the minimum benefits
under this Decree.
EXPORT INCENTIVES

On March 17, 1971, the federal government established two new types of
export incentives and amplified a previously established export incentive.
These incentives, indicative of Mexico's need to increase exports, may be
classified as:
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1. Tax incentives.
2. Import duty incentives.
3. Border and coastal zones industrialization program.
The main features of these incentives aré discussed in the following
paragraphs:
Tax Incentives. Tax incentives are available for the export of all goods
listed in specific sections of the General Import Tariff. These sections, and
an indication of the type of goods listed in each section, are:
Section 6 — Manufactured products.
Section 7 - Machinery and equipment, tools, electrical materials, transportation equipment.
Section 8 — Sundry manufactured products.
The tax refunds granted to exporters are in the form of nonnegotiable
certificates of tax refunds (CEDIs). These are issued in the exporter's name,
are valid for five years and, although not refundable, are accepted by the
federal government in payment for most other federal taxes.
Import duties are 100% refundable when a manufacturer submits proof
that all of the raw materials on which import duties were paid have been
incorporated into exported products.
The refunds of indirect taxes vary with the type of industry and with the
local cost content of the exported product. When the local cost content of
the manufactured product is between 50% and 59% of total product cost,
the exporter is entitled to refunds of 50% of indirect taxes paid relating to
the product exported. If the local cost content is 60% or more, 100% of the
indirect taxes are refundable.
For practical reasons, the tax refunds are calculated on the basis of a
percentage of total product cost for each industrial sector. On an average,
the refunds of indirect taxes are estimated at 10% of the export value of the
product.
Import Duty Incentives. Under certain conditions, manufacturers may
obtain a complete exemption from customs duties on imports and exports.
This incentive is granted to exporters when 40% of the cost of the exported
product, including depreciation, is Mexican in content (origin). Provided the
product cost includes the required 40% or more local content, the government will issue permits for the imports necessary to manufacture the
product and to export it. These permits, valid for six months (renewable
upon application for sufficient cause for one additional six-month period),
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are broad in that they include such items as containers and packaging
materials in addition to the raw materials that directly enter the manufactured product. Local manufacturers who supply free zones and other areas
within Mexico may also obtain these permits provided they meet the 40%
requirement and the product being sold within Mexico replaces a product
otherwise obtainable only by import. The permits may also provide customs
duty exemption for machinery and equipment sent to Mexico for repairs, or
sent out of Mexico for the same reason. Raw materials sent out of Mexico
for processing and return may also be included if the process is not available
in Mexico. The opposite situation (raw materials sent into Mexico for
processing) is also includable.
Border and Coastal Zones Industrialization Program. In an effort to

alleviate conditions in cities adjacent to border areas, particularly the U.S.A.
border, the Mexican government instituted a program in 1966 to stimulate
the industrial development of this region. The program offered incentives for
the establishment of industries devoted to assembling, processing, or finishing raw materials and/or components of foreign origin. This program was
extended in 1971 to include coastal areas. To date, almost 350 Mexican and
foreign operations have been attracted to the border and coastal areas by this
program. The zones included in this program are those within 20 kilometers
(12.4 miles) of the international borders and of the sea coasts. Companies
previously established in free zones or free ports are not affected by this
program. There are indications that the incentives available within the border
and coastal areas may be granted on a case-by-case basis to firms being
established in the interior of Mexico.
One of the main incentives offered by the Mexican government is the
granting of licenses for the duty-free import and export of practically all raw
materials and machinery and equipment required to set up a processing or
assembly plant in these areas, to process or assemble the raw materials into
semifinished or finished parts, and to pack and ship the end-products. This
incentive is offered on the basis that all products of such an operation are
exported; any sales in Mexico are prohibited. In practice, mostly assembly
and limited processing companies engaged in labor-intensive operations have
participated in this program.
Another important incentive in the border and coastal zones program is
the absence of any requirement for Mexican participation in ownership. Full
equity ownership by foreign investors is freely granted, although there are no
restrictions against Mexican participation should foreign investors prefer this.
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Basically, the Mexican government is attempting by this program to create
new employment opportunities to absorb the annual flow of 600,000 people
into the labor market. The government sees the border and coastal areas as
competitive with other areas, such as Formosa, Hong Kong, Puerto Rico,
etc., that have attracted foreign companies to establish assembly-type
operations. Wages are somewhat higher in Mexico than in some countries in
the Far East (the average minimum hourly cash wage along the U.S.A.
border is 49 cents), but the government believes that Mexico offers
compensatory advantages.
The Mexican government has promoted this program by emphasizing that
foreign companies will benefit from the continuing program of public works
in these areas. In addition to the duty-free imports and exports, and the
availability of. 100% foreign ownership, the advantages of this program
include:
1. The freedom to select any location within the 20-kilometer area, or
possibly outside it, as has been indicated.
2. An ample supply of labor. Some established companies have reported
that no special problems are encountered in training workers for jobs
involving complex skills or dexterity.
3. Immigration permits for foreign technicians or executives can be more
easily obtained.
4. The proximity of the border areas to U.S.A. and Latin American
markets and, consequently, lower freight costs.
5. Many cities located in the border and coastal areas have fully developed
facilities such as:
A — Water supply, electricity, and other utilities.
B — Transportation and communications of all kinds.
C — Certain countries, including the U.S.A., levy duties on reimports
only on the value added outside of their borders, provided the previously
exported components are identifiable in the finished product.
D — Banking facilities with international connections.
E — Industrial parks.
F — Housing, shopping centers, schools, etc.
The Mexican government is more concerned with the employment
potential of this program than with the tax revenue possibilities, although a
corporation that carries on assembly operations under this program is subject
to the same taxation as any other Mexican corporation. No tax incentives are
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included in this program, other than the exemption from import and export
duties. However, it should be noted that the tax incentives discussed on page
30 for companies that have the required percentage of local cost content
are available on the same basis for companies in this program.
In general, the taxable income of companies involved in this program is
based on assembly fees paid for the processing of materials supplied from
abroad. As such, taxable incomes are normally not large. Any substantial
increase in the cost of assembly to the foreign investors engaged in this
program would defeat its intended purpose. Consequently, the Mexican
government does not anticipate any significant revenue from these operations. Nevertheless, the potential investor should review the question of
federal income taxes.
Taxes are imposed on state and municipal levels, and these must also be
reviewed by potential investors, particularly as the tax burden varies among
the states and municipalities. In addition, some states grant exemptions from
local taxes while others do not.
Foreign Ownership of Land. The Mexican Constitution prohibits foreign
ownership of land near the borders and seacoasts. For purposes of the border
program, a procedure is in effect that allows land in the prohibited areas to
be acquired through trusts with a maximum life of 30 years. The trustees are
Mexican credit institutions, but the beneficial users of the land may include
100% foreign-owned corporations.
RULE 14 OF GENERAL IMPORT TARIFF

Rule 14 of the general import tariff was modified as of January 1, 1972 to
increase incentives granted for import of machinery and equipment by both
new companies and old companies expanding their production facilities.
The tariff in effect on January 1, 1972 assesses imports of machinery and
equipment for customs duty purposes at a uniform value of Ps. 5 per
kilogram. The duty imposed is 20% ad valorem (20% of Ps. 5 per kilogram).
The subsidy offered under Rule 14 is 65% of the duty; thus, only 35% of
regular duties need be paid by those eligible for this incentive, which
amounts to 7% of the assessed value. Under the new tariff, different
shipments of parts may be imported on the same basis as described above.
The only restriction is that the imported machinery and parts must not be
resold for three years.
Prior government approval is normally required to obtain this incentive.
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Such approval will not be granted for imported machinery and equipment
obtainable in Mexico or for construction material.
FREE TRADE ZONES

Mexico has the following types of free trade zones: free ports, free zones,
perimeters, and bonded factories. The main characteristics of free trade
zones are that specific goods may be shipped in and out without payment of
import or export duties, and the goods are generally exempt from import
licensing requirements.
In the free ports, goods may be stored, packed, processed, manufactured,
and exhibited without intervention by customs officials. Free ports exist at
Salina Cruz and Matías Romero in the State of Oaxaca, Puerto Mexico
(Coatzacoalcos) in the State of Veracruz, and Topolobampo in the State of
Sinaloa. Two free ports are particularly interesting: Puerto Mexico on the
Gulf of Mexico side of the Tehuantepec Isthmus and Salina Cruz on the
Pacific Ocean side of the Isthmus. These ports have good highway and
railroad connections with each other so that goods landed at one free port
can be delivered to the other.
Free zones and perimeters have been established in some undeveloped
areas to enable the local population to obtain foreign products without
obtaining import licenses or paying import duties. Free ports and perimeters
include all of Baja California, the northwest portion of Sonora State,
Nogales, Agua Prieta, Chetumal, Cozumel, Isla de Mujeres, and Xcalak.
Although free ports and perimeters were established to assist the local
population, companies utilizing these areas may assemble or manufacture
products and obtain the same benefits. As the list of goods that may be
imported duty-free changes frequently, traders should obtain a current list.
In addition to the benefits that have been mentioned, the Mexican
national railways grant a 50% reduction in freight rates for manufactured
goods and a 25% reduction for raw materials and semiprocessed goods that
are sent to border areas, including free zones and perimeters.
INDUSTRIAL DECENTRALIZATION AND
REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM

To stimulate industrial decentralization and to encourage regional development, this program provides incentives for Mexican companies in the
form of reductions in income taxes, other taxes, and import duties.
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The most important requirements are at least 51% Mexican participation
in capital stock and the majority of managers and administrators must be
Mexican nationals. Payments abroad for royalties or technical assistance
cannot exceed 3% of annual net sales and the Intersecretariat Commission
must approve whatever percentage is fixed as well as the interest rate on
loans or credit contracted abroad. Furthermore, at least 60% of the direct
costs of products manufactured must be of Mexican content, except where
the necessary raw materials are not available within Mexico.
This program establishes eight groups of activities and divides the country
into three zones. The incentives offered are based on a combination of the
activity group and zone in which the company operates. To determine the
actual incentive, the law itself must be reviewed. Normally, the incentives are
granted for at least two years and not more than ten years. The effective
period is also determined on the basis of groups and zones.
PROGRAM FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COMMERCIAL
CENTERS IN BORDER AREAS AND FREE TRADE ZONES

This program was established to spur the construction of commercial
centers that would provide shopping facilities for residents in border areas
and free trade zones.
The incentives are offered to individuals or companies who either
construct a commercial center or establish a business within a commercial
center. In the latter case, national products must constitute at least 50% of
total sales.
The main requirement is that the capital stock must be fully subscribed by
Mexican nationals, but the Commission may accept companies whose shares
are only majority owned by Mexican nationals. A minimum of 50% of the
merchandise handled must be products manufactured in Mexico. Any
imported products must be sold at prices that are close to those charged on
the U.S.A. side of the border.
The incentives include a 100% subsidy of import duties on articles for
consumption; and the machinery, materials, and equipment necessary for the
construction, operation, expansion, and maintenance of the commercial
centers, if the national supply is inadequate in the opinion of the Commission. Other possible benefits include accelerated depreciation of fixed
assets in accordance with income tax law, and the operation of "in bond"
storage in the commercial centers.
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MEXICO'S BANKING SYSTEM

Monetary and financial policies are implemented by the Ministry of
Finance and the central bank, the Bank of Mexico, which fulfills the usual
functions of a central bank: regulation of currency, credit, interest rates,
bank reserves, and loan and investment transactions.
Mexico's banking system (both public and private) is closely regulated by
the National Banking and Insurance Commission and the Bank of Mexico,
which is 51%-owned by the government and the balance by private financial
institutions in proportion to their capital structures. The most important
credit institutions, aside from the Bank of Mexico, are Nacional Financiera,
whose ownership is similar to that of the central bank and which has
Mexico's industrial development as its main objective, and the National
Foreign Trade Bank, whose mission is to develop exports. Mexico's currency
has been very stable, and no monetary loss due to bank failure has occurred
in over 40 years.
Mexico's private banking system consists of commercial banks (bancos de
depósito); savings banks (bancos de ahorro); financing banks (sociedades
financieras); mortgage loan banks (sociedades de crédito hipotecario); capitalization banks (sociedades de capitalización), which solicit savings accounts
from small investors on the installment savings plan and use the funds
obtained to finance consumer sales and machinery loans. Some banks are
authorized to handle trusts (fiduciarias) and offer varied special services.
Insurance and bonding companies also contribute to the supply of funds
available for loans and investments.
PATENTS, TRADEMARKS, COPYRIGHTS

Patents. Both patent and trademark protection in Mexico is governed by
the Law of Industrial Property of 1943. Patents are obtainable for 15 years,
with no extensions. If the invention is not exploited in Mexico within three
years, the term of patent protection is reduced to twelve years and the
patent may become subject to compulsory licensing. The patent term is also
reduced if the patent is not used for any six consecutive months, and this
may also subject the patent to compulsory licensing.
Improvements and processes are generally patentable. Industrial designs
and models are patentable for ten years, with no renewals. If the design is
not exploited within seven years, the patent lapses unless the patentee can
show reasonable cause for not exploiting the design.
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Inventions considered not patentable include the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Those already protected by a government patent.
Those lacking in novelty.
Those contrary to public health or morals.
Chemical products.

All patented articles must be marked with their patent numbers, date of
issue, and "Patentado en México" (Patented in Mexico).
Patent applications should be filed at the Patent Department of the
Ministry of Industry and Commerce. The application should be filed before
the invention is exploited or publicized to a substantial extent. Processing of
applications takes about six months. Registration and annual fees are
nominal.
Trademarks. Trademark protection is granted for ten years, with renewals
possible for the same period. Except where a "non-use" certificate has been
obtained, the trademark lapses if it is unused for more than five consecutive
years. Trademarks may be sold; but unless the sale is registered, exclusive use
of the trademark cannot be enforced.
Any trademark that appears on a product, its container, or in advertising
must include "Marca Registrada" (Registered Trademark).
Applications for the registration or transfer of trademarks should be filed
at the office of the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. A trademark will
not be registered if it is identical with or similar to an existing name or
symbol. Nominal fees are imposed.
International Patent and Trademark Agreement. Mexico is a member of

the Paris Union for the Protection of Industrial Property Rights. Under this
Agreement, patents and trademarks registered in another signatory country
such as the U.S.A. may be filed in Mexico within one year of the original
filing, and they will be dated as of the date of the original application.
Licensing Agreements. No approval is needed for licensing agreements.
Royalties may be paid in any currency and are a private matter between the
parties. Royalties are subject to a withholding tax (see pages 130, 159).
Copyrights. Copyright protection in Mexico is governed by the Federal
Copyright Law of 1963. A wide variety of intangible property rights is
subject to copyright protection, including: literary, scientific, technical,
musical, pictorial, sculptural, architectural, photographic, cinematographic,
and radio and television works. Protection is granted for the life of the
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author and for thirty years after his death. The degree of protection is quite
extensive. It includes the exclusive right to use, exploit, and reproduce the
work. Applications for copyrights should be filed at the copyright office of
the Ministry of Public Education.
Mexico is a member of the Universal Copyright Convention and the
Buenos Aires Convention. Under the Universal Copyright Convention, a
foreign author who obtains copyright protection in his own country, which
country abides by the Convention, will obtain protection in Mexico without
registering there. Registration will be required if the foreign author assigns
his rights to a Mexican individual or company.

CURRENCY AND CURRENCY CONTROLS

The basic unit of currency is the peso, which is subdivided into 100
centavos. On April 19, 1954, the Mexican government fixed the new parity
of the peso at 12.50 per U.S.A. $1, which has remained unchanged since
then.
Mexico has no currency controls. Foreign investors may send in or take
out of Mexico their investments, dividends, interest, etc., without any
restriction, and foreign capital is treated in the same manner as local capital.
Nonresidents may freely open and operate bank accounts and buy and sell
unrestricted securities. No limits are imposed on the pesos, foreign currency,
or travelers checks that travelers may bring into or take out of Mexico. The
peso is freely convertible, and business transactions may be accomplished in
local or foreign currency with equal facility. There are no restrictions on
payments for imports as to amount, time, or currency. However, there are
some licensing requirements (see page 45).
The Mexican peso is one of the eight currencies considered "hard" by the
International Monetary Fund and related institutions.

FIXED-INCOME INVESTMENTS

Foreign individuals or entities may freely make portfolio investments. The
common types of fixed-income investments available in Mexico are discussed
below. Interest earned on such investments is subject to Mexican income tax
(see page 158), but in many cases the tax may be used as a direct tax credit
in the investor's home country. The investments listed below offer attractive
yields, and no investor has suffered a loss due to bank failures in over 40
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years. The risks that must be evaluated by the investor include the possibility
of inflation and the devaluation of the peso.
Short-Term Investments. Mortgage bonds (cédulas hipotecarias), represented by certificates, are issued by authorized banks. The minimum value of
each certificate is Ps. 100 ($8). The standard interest rate is 8% before
income taxes and the proceeds may be received monthly or reinvested
automatically in additional certificates. These certificates are redeemable on
demand.
Financial bonds (bonos financieros) are also issued by authorized financial
institutions and are redeemable on demand. The security for financial bonds
is the institution's loans to customers and its own investments. The
minimum investment is Ps. 1,000 ($80). Annual interest of 9% before taxes
is paid quarterly and may be reinvested if desired.
Regular savings accounts may be opened in almost any bank at an annual
interest rate of 4.5%. To compensate for the low rate of interest, a Ps.
50,000 ($4,000) life insurance policy is granted to the investor, after certain
requirements are met.
Long-Term Investments. Financial certificates (certificados financieros)
for fixed terms are issued by financial institutions. They are sold in
denominations of Ps. 1,000 to Ps. 100,000 and with maturities ranging from
two to ten years. Interest is paid monthly at before-tax rates ranging from
9.625% for a certificate maturing in two years to 10.6% for a ten-year
maturity. Arrangements can be made to reinvest the interest on these bonds
in the short-term-fixed-income investments previously described.
Financial bonds with one-year maturities are issued by the governmentowned bank, Nacional Financiera, S. A. The minimum investment is Ps.
100,000 ($8,000). Interest of 11% before income taxes is paid monthly.
Mortgage bonds with ten-year maturities and secured by fixed assets are
issued by private companies. Interest varies from 8% to 10% and is paid
semiannually.
Long-term deposits are accepted by most banks for fixed terms, usually
11 or 12 years. Such deposits may be for any agreed amounts, but not less
than Ps. 25,000 ($2,000). The pretax rate of return is about 13.5% and is
payable monthly.
Mexican government bonds (bonos del Ahorro Nacional) are issued with
ten-year terms. At maturity, the bond is redeemed for exactly twice the
original investment.
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In general, bonds are readily negotiable on the open market.
Confidentiality of Investments. It is illegal for a bank or broker to furnish
information about an account to a third party. Also, the Mexican government has no tax treaty arrangements with any other country.
THE CAPITAL MARKET

The commercial credit market is generally tight because of rapid industrialization. Interest rates are fairly high even for guaranteed loans. The major
sources of private capital are the commercial banks and private finance
companies (financieras). Equity capital can be obtained by listing the
company on a stock exchange (see page 42).
Private Sources of Credit—Short Term. The major source of short-term

credit in Mexico is the commercial bank. The Banco Nacional de México and
the Banco de Comercio are the largest of approximately 100 such banks.
Short-term credit is limited by law to 180 days, but most Mexican banks
extend such credit for only 90 days. In the usual case, the loans are renewed
for up to 360 days, after which a new loan agreement must be made. The
minimum interest rate on short-term credit is 11%, and the maximum rate
set by the National Banking and Insurance Commission is 12%; but most
banks charge a higher effective rate by imposing additional charges.
The only foreign bank in Mexico is the First National City Bank, whose
activities are confined to providing checking accounts and offering loans
within certain limits. Other foreign banks operate in Mexico through local
representatives.
Medium- and Long-Term Credit. The major source of medium- and
long-term credit is the private finance company, or financiera. Some finance
companies are affiliated with groups of industrial companies and deal
primarily with these groups. Finance companies usually charge annual
interest at rates of 12% to 18% on one- to five-year notes. They are not
permitted to issue paper with maturity dates of less than 180 days.
Banks and finance companies also provide funds through inventory loans
secured by chattel mortgages. The loans must be used to purchase raw
materials, which continue as security for the loan as the materials are
processed into finished products. The usual term of these loans is three to
five years.
Loans secured by chattel mortgages are also used to purchase fixed assets.
These loans are for up to ten years, with the assets acquired used as security.
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Banks and finance companies may also act as underwriters. For a
commission, they will undertake to sell bonds and shares issued by private
companies. Local brokers also provide this service.
Also available are several equipment-leasing firms that provide necessary
equipment with a minimum initial cash outlay.
Public Sources of Credit. The major public source of credit is Nacional
Financiera, S. A. It grants the same kinds of loans as banks and private
companies, but it also extends loans at reduced interest rates to small- and
medium-sized businesses. Businesses are classified as small- to medium-sized
if stockholders' equity is between 25,000 and 25,000,000 pesos; however, if
the company is located within a heavily industrialized area, the minimum
equity that qualifies is increased to Ps. 50,000.
Several types of loans are available. Loans secured by inventory are
granted up to Ps. 2,500,000 for terms of two to three years. Loans to
acquire fixed assets or to pay liabilities and secured by fixed assets are
granted up to Ps. 3,500,000 for up to ten years. Mortgage loans are granted
to a maximum of Ps. 6,000,000 for up to ten years. These loans are only
granted to manufacturing companies, except that nonmortgage loans are also
granted to mechanical workshops, laundries, and dry cleaning establishments.
Annual interest rates are 11% for companies located in an industrialized
area and 10.5% otherwise. Different types of loans may be obtained by one
company, but the total may not exceed 8 million pesos. A company with
owner's equity under Ps. 1,875,000 may obtain an especially low interest
rate of 9% on loans that will be used to purchase machinery manufactured in
Mexico or the U.S.A.
Loan applications are submitted to the Guarantee and Development Fund
for Medium and Small Industries and should include the company's financial
statements and plans outlining how the funds will be used.
Financing of Exports. Exports are financed principally by the National
Foreign Trade Bank (Banco Nacional de Comercio Exterior, S.A.), the Fund
for the Promotion of Manufactured Exports, and private commercial banks
and financial institutions. These sources provide advisory services and grant
loans for export-oriented production, ordinary export credits, and for
import-substitutions. Through the Mexican Credit Insurance Company (Cía.
Mexicana de Seguro de Crédito, S.A.), insurance against foreign trade risks
can be obtained.
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Equity Financing. The Mexico City Stock Exchange is the major one with
about 475 companies listed. Smaller exchanges operate in Monterrey and
Guadalajara. At the Mexico City exchange, known as the "Bolsa," fixedincome securities accounted for 97.9% of all trading in 1971 even though the
peso volume in equity shares increased by 15%. The small interest in equity
shares is probably due to a lack of knowledge of how the stock exchange
operates, the idea that only wealthy persons buy equity shares, and the
tendency to compare the return on equity shares with fixed-income
investments without considering the element of growth potential.
The Bolsa is a private institution, but it is supervised by the Ministry of
Finance through the National Commission of Securities (Comisión Nacional
de Valores, or CNV). The Bolsa is making efforts to interest more people in
purchasing equity shares. These efforts, combined with the recent income
tax increase on interest income and the government's recognition of the
growing need for equity funds to finance industrial expansion, may stimulate
more buyer interest.
The shares of foreign companies cannot be traded on the Bolsa without
specific authorization by the Ministry of Finance. No foreign companies are
presently listed although the shares of some Mexican subsidiaries of foreign
companies are traded.
To register securities on the Bolsa, a written application must be filed with
the Council or Board of Directors of the Bolsa and the CNV. The application
must be accompanied by the following documents:
1. The corporate charter with all changes.
2. The balance sheet, income statement, and statement of stockholders'
equity. These financial statements, including all notes, are required for each
of the last five years.
3. Information about the company's dividend history and a complete
description of the new security that is to be registered.
4. An attendance list and the minutes of the last annual meeting.
5. A report of the company's future plans.
6. The names and positions of the company's officers and members of the
board of directors.
7. Information about the company's facilities, labor and tax situations,
products sold, and market position.
8. Information about contracts for technical and administrative assis42 TOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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tance, outstanding loans, and other important matters.
9. Explanation of the company's motives and objectives for registration
on the Bolsa.
10. Minutes of the board of directors' meeting in which it was decided to
register on the Bolsa.
All financial statements of the company should be certified by a Mexican
certified public accountant (contador público). Where all or part of the new
issue is to be offered in a foreign country, additional filing requirements are
imposed. Capitalization required for listing is studied in each case and
decided by the board of directors of the stock exchange. Registration fees
are minimal. Ultimately, the final decision with respect to a registration
application rests with the CNV.
Once a company has been listed on the Bolsa, it is required to file the
following statements annually with the Bolsa Council and the CNV:
1. Certified financial statements.
2. Attendance list and minutes of the stockholders' and board of
directors' meetings.
These statements must also be published in a local newspaper of wide
circulation and a copy furnished together with the above information.
Certain other financial and statistical information also must be provided
quarterly.
GENERAL BUSINESS LAWS

Price Controls. Under the Law of Attributions of the Federal Executive in
Economic Matters of December 30, 1950, the executive branch of the
Mexican government has the authority to set maximum wholesale and retail
prices for certain basic industrial products, foodstuffs, and clothing. This
authority has been delegated to the Directorate General of Prices, Ministry
of Industry and Commerce, which is empowered to establish ceilings based
on a "reasonable" profit.
The list of commodities subject to price control is extensive. It ranges
from basic chemicals to basic foods to automobiles and farm tractors. With
the exception of staples such as beans, corn, and meat, the maximum price is
subject to variation. Sanctions for violations are severe. The government can
impose fines, close firms, and arrest violators.
To supplement controls on the prices of food staples, a government
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agency, Compañía Nacional de Subsistencias Populares (CONASUPO), is
authorized to buy and sell such staples at prices below the market and to
maintain surpluses of farm products. This agency also deals in these
commodities to insure a supply at reasonable cost for low-income groups.
The Ministry of Health has jurisdiction over the pricing of drugs and other
pharmaceutical products. Manufacturers are required to state the officially
fixed price on the label.
Antitrust Law. Mexico does not have an antitrust law although the
Constitution prohibits private industrial or commercial monopolies. In
practice, the strong price controls combined with the smallness of the
Mexican market have removed the government's incentive to resort to
antitrust action.
FOREIGN TRADE REGULATIONS

Mexico's trade policy in recent years reflects the desire to industrialize
rapidly. Through high tariff rates and an extensive licensing system, the
growth of local industries to produce goods ordinarily imported has been
encouraged. A secondary objective is to conserve foreign exchange for
essential imports. As a result, imports of consumer goods have declined in
recent years, and imports of producer goods have grown.
As a member of the Latin American Free Trade Association (LAFTA),
Mexico is obligated to extend certain tariff concessions to other members.
The Mexican Government is actively encouraging exports to improve the
country's trade position. An export licensing system exists, but it only
applies to certain goods such as foodstuffs and raw materials needed
domestically and to irreplaceable natural resources. Mexico's export incentive program includes subsidies, import duty drawbacks, and federal tax
concessions, as described earlier in this chapter.
Controls Over Payments for Imports and Exports. There are no restric-

tions or controls over payments for imports or exports. However, imports or
exports that are subject to a licensing requirement must be cleared by the
National Foreign Trade Bank, which levies a small fee based on the value of
imports.
The Import Tariff System. Mexico's tariffs are low by Latin American
standards but, on the average, are higher than those of most industrialized
countries. The tariff system was revised in 1965 to conform with Brussels
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Nomenclature, which has been adopted by LAFTA nations. The tariff
structure is quite complex. In most cases, a specific duty is levied based on
the weight of imported merchandise, and an ad valorem duty is also levied.
The ad valorem duty is assessed on either the invoice value or an "official
valuation," whichever is higher. The official valuations, which have been
established for most products, are sometimes higher than invoiced or current
market values.
The ad valorem rates are quite high, especially on luxury items and
merchandise that is produced locally. The average rate is about 35%, but the
rates on some luxury goods are as high as 100%.
Some articles can be imported duty-free, including, among others:
specified essential raw materials, certain drugs and insecticides, newspapers
and magazines, maps, airplane tires, art works, various ores and minerals,
propane and butane gas, and a few chemicals.
Nontariff Barriers to Imports. About one-third of all imports are subject
to a licensing system. A complete list of the articles subject to licensing is
contained in the import tariff published by the government. Articles
included in the licensing system may not be ordered abroad or shipped until
the importers or their customs brokers have obtained the required license
from the Dirección General de Comercio, Secretaría de Industria y Comercio,
Cuauhtémoc 80, México, D. F. Decisions on applications are usually made
within 30 days, and the licenses are usually valid for 180 days and may be
revalidated for a similar period. The granting of licenses depends on such
factors as whether the goods are essential and whether domestic producers
are capable of filling local needs. An open-end licensing system is available
for goods not manufactured in Mexico under which an importer can obtain
clearance for all listed goods for a period varying from six months to a few
years.
It should be noted that manufacturers can apply for tariff protection to
the Ministry of Industry and Commerce. If the applicant shows that a
product is being manufactured in quantities sufficient for domestic requirements, the Ministry will require prior import licenses for that product. This
authority has brought a wide variety of products, from consumer goods to
raw materials, within the licensing system in recent years.
Other Trade Regulations. Storage charges accrue on any imports not
cleared and withdrawn from customs within 15 days after landing. Imports
not withdrawn after 90 days are sold at auction.
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ENTRY OF FOREIGNERS INTO MEXICO

The labor law requires that at least 90% of a company's employees be
Mexican citizens. Top executives are usually excluded from this percentage
and may need to enter Mexico under the applicable immigration rules.
The government attempts to find job opportunities for its growing
population by limiting immigration for job purposes to those cases where
qualified Mexicans are not available. However, there is reason to believe that
the growing economy has caused a gap between the demand and supply of
qualified Mexican executives. In general, the necessary permission to enter
Mexico can be obtained when a justifiable need for a particular person can
be shown. Foreigners may enter Mexico under one of three immigration
classifications: tourist, visitor, or immigrant.
Tourist (Turista). Tourist cards are issued to tourists for one stay in
Mexico in any six-month period. A holder of a tourist card may not buy
property and is absolutely forbidden to engage in employment of any kind
or to receive compensation.
Tourist cards are easily obtained free of charge at any Mexican consulate
in a foreign country, at the border, and at some foreign airports. Tourist
cards are valid for six months, and procedures exist for renewals in case a
tourist cannot leave Mexico within that period because of illness.
Children under 15 who accompany their parent or guardian on a visit to
Mexico do not require their own tourist card but must leave Mexico in the
company of the adult.
Tourists may bring a car into Mexico provided they obtain a Mexican
insurance policy, and they cannot leave without their car.
Multiple-crossing tourist cards, valid for six months, are issued to persons
living near the border who cross frequently.
Visitor (Visitante). Three types of visitor permits are issued. Each type is
subject to different limitations which are specified on the card itself.
One type is issued to businessmen who enter the country for business
purposes for not more than six months and who are not allowed to receive
compensation from a Mexican source. This type of permit is readily
obtainable for either a single or multiple crossing during the six months at a
fee of Ps. 37.50 (single) and Ps. 62.50 (multiple).
Another type of visitor permit is issued to businessmen who wish to work
temporarily in Mexico and receive compensation from a Mexican source.
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This type of permit should be applied for well in advance as it usually takes a
considerable time to obtain. The need for the expertise of the visitor will
have to be demonstrated by the Mexican firm that will compensate the
foreign individual. The government makes special efforts to facilitate the
granting of this type of visitor permit to individuals who will work in a
company established under the border and coastal zones industrialization
program.
Both types of permits are valid for six months and are renewable for like
periods for up to a maximum stay of two years, but officials are sometimes
reluctant to grant more than one renewal.
The third type of visitor permit is issued to retired persons who do not
wish to become immigrants or cannot meet the strict income requirements
demanded of immigrants. The income requirements for this type of visitor
permit are $160 per month plus $80 for each dependent, amounts which
must be proved. The permit is valid for six months. Renewals may be
obtained for a maximum stay of two years, and the income requirement
must be proved at each renewal.
Immigrant (Inmigrante). An immigrant permit must be applied for by any
person who wishes to establish permanent residence in Mexico. Applications
are filed with the Ministry of Interior (Secretaria de Gobernación) and, if
approved, a permit is issued which grants temporary status as an immigrant.
The permit must be renewed annually for five years to obtain the permanent
status of "inmigrado." During the five years, the immigrant's employment
must be confined to the specific activities mentioned in the permit. Also, he
may not leave Mexico for more than a total of 90 days in each of the first
two years, nor for more than a total of 18 months during the five years.
After the five-year period, he may enter and leave freely, subject to the
limitation that he will lose his immigrant status if either:
1. He remains outside of Mexico for two consecutive years.
2. He remains outside of Mexico for a total of five years during any
ten-year period.
Immigrant permits for businessmen or executives and technical specialists
are limited, closely supervised, and increasingly difficult to obtain. They will
not be granted on behalf of a company that has been established in Mexico
for less than two years, or if Mexicans are available with the same
qualifications. In addition, foreign investors will have to supply proof of a
minimum investment of Ps. 600,000 if the business is located in or near
Mexico City, or Ps. 200,000 if located elsewhere.
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Family members may obtain a family permit if the person who applies for
the immigrant permit guarantees complete financial responsibility for the
other family members who must agree not to engage in any remunerative
work, directly or indirectly, for the first five years.
Retired persons may obtain immigrant visas if they can prove a minimum
monthly income from foreign sources of 3,000 pesos plus 1,000 for each
dependent. The applicant must be a head of the household, over 50, and
cannot be employed in Mexico or receive any Mexican-source income other
than interest on investments.
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Labor Conditions

Mexico's labor force totaled 13.1 million according to the 1970 census,
about 27% of the population (see page 5). Women make up only about
20.5% of this labor force.
No annual surveys of unemployment are taken, but there is much
evidence that underutilization of human resources is a more serious problem
than that of overt unemployment. Observers have estimated that up to 40%
of the labor force, especially in rural areas, is engaged in part-time, seasonal,
or other marginal employment. The 1970 census reported that 10% of the
working population declared no income. The remaining 90% reported the
following monthly income:
%
16.5
23.7
24.1
25.7

Monthly Income (U.S.A.S)
Under $16
$16 to $40
$40 to $80
Over $80

No data are available about labor productivity. It is known that some
labor shortages exist both at the managerial and administrative levels and at
the middle technical levels.
Both the government and the private sector operate technical and
vocational centers to upgrade the skills of Mexican workers, and some large
businesses maintain formal organized training programs for their employees.
The available evidence indicates that workers learn rapidly and perform well.
Employment of Foreigners. The Mexican labor law contains provisions
that employers are required to give hiring preference to Mexican nationals
over foreigners and that at least 90% of a firm's employees must be Mexican
nationals, except for directors, administrators, and general managers. This
does not apply where the employer can show that employees with the
necessary skills are not available in Mexico.
The Labor Law of May 1, 1970. This important federal law annulled the
law of 1931 and made some important changes in labor conditions, which
are noted in this Chapter. This Labor Law consists of 890 articles containing
numerous minor provisions affecting specific industries as well as more
important matters. Article 2 states that the object of the law is to obtain
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social justice in labor-management relations. Article 3 defines work as both a
right and a social obligation, not an article of commerce. Article 18 states
that these concepts will be considered in interpreting the law and that in case
of doubt the interpretation most favorable to the worker will prevail.
Intermediary and Secondary Employers. Articles 12 through 15 of the

1970 Labor Law provide that employees of intermediary and secondary
employers shall have the same rights and working conditions as the principal
or contracting employer. The terms "intermediary" and "secondary" refer
to firms working exclusively or almost exclusively for a primary employer,
and which do not have the resources to assure full compliance with employer
obligations. In such cases, the employer for whom services are provided by
intermediary and secondary employers is jointly responsible for the obligations due the latter's employees. This provision arose primarily from
problems in the construction industry. Some subcontractors were unable to
pay social security taxes and other benefits due employees and, in some
cases, these subcontractors were dependent upon the general contractor for
all or nearly all of their revenue. The concept embodied in this law, however,
is widely applicable. Employers who benefit from the sale of products made
in homes are also subject to these provisions.
Confidential Employees. The new law defines confidential employees as
those who exercise managerial functions, such as inspection, supervision, and
control of a general nature, as well as functions related to an employer's
personal duties. The definition of confidential employee is important
because persons designated as confidential employees have less legal protection than other workers, although they are usually more highly paid. The
phrase "of a general nature" is not defined and has created problems.
Confidential employees cannot:
1. Appeal for reinstatement to their jobs in lieu of accepting a severance
indemnity.
2. Be members of a general union of employees, nor vote in a strike
proceeding.
3. Participate in profit sharing to an extent greater than 120% of the
highest paid nonconfidential employee.

WORKING HOURS

Mexico's Labor Law sets maximum regular hours of work on a daily basis.
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The maximum normal hours vary, depending on whether the hours are
worked during the day, night, or a mixture of both.
Day work is considered to be between 6.00 a.m. and 8.00 p.m., and
regular day working hours cannot exceed eight.
Night work is considered to be between 8.00 p.m. and 6.00 a.m., and
regular night working hours cannot exceed seven.
Mixed hours of work consist of both day and night work. However, the
hours classified as night hours cannot exceed three. If the night hours exceed
three, the entire shift is classified as night work. The normal working hours
on a mixed shift cannot exceed seven and one-half.
In practice, the normal work week varies between 40 and 44 hours.
Overtime. The Labor Law limits overtime, except in emergencies or
unusual cases, to three hours per day and not more than three times per
week. Thus, the effective limit on overtime is nine hours per week. In
practice, however, employees work additional overtime when needed. The
first nine hours of overtime must be compensated at twice the regular rate of
pay. Three times the regular rate must be paid for overtime in excess of nine
hours per week and for Sunday and holiday work.
Employment of Women and Children. The employment of women and

children is regulated by the new Labor Law. Many restrictions are imposed
on the hours of work, general working conditions, and other matters
concerning the employment of women and minor children.
Day of Rest. Employers are required to make every effort to set aside
Sunday as a day of rest for employees. Where Sunday work is required, such
as in hotels, an alternate day of rest must be set aside. However, in such a
case, an employee who works on Sunday must receive at least 25%
additional salary for that day.
Legal Holidays. The public holidays observed in Mexico are listed below.
The eight holidays starred in the listing are legal holidays, for which
employees must be paid. Labor contracts usually provide for additional paid
holidays.
* January 1
* February 5
* March 21
March 30 (varies)
March 31 (varies)

New Year's Day
Promulgation of the Constitution
Juarez's Birthday
Holy Thursday
Good Friday
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*May 1
May 5
September 15, * 16
October 12
November 2
* November 20
* December 1 (every sixth year)
December 12
* December 25

Labor Day
Battle of Puebla
Independence Day
Columbus Day
All Souls' Day
Anniversary of the Revolution
Inauguration Day
Our Lady of Guadalupe
Christmas

The President reports to Congress each September 1 on the government's
operations for the past year. This is not a legal holiday, but many offices
close on that day.
The last week in May and the period between December 20 and January 6
are traditional vacation periods for government employees.
If employees are required to work on one of the starred legal holidays,
they must receive triple pay.
Vacations. Employees are not entitled to a vacation until they have been
employed for a full year. After one year's employment, they must receive
paid vacation of at least six working days. This benefit increases by two days
for each of the next three years of employment. After that, the vacation
period increases by two days for every five years of service. These minimum
vacation requirements are outlined in the following table:
Years of Employment

Vacation Days

1

6
8

2
3
4
5 to 9
10 to 14
15 to 19

10
12

14
16

18

In practice, many employers grant paid vacations of two weeks prior to
the legal requirement to do so. A vacation bonus of 25% of regular salary
must be paid for vacation days. An exception to the required one year's
employment for the minimum vacation benefit applies to workers in
seasonal industries and to permanent employees who work less than a full
week. In these special cases, workers receive proportional vacations.
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Wage rates in Mexico are set by law, by collective bargaining contracts,
and by the labor market. Every two years, minimum wages are established
for both urban and rural employment by the National Minimum Wage
Commission, which sets minimum wage classifications for each of 111
economic zones and for specified occupations.
In most major industries, wages are well above the minimum rates. In the
case of unskilled workers, however, the minimum wage is very close to the
actual wage. The National Minimum Wage Commission has estimated that in
some backward areas many workers earn less than the minimum wage.
The minimum wage schedule currently in effect is for 1972 and 1973. The
new scales represent an average increase of about 18.5% over those for the
previous two-year period. The following are examples of minimum wages for
unskilled laborers in selected cities:
City
Ciudad Juárez
Guadalajara
Monterrey
Querétaro
Tijuana
Oaxaca

Daily

nimum (Pesos)
42.30
34.85
37.20
19.75
38.05
18.50

U.S.A. Dollars
3.38
2.79
2.98
1.58
2.04
1.48

Minimum wages are also set for various occupations. These minimums are
for workers with some degree of experience and skill in the particular
occupation. The following are typical minimums for some office positions:
Labor Category
Bookkeeper
Typist
File clerk

Daily Minimum (Pesos)

U.S.A. Dollars

54.15
48.05
49.30

4.33
3.84
3.94

Compulsory Bonus. A yearly bonus must be paid to all employees on or
before December 20. This bonus must be for at least 15 days' pay; but if a
company traditionally pays a larger bonus, the payment of such larger bonus
is required to be continued. The compulsory nature of this bonus is not
affected by whether the firm's activities have resulted in a profit or loss.
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Companies that pay weekly salaries must divide an employee's weekly
earnings by seven and multiply by 15 to obtain the minimum required bonus
payment.
Employees as Creditors. Article 113 of the Labor Law provides that wages
and other compensation due to employees have preference over all other
credit obligations.
TERMINATION OF EMPLOYMENT

The conditions under which work contracts may be terminated are spelled
out in the Labor Law. Employers must advise an employee in writing of the
date and the reasons for his dismissal. If the employee has more than 20
years' seniority, the dismissal is only justifiable for very serious reasons and,
in practice, it may be very difficult to dismiss such an employee.
The 1970 Labor Law also provides that an employee of less than 20 years'
service who is dismissed without just cause may select either of the following
remedies:
1. Request the Labor Board for reinstatement in his former position. If
the employer can prove sufficient cause for the dismissal, reinstatement will
be denied. Such conduct as insubordination, continued absences, or
drunkenness is usually considered just cause for dismissal, but joining a
union is not.
2. Obtain severance pay of three months' wages plus any accrued wages
from the dismissal date to the date of the Labor Board's decision.
Confidential employees (see page 54) and employees with less than one
year's seniority are entitled to only three months' wages on dismissal as they
do not have the legal right to demand reinstatement.
Employees who leave voluntarily do not have the right to demand
severance pay.
Seniority Bonus. Article 162 provides that permanent employees who are
discharged shall receive a bonus of 12 days' wages for each year of service.
The bonus is payable to employees who are dismissed with or without just
cause as well as to those who terminate their employment for cause.
Employees who terminate their employment after 15 years' service are
entitled to this bonus even if they leave voluntarily. On the death of an
employee, his beneficiary is entitled to the bonus.
To avoid the seniority bonus being applied retroactively, the amounts
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payable to employees of more than 15 years' service who leave voluntarily
are computed under rules contained in the Law. Furthermore, the daily pay
rate used to compute the bonus is the employee's regular rate of pay, but
this cannot be more than twice the daily minimum wage for the locality, nor
less than Ps. 50 ($.40) per day.
Most employers do not provide for the annual liability arising out of the
seniority bonus provisions on their books although it may seem proper from
an accounting viewpoint to make some provision for this contingency.
Provisions to a reserve for seniority bonuses are not deductible for income
tax purposes, but actual payments to employees are deductible.
LABOR RELATIONS

Article 23 of the Constitution guarantees the rights of employers and
employees to form associations to defend their common interests. In general,
labor-management disputes are a lesser problem in Mexico than in many
industrialized countries.
Labor Unions. There are seven important labor confederations and about
25 important national unions. Statistics of union membership are difficult to
obtain, and those given below are educated estimates. About 3.5 million
workers belong to unions, which is about one-quarter of the economically
active population but over one-half of the nonagricultural labor force. The
most highly unionized industries are mining, petroleum, transportation, communications, major manufacturing, and government workers. The most
important confederation is the Confederation of Mexican Workers (CTM),
with an estimated two million members. Unions have succeeded in obtaining
a closed shop in many industries.
Employers' Organizations. Every company must join a chamber of
commerce or industrial association, as explained on page 85. These industry
groups must affiliate with the Confederation of National Chambers of
Commerce (CONCANACO) or the Confederation of Industrial Chambers
(CONCAMIN). In addition to these semiofficial confederations, the Employers' Confederation is an important private employers' organization of
about 10,000 members. These groups are frequently consulted by the
government on proposed legislation and other matters.
Strikes. Labor's right to strike is guaranteed by the Labor Law provided
the following conditions are met:
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1. The employer must receive written notice of the grievances and the
intention of calling a strike at least six days in advance of the strike date (ten
days if public services are involved).
2. A copy of this written notice must be delivered to the Conciliation and
Arbitration Board that has jurisdiction.
3. A majority of the eligible workers approve of the strike.
4. The strike must be for one of the following purposes:
A. To force an employer to renew a collective bargaining agreement or
to comply with an existing agreement.
B. To obtain "equilibrium" between the factors of production (a
balance between the rights of labor and capital). "Disequilibrium" may exist
when employees' conditions are below those of similar enterprises in the
area.
C. In sympathy with a "legal" strike. If the above conditions are not
met, the Conciliation and Arbitration Board may declare that the strike is
nonexistent (not legal or authorized).The declaration that a strike is legal, or
the reverse declaration that it is nonexistent, has major consequences. If the
strike is legal, the employer must continue to pay wages (in full or partially),
except in the case of a sympathy strike. Since unions do not have large strike
funds and most workers do not have savings to sustain them, the declaration
of legality is almost a necessity for a successful strike.
If a strike is declared nonexistent, the employees must return to work
within 24 hours. If a worker does not return, his contract of employment is
considered terminated, and the employer is free to replace him.
The Labor Law provides three ways in which a strike may be settled: by
agreement of the parties, by the decision of freely-chosen arbitrators, and by
the Conciliation and Arbitration Board. Arbitration is not compulsory for
workers, provided the strike is legal and the dispute is of an economic
nature. However, if arbitration is requested by the employees, it is compulsory for the employer. Any collective bargaining agreement must include
nonunion as well as union members, but confidential and supervisory
employees may be excluded.
FRINGE BENEFITS

Fringe benefits normally constitute an important percentage of cash
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wages. It is difficult to estimate their impact because of the variety of
benefits and the differences in wage levels. Therefore, the following is merely
a general guide to a fringe-benefit package, as a percentage of cash wages.
Legal profit sharing is not considered because it varies with a company's
profitability, but it is discussed later in this Chapter.
Percentages of Cash Wages
Social security
Additional payments for old age, disability,
dismissal, and death benefits
Compulsory yearly bonus
Vacation bonus (25%)
Emergency medical services
Scholarships, training courses,
and sport programs
Employees' housing
Pensions
1% payroll tax for educational purposes

Minimum

Maximum

8.70

18.09

2.00

4.10
4.78
.90
.37

4.13
.83
.31

.23
5.00

.12

.27
5.00
.17

1.00

1.00

22.32

34.68

Workmen's Compensation. Employers whose labor force is not covered by
the social security program must provide equivalent benefits for occupational^ connected accidents and illnesses.
EMPLOYERS' OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE HOUSING

The "Law for the National Institute of Workers' Housing" has been
adopted, and its provisions impose several obligations on employers. The
most important is the provision that employers must contribute 5% of
employee's "ordinary salary" to the Housing Fund. "Ordinary salary" is
defined as including daily base wage or salary (including the base wage for a
seventh day, supplemental wages paid in higher job categories, commissions,
payment for piecework, and vacation pay). The daily base wage subject to
contributions is limited to ten times the minimum general salary in the
applicable zone. Thus, in Mexico City zone no. 74, which has a minimum
daily wage of Ps. 38, the maximum daily salary on which the 5% is
calculated will be Ps. 380, even though a higher amount is earned.
Exclusions From "Ordinary Salary." The 5% housing tax is not paid on
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benefits granted by law or custom such as overtime pay, premiums for
Sunday or vacation work, premiums paid for promptness or production,
travel allowance, paid absence, employee profit sharing, separation premium
or indemnity, assistance toward rent, and so forth.
When Tax Payments Are Due. The 5% tax on wages is imposed only on
the employer. The tax must be paid to the National Housing Fund within 15
days of the close of each two-month period.
Exemptions. Companies that prior to this law were already granting
benefits for housing, equal to or greater than 5%, are exempted from the
obligation of the 5% contribution. Companies whose contributions were less
than the required 5% must pay the difference to the National Housing Fund.
However, the workers may choose, at any time, to dispense with the
company benefits, in which case the company must pay the full contribution
to the National Housing Fund.
On the other hand, employers who have provided housing facilities to
their workers in compliance with Article 123 of the Constitution or the
provisions of individual or collective contracts, are nonetheless required to
contribute the equivalent of 60% of the 5% of the workers' ordinary salaries.
Consequently, these workers continue to be entitled to loans to repair or
enlarge their homes or to acquire new ones. Employers whose workers have
purchased their homes from salaries are not included in this exemption.

Employee Profit Sharing. Since 1963, almost all companies have been
obligated to share profits with their employees. In general terms, the profit
to be shared is 20% of "net distributable profit." In practice, this works out
to about 12% of after-tax profit for most industrial concerns. The applicable
regulations are complex, but the basic principles are clear. First, members of
the board of directors, administrators, and general managers are not entitled
to share in the profits. Apprentices and persons who have worked less than
60 days during the year are also excluded. Other workers are entitled to
shares based both on their salaries and the number of days worked during
the year. "Net distributable profits" are calculated as follows (minor
adjustments are omitted):
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1. The company's taxable profit is determined basically in the same
manner as for income tax purposes.
2. The income tax liability for the current year is deducted.
3. A standard amount of 30% representing a "reasonable return on
invested capital" is deducted.
4. A variable deduction (from 10% to 80%) is taken which represents the
ratio between the firm's invested capital and payroll during the year. Firms
that are capital-intensive and employ a small labor force will have larger
deductions. Firms that are labor-intensive with a minor capital investment
will have smaller deductions.

Twenty percent of the amount determined as above must be distributed
to employees within five months of the end of the company's fiscal year.
The maximum compensation for computing the profit share of each
confidential employee is 120% of the highest salaried nonconfidential
employee.
To insure fair computation of the profit to be shared, employers are
required to offer a copy of their income tax return to employees. If the
employees have any objections to the tax return, these objections must be
made to the tax authorities, whose decision is binding. In addition, the
refusal of employers to comply with the profit-sharing law is one of the
grounds for a "legal" strike. Neither of these provisions has caused important
disruptions. Nothing in the profit-sharing law gives labor any voice in the
operations of a company.
The following are exempt from profit sharing:
1. New enterprises during their first year of operation.
2. New enterprises manufacturing a new product during the first two
years of operation.
3. New extracting enterprises during the exploratory period.
4. Legally recognized welfare institutions.
5. Enterprises whose gross income and capital are below certain
minimums.
In the case of employees of professional firms or persons, such as
accountants or doctors, taxable net profit is the base for employee profit
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sharing. Twenty percent of the taxable net profit must be distributed to
employees, but no employee is entitled to more than one month's salary.
The profit-sharing formula that has been described is being reviewed, and
an announcement is expected on December 13, 1973, on what changes, if
any, will be made.

MEXICO'S SOCIAL SECURITY SYSTEM

The 1917 Constitution stated that a system of social security was in the
public interest, but the first law was not passed until 1942. Today Mexico
has a comprehensive social security law based on the 1942 law, but amended
several times. The latest amendments went into effect January 1, 1971.
The social security program aims at insuring against or providing benefits
for occupational accidents and diseases, non-work-connected sickness, old
age pensions, limited unemployment benefits in case of disability or old age,
death benefits, and maternity benefits. Medical care is provided by a vast
network of hospitals, clinics, and sanatoriums established by the IMSS (see
below). The philosophy underlying social security embraces the entire
environment. Consequently, the IMSS operates vocational training schools,
recreational and cultural centers, low-cost housing projects, and offers
various other social services. The system is administered by the Mexican
Institute of Social Security (Instituto Mexicano del Seguro Social, hereafter
referred to as IMSS). Other social security systems are in existence for
special groups such as government employees and railroad workers, but these
will not be discussed.
Who Is Covered by Social Security. Every person who has a dependent
work relationship with another is covered by social security. Every employer
must register as such with IMSS. New employees must be reported to IMSS,
as must all changes in salary classifications, within five days of the hire or
change. If a new employee is not registered for social security purposes and
he suffers an accident, and medical care is provided by IMSS, IMSS will
collect from the employer all benefits due the worker and any expenses
involved, which may amount to a sizable sum. Employee terminations must
also be reported within five days. This last requirement is important as a
failure to report the termination of an employee may subject the employer
to continued liability for social security contributions for that employee.
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Employers of even one person are liable for social security contributions.
Foreigners in Mexico on a temporary basis who receive compensation are
covered by the social security law.
Taxable Wages. For social security purposes, taxable wages include, in
addition to cash wages, the value of bonuses, allowances, gratuities, lodging,
premiums, commissions, piece work, benefits in kind, overtime, and any
other benefits given to a worker in exchange for his work. Since fringe
benefits under Mexican law and collective bargaining agreements may be
high, this broad definition of wages is significant for social security purposes.
It is likely that this broadened definition will be challenged legally by
employers.
Contributions Payable. Contributions payable are determined on the basis
of daily wages. For persons paid weekly, daily wages are determined by
dividing weekly wages by seven. For monthly-paid persons, the wage
payment is divided by 30. The daily wage so obtained will fall into one of
the wage classifications in the following table. These classifications are
important as they determine both the contributions payable and the benefits
received.
Group
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

P
R
S
T
U

More than
Ps.

Daily Wage or Salary
Average

15.00
18.00

Ps. 13.50
16.50

22.00

26.40
35.00
45.00
60.00
75.00
90.00
115.00
150.00
195.00
250.00

30.00
40.00
50.00
70.00
80.00
100.00
130.00
170.00
220.00

20.00

Up to
Ps. 15.00
18.00

22.00
30.00
40.00
50.00
70.00
80.00
100.00
130.00
170.00
220.00
maximum

Contributions are calculated on the "average" column. Based on the group
classifications, the following weekly contributions are payable by employers
and employees:
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For Nonoccupational Illness
and Maternity Insurance
Employer

Group
H
I
J
K
L
M
N
O

P
R
S
T
U

Ps.

5.33
6.50
7.88
10.40
13.78
17.73
23.63
29.53
35.45
45.28
59.06
76.78
98.44

For Disability, Unemployment,
Old Age Pension, and Death

Employee
Ps.

Employer
Ps.

2.13
2.60
3.15
4.16
5.51
7.09
9.45

3.55
4.33
5.25
6.93
9.20
11.83
15.75
19.70
23.63
30.19
39.38
51.19
65.63

11.81

14.18
18.11

23.63
30.71
39.38

Employee
Ps.

1.42
1.73
2.10
2.77
3.68
4.73
6.30
7.88
9.45
12.08
15.75
20.48
26.25

As indicated in Group U of the table on page 65, the maximum taxable
wages are Ps. 250 on a daily basis or Ps. 6,600 ($528) per month. In terms of
overall social security costs, the burden is shared as follows under the rates in
effect on April 1, 1972:
Employer
Employee
Government

62.5%
25.0%
12.5%
100.0%

In terms of a percentage of taxable wages, the costs of social security are
distributed as follows:
Employer
For nonoccupational illness and
maternity insurance
For disability, unemployment,
old age pension, and death
Totals
For occupational risks
(employers only; see page 67)
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Employee Government

5.6

2.30

1.60

3.75

1.50

.75

9.35

3.80

2.35

From .224 to 5.625 of wages.

mexico

Payment of Contributions. Contributions are paid to IMSS six times
yearly covering periods of eight or nine weeks as predetermined by IMSS.
Payments are due by the 15th of the month following the period for which
contributions are due. Interest is charged for late payments at the rate of 2%
per month.
Additional Contributions for Occupational Accidents and Illnesses. In

addition to the contributions set forth above, employers are obligated to pay
the costs of insurance for work-connected accidents and illnesses. "Workconnected" includes accidents occurring while a worker is going directly to
or from work.
The cost to the employer of this aspect of social security varies with the
degree of risk identified with the particular type of business. All employees
of a company located within the same social security jurisdiction are
classified within the same degree-of-risk group, regardless of the type of
work performed. The contributions due are expressed as percentages of the
total contributions payable for Disability, Unemployment Insurance, Old
Age Pensions, and Death Insurance in the table on page 66 (the sum of
both employer's and employee's contributions).
Risk
Class

Average
Percentage

Examples of Types of Companies
in Risk Class

1

5
15
40
75
125

General and professional offices
Radio and television stations
Manufacturers of industrial equipment
Manufacturers of chemical products
Manufacturers of heavy machinery

2

3
4
5

The contributions payable (average percentage of total on page 66) may
vary somewhat, depending on such factors as actual risk experience of a
company and the type of safety equipment installed. Each risk class, however,
has a minimum and maximum percentage, and any variation must be within
those limits.
Benefits Provided by Social Security. Work-Connected

Accidents

and

Illness. In the event of a casualty, the worker receives full medical and
surgical care, including hospitalization and all prosthetic or other equipment
or drugs that may be necessary, in addition to full pay during the period of
disability. Indemnities are also paid, varying with the severity and duration
of the illness or incapacity and previous earnings. If death results, the
insured's widow and minor children also receive benefits.
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Non-Work-Connected Illness and Maternity Insurance. In the event of a
non-work-connected illness, the insured is entitled to all medical care that
may be necessary for up to 52 weeks and, in some cases, for 26 weeks more.
In addition, a cash allowance is paid from the fourth day of disability
ranging from Ps. 8.10 to Ps. 150 per day, in accordance with the worker's
daily wage classification. The first three days are not compensated but, in
practice, many employers prefer to pay the employee his regular wages for
these three days.
Insured women are entitled to the following maternity benefits:
1. All necessary obstetrical treatment.
2. Full average daily wage for 42 days before and 42 days after childbirth
to a maximum of Ps. 250 per day.
3. Special items such as a child's layette.
The wife of an insured employee is entitled only to the benefits
mentioned in item 1. A funeral benefit varying from 1,000 to 6,000 pesos is
paid when death results from nonoccupational causes.
Disability, Unemployment Insurance, Old Age Pension, and Death Insurance. Disability benefits are granted to persons who have 150 weeks of
insured employment and are recognized as permanently disabled. The
minimum monthly pension is Ps. 450, and the maximum is Ps. 5,000.
An insured person who has reached 65 and has at least 500 weeks of
insured employment is entitled to an old age pension varying from a
minimum of Ps. 5,400 per year to a maximum of Ps. 30,940. Retirement at
age 60 is also possible, but at a correspondingly lower pension. Persons
unemployed at 60, who do not choose to receive an old age pension, may
obtain unemployment benefits. Such benefits are low, but the individual's
right to receive a higher old age pension at 65 is preserved. Various minor
supplemental benefits are paid for wives and minor children, and in the event
of death.
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Business Practices and Customs
The visiting businessman will receive a cordial welcome in Mexico. If he is
entertained, it is more likely that he will be invited to lunch or dinner at a
fine restaurant than to a private home. Drinking liquor with meals is a
normal practice, but it is rare to see a Mexican who has drunk too much. In
Mexico City (the Federal District), the effect of a drink is stronger than at
sea level because the decreased oxygen in the system absorbs alcohol less
rapidly. Some of the business practices and social customs of Mexico are
discussed in the following pages.
Entrance Requirements and Work Permits. See page 46.
Public Holidays. See page 55.

BUSINESS HOURS

Offices. Most offices are open five days each week from 9.00 a.m. to 6.00
p.m., or 8.30 to 5.30, with one hour for lunch. Some offices open on
Saturday mornings until 1.00 p.m.
Banks. Banks are open throughout Mexico from 9.00 a.m. to 1.00 p.m
and on Saturdays until 12.30 p.m. Banks observe more holidays than other
businesses, and these vary from state to state.
Government Offices. Government offices are open from 8.00 a.m. to 2.30
p.m. and on Saturdays until 1.00 p.m. for routine business. Special matters
that involve higher government officials are likely to be discussed at any
time. An evening appointment with a government official is not unusual.
Stores. The legal hours during which stores may be open in the Federal
District are from 10.00 a.m. to 7.00 p.m., with these exceptions:
- 10:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Wednesday
- 10:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
Saturday
- Closed
Sunday
During the month of December, stores may add any two hours to the
period during which they are open. Usually, the two extra hours are after the
normal closing. Stores may close earlier than these hours, but they cannot
stay open longer.
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Supermarkets. The legal hours for supermarkets in the Federal District
are:
Monday to Friday
Saturday
Sunday

— 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.
- 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.
- 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.

Stores and supermarkets outside of the Federal District are usually open
longer hours.
Handshaking. Mexicans, both men and women, automatically shake hands
when meeting or parting. Individuals who know each other well will
accompany their handshakes with an "abrazo," a greeting in which two
individuals hug and pat each other on the back. It is not unusual for Mexican
executives who know each other well to greet in the "abrazo" fashion.
Punctuality. In general, Mexicans do not have a rigid sense of punctuality.
The best guide is your own experience with individuals. Some will and others
will not be on time for appointments. Those who are very much interested in
meeting with you will be punctual.
Meal Hours. It is customary to eat the main meal in the early afternoon
and to dine lightly in the evening. Breakfast is usually between 6:00 and
9:00 a.m. Lunch, the main meal, is between 1:30 and 3:30 p.m., and dinner
is about 8:00 or 9:00 p.m. Whatever your taste in meal times, some
restaurants will be open 24 hours a day.
Mexican Foods. Typical Mexican food is usually spicy. A large variety of
dishes stemming from specialties of the various regions is available if you are
adventurous. Most of the restaurants in business areas serve international
dishes.
The national drink is tequila, which can be drunk straight, if you are
strong enough, or mixed with juices or other beverages in a cocktail.
Time Factors. Central standard time is used in most of Mexico. Pacific
standard time is used only in the state of Baja California, and Mountain
standard time is used only in areas on the Pacific coast, going north from
Puerto Vallaría.
Mexico City is on Central standard time, which is one hour earlier than
New York City time. When it is 1.00 p.m. in New York, it is 12.00 noon in
Mexico City. Mexico does not observe daylight-saving time. When New York
is on daylight-saving time, Mexico is two hours earlier than New York.
Credit Cards. Leading Mexican and international credit cards are accepted
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in many establishments, but it is advisable to ascertain this fact in advance.
Personal checks are almost never accepted, except between parties who are
well known to each other.
Best Travel Months. Business travel is good at any time except during the
main tourist and vacation season: two weeks before and one week after
Christmas and one week before Easter.
April and May are the hottest months in Mexico City. The rainy season,
during which it rains every afternoon, is from near the end of May to the
middle of September. The summer months are not hot in Mexico City as
they are cooled by the rain. Very little rain falls outside of the rainy season.
February is sometimes windy and dusty. Thus, from the point of view of
climate, October through January are excellent months in which to visit
Mexico City.
Commercial Language. While Spanish is the official language, most
enterprises and particularly those that attract foreigners have Englishspeaking personnel. Other language capabilities, such as French, German, and
Italian, are also available.
Currency. The Mexican monetary unit is the peso, which is divided into
100 centavos. Bills are in 1,5, 10, 20, 50, 500, and 1,000 peso denominations, and coins in 5, 10, 20, and 50 centavos and 1 and 5 pesos. It is
advisable to carry a supply of pesos and centavos as it is sometimes difficult
to change money when traveling outside of major cities. In Mexico, the $
sign denotes pesos, not dollars. As a stable currency with free convertibility,
there are no restrictions on the transfer of funds into or out of the country
(see page 38).
Checks drawn on foreign banks are difficult to cash, but travelers checks
are accepted almost everywhere. The rate of exchange for other than U.S.A.
dollars may fluctuate, but the exchange rate of 12.50 pesos for $1 has been
in effect since 1954. The simplest way to convert from pesos to dollars is to
multiply the number of pesos by .08.
Business Cards. Normal usage prevails. Business cards are useful on
occasion but are not an absolute necessity. English-speaking visitors will not
find it necessary or advisable to print business cards in Spanish.
Business materials such as catalogs or brochures may be in English, but
Spanish is advisable. When dealing with government offices, it is essential
that such materials be in Spanish.
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Electric Current. For domestic purposes, alternating current of 125 volts
and 50 cycles is used in the Federal District (includes Mexico City) and the
states of Mexico, Morelos, Hidalgo, and the northern part of Guerrero. In all
other sections, domestic users obtain alternating current of 110 volts and 60
cycles.
Date Symbols. The date symbol 5/10/71 is understood in Mexico as 5
October, 1971, and not May 10, 1971. The sequence in Mexico is
day-month-year.
Foreign Publications and Organizations. Selected foreign newspapers,
generally from the U.S.A., are obtainable in Mexico City one day after
publication. A wide selection of foreign magazines is also available. An
English language newspaper, The News, is published in Mexico City.
Many foreign groups in Mexico City have established schools, hospitals,
and Chambers of Commerce. Mexican branches of foreign professional
associations, such as the National Association of Accountants, are also in
existence.
Tipping. A standard tip is between 10% and 15% in eating places. One or
two pesos per suitcase is a customary tip for porters and bellboys, and for a
theater or movie usher. For services in a barber shop or beauty parlor, five to
ten pesos are customary. Many persons do not tip taxi drivers unless they
render a special service; some tip up to 10% of the cost. Mexico's
self-appointed car watchers customarily are given one peso for their services
when you drive away.
Cost of Living for Foreigners. The cost of living for foreigners is not much
different in large Mexican cities than in most other large cities of the world.
Hotel rooms, which are price-controlled, are cheaper, as are taxis and a few
other services, but good quality food and clothing cost about the same.
The cost of living index in Mexico City, on a scale in which 1954=100, has
risen moderately compared with that in other international cities: from
156.6 in 1963 to 189.3 in 1970.
Labor costs are lower, and this is reflected in the cost of household help
and other service areas.
Pollution in Mexico City. Mexico City is circled by mountains, which
prevent air pollutants from being blown away as rapidly as in other cities.
The pollutants come from the heavy automobile traffic and many factories
on the outskirts of the city. The city government is attempting to improve
the situation.
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TERMS OF SALE

Retail sales are generally on a cash basis although the major department
stores issue their own credit cards, and furniture and larger appliances can be
purchased on the installment plan. Monthly interest charges on credit sales
range from 1.5% to 2% on the unpaid balance.
Deliveries of raw materials or goods in wholesale lots are always accompanied by a shipping document called a "remisión." The seller normally
requests that the remisión be stamped by the buyer, and the seller retains the
document as proof of delivery. The sales invoice is usually delivered
personally to the buyer along with the stamped copy of the remisión. On
receipt of the invoice, a receipt called a "contrarecibo" is given to the seller.
Payment on the invoice is normally made to a collector sent by the seller,
and on receipt of the check the contrarecibo is returned to the buyer.
The typical terms of sale include a discount of 2% to 5% for payment
within 30 days of the invoice date or full payment within 30 to 60 days;
extensions of up to 180 days are not unusual.
TRANSPORTATION

Getting to Mexico. Mexico can be reached by air, rail, road, or sea.
Twenty-four foreign airlines fly to Mexico, and two Mexican companies
provide international service (Aeromexico and Mexicana de Aviación). Other
airlines connect with Mexican airlines at border points. International airports
are in the following cities: Mexico City, Guadalajara, Acapulco, Puerto
Vallarta, Mérida, Cozumel, Veracruz, Tampico, Monterrey, Ciudad Juárez,
Tijuana, La Paz, Mazatlán, and Hermosillo.
U.S.A. railways meet Mexican railways at the U.S.A. border, and passengers change to Mexican railway passenger cars at that point. Buses from
the U.S.A. (many are air-conditioned) or from Guatemala are easily obained.
Transportation Within Mexico. Most cities are serviced by bus lines,
trolley cars, and taxis. The world's newest subway system, and one of the
most beautiful, is in Mexico City. Fares are low.
Taxis. Taxis in Mexico City are inexpensive and plentiful, and they come
in many varieties. One type is the regular cruising taxi that has a flag up
which says "LIBRE" when unoccupied. The meter starts at Ps. 1.50, and the
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expected payment is exactly what the meter says — no tipping unless extra
services are provided.
Another type is the Pesero, which runs along main thoroughfares on
predetermined routes. As many as five persons are picked up by the Pesero
driver. The fare is standard — one or two pesos, depending on the length of
the route.
The "turismo" cabs that park in front of most hotels do not charge by
meter. The fare should be negotiated before you enter the cab.
The "sitio," or radio cab, is metered but charges one or two pesos more
than the meter.
During the hours 10:00 p.m. to 6:00 a.m., most taxis add 10% to these
regular charges.
Outside of Mexico City, there are no metered taxis. Tell the driver your
destination, and agree on the fare before you start.
Car Rentals. The larger cities all have car rental companies that rent a
variety of cars at reasonable rates.
COMMUNICATIONS IN MEXICO

Mail. International mail service is probably more reliable and faster than
internal mail service. Air mail letters and postcards to Canada and the U.S.A.
require 80 centavos postage for each 10 grams of weight (.353 ounces). The
postage for domestic air mail is 80 centavos for each 20 grams (50 centavos
for air mail postcards) and 40 centavos for each 20 grams of ordinary
domestic mail. For special (fast) delivery or for registered mail, add 50
centavos postage.
Telephones. There are more than one million installed telephones in
Mexico. Public telephones are readily available in large cities. The charge for
local calls is 20 centavos.
Efficient automatic dialing service between Mexico and the U.S.A. and
Canada has been in operation since 1970. The automatic dialing is available
only on calls made from Mexico. Telephone calls from the U.S.A. and
Canada to Mexico require a telephone operator.
A privately-published directory, the Anglo-American Directory of Mexico,
lists in English almost all British and Americans living in Mexico. In addition
to business and home telephone numbers, this directory contains supplemental information, such as the names of family members, professional and
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club affiliations, etc. The regular directories published by the telephone
company are, of course, in Spanish.
Telegraph. Telegraph service is available in all large cities. International
cables or wires should be marked "Urgente" to assure quick service.
Domestic telegrams must be prepaid. Domestic service is ordinarily slow, but
telegrams can be sent "Extra Urgente" or "Urgente," depending on how
quickly the sender wants them delivered.
Television and Radio. All television and radio stations must be licensed by
the government. Over 500 radio stations and about 50 television stations are
in operation, but some of these stations do not have their own programming.
Residential areas that contain a large Anglo-American population are apt
to have cable connections on which U.S.A. television programs are transmitted. Some English language radio stations are also available.
WEIGHTS AND MEASURES

Temperature. Mexico uses centigrade units to measure temperature. The
freezing point on the centigrade scale is 0° (equal to 32°F), and the boiling
point is 100° (212°F). The real boiling point in Mexico City is considerably
lower because of the high elevation.
To convert centigrade to fahrenheit, multiply by 9/5 and add 32. To
reduce fahrenheit to centigrade, subtract 32 and multiply by 5/9.
The Metric System. The official system of weights and measures in Mexico
is the metric system, and its use is compulsory. The following are conversion
factors that may be used to obtain nonmetric equivalents.
Multiply
Acres
Hectares
Kilometers
Miles
Square kilometers
Square kilometers
Centimeters

By
4.047
2.471
0.6214
1.609
0.3861
274.1
0.3937

To Obtain
Square meters
Acres
Miles
Kilometers
Square miles
Acres
Inches
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Business Entities
The basic law authorizing the business entities used in Mexico is the
General Law of Commercial Companies, hereafter referred to by the initials
GLCC. This law, passed in 1934 and periodically amended since then, is
federal in scope.
Structure of Mexican Company Law. Companies in Mexico are classified
as societies (sociedades) of capital and societies of persons. The word society
is usually translated as company. Every society or company formed under
the GLCC is a legal entity that can make agreements and sue or be sued in its
own name. Every society is also subject to income tax, except for
cooperative societies and others whose aims are also not primarily of a
profit-making nature.
In addition to societies of capital and societies of persons, there is a group
that combines features of both types. Societies of capital incorporate the
rights of members in stock certificates while the rights of members of
societies of persons tend to be an inherent part of the company itself.
The liability of shareholders of companies of capital is normally limited to
their investment, while the members of companies of persons have unlimited
liability except for limited partners.
Importance of Initials After Company Name. Mexican companies nor-

mally use the abbreviations listed below after their name to inform the
public of the degree of liability of the owners. If these initials are omitted
when dealing with a third party, an uninformed third party may subject the
owners of the company to the unlimited liability of a general partnership.
De Facto Entities. It is possible for businesses to operate in Mexico
without the usual formalities required for legal organization. To protect
third parties who may not be aware they are dealing with a de facto entity,
the GLCC provides that the owners of a de facto entity assume unlimited
liability for all dealings with unaware third parties.
Within the above framework, the following entities will be discussed in
this chapter:
Companies of Capital

Corporation — Sociedad Anónima (S.A.)
Corporation with Variable Capital — Sociedad Anónima de Capital
Variable (S. A. de C. V.)
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Companies of Persons

General Partnership — Sociedad en Nombre Colectivo (S. en N. C.)
Limited Partnership — Sociedad en Comandita Simple (S. en C.)
Cooperative
— Sociedad Cooperativa Limitada (S. C. L.)
Mixed Companies

Limited Liability Company

— Sociedad de Responsabilidad Limitada
(S. de R. L.)
Limited Partnership With Shares — Sociedad en Comandita por Acciones
(S. en C. por A.)
Other Forms of Entities. Other forms of entities that will be discussed are
the branch of a foreign company (sucursal), the entity referred to as a joint
venture or profit-sharing company (asociación en participación, and the sole
proprietorship (empresa individual) that is governed by income tax laws
rather than by specific enabling laws.
Other entities, which will not be discussed, are certain organizations
authorized by specific provisions of the Civil Code. Those with a profit
motive combined with the rendering of professional services to clients are
known as Civil Societies — Sociedades Civiles (S.C.'s). Those that are not
profit-oriented, such as private clubs or charitable organizations, are known
as Civil Associations — Asociaciones Civiles (A.C.'s). An entity which is
coming into use for mutual-fund type investments after a long period of
dormancy is the "sociedad inversiones." This entity will not be discussed
because a foreign entity or individual may not own any of its shares.
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR ESTABLISHING
AN ENTERPRISE IN MEXICO

The industries that are open for foreign investment are dealt with in
Chapter II. All new corporations formed in Mexico, whether by foreigners or
nationals, are subject to several requirements, of which only some of the
principal ones are summarized here. It is essential in this area, as in others,
that foreign investors obtain competent professional assistance.
Permit from the Ministry of Foreign Relations. All proposed corporations

must obtain a permit from the Ministry of Foreign Relations. The grounds
on which such permits are granted or denied are discussed in Chapter II.
Notarization of Articles of Incorporation. The organizers of a corporation
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must sign the articles and be identified by a notary public. See page 88 for
an explanation of notary publics in Mexico.
Register with the Public Registry of Commerce. The recording of

corporate documents with the public registry is the final act that creates the
corporation. The appointment and representational powers of managers and
any others, as well as their revocation, must also be registered.
Notice of Commencement of Operations. The Bureau of Statistics of the

Ministry of Commerce and Industry, local and federal tax authorities, and
several other governmental groups must be notified of the commencement of
operations.
Affiliation with Industrial Organizations. All enterprises must join an

appropriate chamber of commerce or industrial association. These are
semigovernmental organizations with certain official functions.
The above obligations are only part of the legal requirements imposed on
new corporations. In addition, corporations in special fields may have to
fulfill other obligations.
THE CORPORATION - SOCIEDAD ANONIMA (S.A.)

The Sociedad Anónima, or Mexican corporation, is defined in the GLCC
as a company composed exclusively of shareholders whose liability is limited
to the face value of their shares (the unpaid as well as the paid portions), and
which is managed by an administrator or board of directors. As this entity is
the one most often utilized by foreign investors, it will be discussed in more
detail than the other entities.
Under Mexican law, a Mexican corporation owned by a foreign corporation is treated the same as if owned by Mexican nationals.
Corporate Purposes. A corporation can stipulate any corporate purposes
that do not violate the law, good morals, or public policy. For practical
reasons, corporate purposes are usually stated with precision but culminate
with a broad clause to the effect that any activities necessary to carry out its
objectives are part of the corporate purposes.
Term of Corporate Existence. The articles of incorporation must specify a
fixed term of existence for the corporation. Any term may be specified. The
common term is fifty years, which may be extended by obtaining an official
deed and publishing it. If the renewal is not obtained by the date the original
term expires, the corporation automatically enters into liquidation.
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Organizing the Corporation. Strict laws govern the formation of a
corporation. Two methods are available: public subscription and direct
formation. As the method of public subscription involves many legal
formalities, it is used rarely. Briefly, organization by public subscription
requires the founders to prepare a prospectus, which contains the articles of
incorporation and other matters, and to deposit this at the Public Registry of
Commerce.
The common and simpler method of organization is by direct formation,
sometimes referred to as private subscription. The basic steps in organization
by this method begin with the founders (incorporators) engaging a member
of the legal profession to draft the articles of incorporation. Article 6 of the
GLCC requires that the following minimum information must be contained
in the articles of incorporation:
1. Name, nationality, and domicile of each natural or legal person who is
organizing the corporation.
2. Objects of the corporation.
3. Name of the corporation. The corporate name must either be followed
by the words "Sociedad Anónima" or by the abbreviation "S.A.," which is
common. Any name may be selected that does not conflict with the name of
an existing company.
4. The duration of the corporation.
5. The amount of capital.
6. A statement of the capital contribution of each shareholder.
7. The corporation's domicile.
8. A description of the managerial structure of the corporation and the
authority of the managers.
9. Designation by name of those officers authorized to bind the company.
10. The method of distributing profits and losses.
11. The amount of the reserve fund.
12. Causes for corporate dissolution prior to expiration of its proposed
term.
13. Procedures for liquidating the corporation and for appointing liquidators, if they are not named in the articles.
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In addition, Article 91 of the GLCC requires that at least the following
data be included in the articles of incorporation:
1. The amount of paid-in capital.
2. The number, par value, and nature of the shares to be issued.
3. The conditions for the payment of any amounts due on the shares.
4. Any participation in profits granted to promoters.
5. The appointment of one or more statutory examiners.
6. The powers of, and requirements for voting at, the general shareholders' meetings.
The GLCC also stipulates that a minimum of five shareholders, each
owning at least one share, is required to form a corporation. If the number
of shareholders falls below five at any time during the corporate existence,
the corporation must be dissolved. There is no legal requirement that
founders or shareholders be Mexican nationals, but this matter is affected by
the permit required from the Ministry of Foreign Relations (see page 23).
All shares in a Mexican corporation must be fully subscribed for at the
time of incorporation, and at least 20% of the par value of each share issued
for cash must be paid in. Shares issued for a consideration other than cash
must be fully paid.
In the case of noncash contributions, the statement should contain the
value assigned to each noncash contribution and the criteria used in
determining the assigned value. All shares issued in exchange for noncash
contributions must be deposited with the corporation for two years to
guarantee the validity of the contribution. Any determination during these
two years that the contributed property is worth less than 75% of the value
originally assigned results in the shareholders being liable to the corporation
for the difference.
All new corporations must include the "Calvo Clause" (see page 24) in
their articles of incorporation. Many other details of corporate procedures
and operations are usually included in the articles. It is customary to include
the number of directors and their terms and functions, the powers delegated
to statutory examiners, the date of the shareholders' meeting, the corporation's fiscal year, the appointment of administrators and controllers, and
other such matters.
After the articles of incorporation have been drafted, an organizational
meeting of the shareholders is held to adopt the articles, appoint the
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corporate managers, and settle any other organizational matters. The
minutes of this meeting, the articles of incorporation, and any other
documents involved must then be signed in the presence of a notary public
by the founding shareholders. Any subsequent changes in the articles of
incorporation must also be notarized.
NOTARY PUBLICS IN MEXICO

The notary public (notario público) occupies an important position in
Mexico's legal system. The signature and seal of a notary on documents
carry a legal presumption of authenticity, and certain transactions are not
legally binding unless notarized. Because of the public confidence vested in
notaries, a verbal promise made in the presence of a notary and recorded by
him will be given great weight if the matter is disputed in court.
All notary publics (about 136 in the Federal District) must be lawyers
who are born in Mexico and are over 25 years of age. They must serve an
apprenticeship, pass a written examination, and appear before a board to
obtain their licenses.
The Broker (Corredor Público). Brokers operate with the same formality
as notary publics and are required to have a professional degree in law or in
commercial relations. One of the brokers' functions is to authenticate
commercial transactions by issuing certificates that constitute full proof of
the validity of the transactions.
Brokers are licensed by the Ministry of Industry and Commerce and
function only in the locality for which they have qualified. They are
regulated by a "College of Brokers" in each area.
Cost of Organizing a Corporation. As organizational costs vary with many
factors, no precise costs can be stated. The following are selected minimum
fees charged by notary publics in Mexico City for drawing up the articles of
incorporation, notarizing them, obtaining the necessary permits from the
Ministry of Foreign Relations, and recording the corporate documents with
the Public Registry of Commerce.
Corporate Capital
Ps.
25,000
100,000
500,000
1,000,000
5,000,000
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Ps.

1,500
2,100
4,500
7,000
27,000
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These minimum fees are increased when the articles of incorporation are
more complex because of such factors as several types of securities issued
and noncash payments for shares.
Requirements for Public Registration. The corporation is officially born,
acquires a legal existence separate and apart from its members, when its
registration at the Public Registry of Commerce is accomplished. The
application for registration, together with the corporate documents, must be
filed either with the District Judge or with the Judge of the First Instance of
the corporate domicile. The formation and registration process may take
about six weeks but will be longer if the company has requested any of the
investment incentives outlined in Chapter II. The registration requirements
are more complex for a corporation organized by the method of public
subscription.
Minimum Required Capital. An S.A.'s minimum capital is Ps. 25,000
($2,000), which must be fully subscribed for at the time of incorporation. If
only the minimum number of shareholders (five) are available, they must
subscribe for all the shares. Since no authorized but unissued shares are
possible under Mexican law, an increase of capital requires an alteration of
the articles of incorporation, and the increased shares also must all be issued.
In practice, capital is often increased by capitalizing undistributed profits
and issuing new shares (stock split), which requires the articles to be
changed.
As has been stated, in the case of shares issued for cash, only 20% of the
par value need be paid in. If desired, the remaining 80% may remain unpaid
for years. However, the shareholder remains contingently liable for any
unpaid portions of the issue price of his shares. And a corporation cannot
increase its capital stock until the previously issued shares have been fully
paid. When capital is increased by issuing new shares, existing shareholders
have preemptive rights (derecho de tanto) to subscribe for new shares in
proportion to their existing ownership. This right must be exercised within
15 days after notice of the increase is published in the Diario Oficial of the
corporation's domicile.
Capital stock may also be decreased with the same formalities as for an
increase, and with appropriate notice in the Diario Oficial. However, The GLCC
requires that the shares to be retired must be drawn by lot before a notary
public or broker. By law, the loss of two-thirds of a corporation's capital
invokes its liquidation.
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KINDS OF SECURITIES

Corporations may issue either registered or bearer shares, subject to the
qualification that shares must remain in registered form until fully paid. Title
to registered shares is transferable only by endorsement and recording of the
transfer in the stockholders' book. If registered shares are not fully paid for,
the company may refuse to transfer ownership or may require the board of
directors' approval for the transfer. Sellers of shares not fully paid for are
contingently liable to the corporation for the unpaid portions for five years
from the transfer date recorded in the stockholders' book, but the corporation must first exhaust all remedies against the new owner. Registered shares
may be converted to bearer shares only after they are fully paid. While
registered, they can be issued only to a given name. Shares not issued in a
given name are considered bearer shares even if not described as such on the
certificates. Bearer shares are in wider use than registered shares. Their
ownership is transferred by delivery. Shares may be owned by individuals or
companies, foreign or Mexican.
Par and No-Par Shares. Shares are usually issued with par value, although
no-par shares may be legally issued if authorized by the articles of
incorporation. Par value shares must state on the share certificate the
authorized capital stock, the total number of shares, and their par value.
There is no minimum par value requirement. If no-par shares are issued, the
certificates must omit the amount of capital stock.
Types of Shares. Shares may be divided into separate classes, but all shares
of the same class must have equal value and convey equal rights. Each share
entitles the holder to one vote, subject to any agreement negotiated
otherwise, as explained below.
Common Shares (Acciones Ordinarias). Common shares are the same as
those designated as such in other countries. Common shares convey no
preferences over other types of shares.
Preferred Shares (Acciones Preferentes). The preferences accorded preferred shares over common shares are determined by the articles of
incorporation and the requirements of the GLCC. The preferences often
consist of rights to a fixed percentage of dividends before any distributions
to common shareholders, or prior rights to the corporation's assets in the
event of liquidation, or both.
Preferred Shares with Limited Voting Rights. Although each share is
entitled to one vote in the usual case, preferred shareholders may agree to
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curtail their voting rights, within limits. Such agreements must be included in
the articles of incorporation, and the GLCC requires that shareholders whose
voting rights are thus diminished must be granted at least the following rights
in exchange:
1. To vote at meetings held to consider any of these matters: extension of
the term of the corporation; dissolution prior to the expiration of the term;
change in the corporation's objects; change of nationality; and any change
due to merger, consolidation, or other transformation.
2. To receive a cumulative dividend of 5% before dividends are paid to
holders of common shares.
3. To participate in the corporation's assets before the owners of
common shares in the event of dissolution.
The above are minimum rights; the parties may agree to increase them.
Participating Retired Shares. Shares may be redeemed by a corporation
from surplus profits, and such shares must be cancelled and retired.
However, the corporation may wish the owners of redeemed shares to
continue to share in the profits of the corporation. This can be accomplished
by issuing participating retired shares to the owners of redeemed shares, if
provided in the articles. Although permitted, such shares are rarely issued.
Employees' Shares. If provided in the articles, employees may be given
these shares to enable them to share in the corporation's profits. Such shares
are not commonly used.
Fixed-Interest Shares. To make the purchase of shares in new companies
more attractive, the GLCC authorized provisions in the articles for fixedinterest shares. These entitle the owners to receive interest at a maximum
rate of 9% for up to three years, whether or not profits are earned. Such
"interest" is not deductible by the corporation for income tax purposes.
Founders' Shares (Bonos de Fundador). These are not part of corporate
share capital and have some of the characteristics of bonds as well as of
shares. Although rarely used, they may be issued to the original shareholders
or others who have rendered services to the corporation. Such shares (bonds)
may not provide for participation in profits for longer than ten years from
the date of incorporation. The participation may not exceed 10% of annual
profits, and no distribution may be made to the owners until a dividend of
5% has been paid to other shareholders.
The above are the only types of shares authorized by the GLCC. However,
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the financial needs of a corporation are normally easily met by the issuance
of different classes of shares within this framework.
A corporation cannot purchase its own shares except to retire them, with
the exception of purchases on the basis of a judicial decision as payment for
debts owed the company by a shareholder.
Corporate Bonds. The S.A.'s are the only legal entities that may issue
bonds. Their issue is regulated by the General Law of Negotiable Instruments
and Credit Transactions.
Bonds issued by a corporation may be registered or issued to bearer with
coupons attached. They may be secured by the general assets of the
corporation, or by a mortgage on a specific asset, or by certain specified
assets. Bond interest is deductible by the corporation for tax purposes.
MANAGERIAL STRUCTURE OF THE CORPORATION

The GLCC provides a great deal of flexibility in arranging the corporation's managerial structure. Sole authority in all corporate affairs may be
vested in one administrator who, in such case, is referred to as the general
administrator (administrador único). Two or more administrators may be
appointed, in which case they function as a board of directors. A general
administrator is normally found only in small closely-held companies while
most larger companies are managed by a board of directors. In addition,
general and/or special managers may be apointed to handle day-to-day
operations.
Qualifications and Responsibilities of the Administrator or Members of

the Board of Directors. A general administrator or members of the board of
directors need not be shareholders. They must be persons legally able to
engage in commerce, a stipulation which eliminates persons undergoing
bankruptcy or who are insane.
An administrator or members of the board of directors must post bonds
with the corporation of a nominal amount to guarantee faithful performance
of their duties. If such bond is not posted, the required registration of these
persons cannot be recorded at the Public Registry of Commerce.
The GLCC holds an administrator individually, and directors jointly and
severally, liable to the corporation for:
1. The reality and existence of all shareholder contributions.
2. The legality of dividends paid to shareholders. Dividends must be
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derived from current or retained profits; dividends cannot be paid from the
legal reserve or capital.
3. The existence and maintenance of accounting records prescribed by
law (see page 112).
4. The faithful execution of shareholders' resolutions.
Individual directors who object to a particular transaction at the time the
board is acting upon it will escape any personal liability that may arise from
that transaction.
Rights of Minority Shareholders. If the board consists of three or more
directors, the rights of minority shareholders to designate directors are
determined by the articles of incorporation, subject to the requirement that
any minority shareholder representing 25% of the outstanding capital stock
may appoint at least one director.
Functioning of the Board of Directors. The initial directors (three are
common) are appointed by shareholders at the organizational meeting,
sometimes referred to as the general formation meeting. Subsequent elections and terms of office are determined by the articles.
Unless the shareholders make such appointment, it is customary for the
directors to select a member of the board to function as chairman
(presidente).
The authority of the board of directors is that of the entire body and is
subject to any limitations imposed by the articles. The presence of at least
one-half its members is required to constitute a quorum at board meetings,
and resolutions are adopted by majority vote of those present. Directors'
meetings are usually held in the Republic of Mexico but may be held abroad.
An administrator or director may be removed at any time by shareholders,
with or without cause. A director who finds himself in a position of conflict
of interest in a matter being discussed by the board is obligated to reveal this
to the other directors and to abstain from the discussion or vote on this
matter.
Appointment of Managers. Day-to-day operations are usually entrusted to
persons known as general or special managers. A general manager ordinarily
has full powers, including power to represent the company, while special
managers ordinarily are responsible for the operations of a particular
department.
A general manager may be appointed by the general meeting of shareTOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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holders, or the board of directors or administrator, and need not be a
shareholder. He is ordinarily presumed to have authority to issue negotiable
instruments of the company; and, therefore, it is important that any
limitation on the authority of the general manager be clearly expressed in
the articles of incorporation or in the power of attorney given to the general
manager. The power of attorney is frequently notarized and recorded in the
Public Registry of Commerce, and any nullification requires the same
formalities.
The Role of Statutory Examiners. Responsibility for supervising the

corporation is vested in one or more statutory examiners who, in effect, are
auditors on behalf of the shareholders. Examiners are elected by shareholders for terms specified in the articles. If an examiner's term of office
expires prior to the election of a successor, he continues in office until a
successor is elected and can take over his duties (this also applies to an
administrator).
In the usual case, one statutory examiner and one alternate examiner are
appointed. In practice, if minority shareholders representing 25% of the
outstanding shares request the appointment of a second statutory examiner,
he will be appointed.
The statutory examiner has important responsibilities under Mexican law.
The position of statutory examiner may only be occupied by an individual.
In some cases, such individual is a member of the C.P.A. firm that has been
engaged as the independent auditor of the corporation.
Examiners need not be public accountants. Neither employees of the
corporation nor relatives of directors or administrators of the corporation
may be appointed. Examiners have the following powers and duties:
1. To ascertain whether the required bond has been deposited by
administrators, directors, and the general manager. The guarantee is required
as security for any liabilities to the corporation incurred by these persons in
performing their duties. The examiners must inform a shareholders' meeting
of any irregularities in depositing or maintaining the bond.
2. To demand a monthly trial balance of all transactions from the
administrator or directors.
3. To audit the cash on hand and corporate books and records at least
once each month.
4. To participate in the preparation and examination of the annual
balance sheet.
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5. To include pertinent items in the agenda of meetings of directors and
shareholders.
6. To call regular and extraordinary shareholders' meetings when the
administrator or directors fail to do so, and in any other case deemed
appropriate.
7. To attend all directors' and shareholders' meetings. An examiner does
not have voting rights, but he has the right to participate in the discussions.
8. In general, to supervise at all times and without limitation the conduct
of the corporation's business.
In carrying out the statutory examiner's role as auditor on behalf of the
shareholders, an examiner is liable to the corporation for fulfilling the duties
and obligations imposed on him by the GLCC and the articles.
MEETINGS OF SHAREHOLDERS

The GLCC designates the general meeting of shareholders as the supreme
governing body of the corporation. This body may decide and ratify all
corporate acts and operations, and its resolutions must be carried out by
whomever it designates. Meetings of shareholders are classified as regular or
extraordinary (occasional meetings held by only one class of shareholders are
referred to as "special" meetings).
Regular Shareholders' Meetings. Regular meetings may be held at any
time, but at least annually and no later than four months after the close of
the fiscal year. All matters may be taken up except those items reserved by
the GLCC exclusively for extraordinary meetings. The usual purposes of the
annual meeting are to:
1. Discuss, approve, or modify the balance sheet after the examiner's
report has been given and to adopt resolutions deemed pertinent.
2. To appoint the administrator, members of the board of directors, and
the statutory examiner, if necessary.
3. To set the fees of the members of the board of directors and the
examiner, unless these are fixed in the articles of incorporation.
Extraordinary Shareholders' Meetings. Extraordinary shareholders' meetings may be convened at any time. Because of stricter voting requirements
imposed on extraordinary meetings, resolutions concerning the following
matters may only be proposed at extraordinary meetings:
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1. Extending the corporation's term.
2. Dissolving the corporation prior to the term fixed in the articles.
3. Increasing or decreasing capital stock.
4. Changing the corporation's purposes or objectives.
5. Changing the nationality of the corporation.
6. Transforming the corporation into another form of legal entity.
7. Merger or consolidation with another corporation or other legal entity.
8. Issue of preferred shares or bonds.
9. Redemption of capital stock in order to issue retired participating
shares.
10. Any other amendment to the articles of incorporation.
11. All matters that require a special quorum by virtue of the law or the
deed of incorporation.
Place of Shareholders' Meetings. Regular and extraordinary meetings must
be held at the corporation's domicile. Meetings held elsewhere are void,
except when required by unusual circumstances.
Right to Call Meetings. Shareholders' meetings must be called by the
administrator, board of directors, the examiners, or by a judicial authority in
unusual cases. In addition, any shareholder may request the administrator or
board of directors or examiner to call a meeting if:
1. A shareholders' meeting has not been held for two consecutive fiscal
years.
2. Shareholders' meetings for two consecutive fiscal years have not passed
upon the balance sheets or appointed an administrator, directors, or
examiner. Similarly, when previous meetings have not fixed the remuneration of the persons mentioned above.
Shareholders representing at least 33% of the capital stock may file a
written request for a regular or extraordinary meeting at any time. The
request must be addressed to either the administrator, directors, or examiner
and must state the business to be considered at the meeting. If the meeting is
not called within 15 days of the request, the shareholders may request
competent judicial authorities to make the call.
Required Notice of Meetings. Notice of meetings must be published in
advance of the meeting, as required by the articles of incorporation, but the
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minimum notice must be at least 15 days. Publication must be either in the
Official Gazette of the State or Federal District where the corporation is
domiciled or in one of the most widely-read newspapers of the city in which
the corporation is located.
Voting Procedure at Meetings. A quorum at a regular shareholders'
meeting consists of shareholders owning one-half of the outstanding shares,
either present in person or represented by proxy. Resolutions require a
majority of the shares represented for approval. If a quorum is not available
at the meeting, a second meeting call must be made with all of the
formalities required for the first call. At a second meeting, those shareholders present constitute the required quorum.
At extraordinary meetings, a quorum consists of 75% of the outstanding
shares, and passage of resolutions requires the affirmative vote of one-half of
the corporation's capital stock, present in person or represented by proxy.
At an extraordinary meeting held in response to a second call, the vote
required to approve resolutions is 50% of the outstanding shares, which must
be represented at the meeting.
Required Conduct at Regular Meetings. The board of directors is respon-

sible for the preparation each year of an inventory (itemized list) of the
assets and liabilities of the corporation, a balance sheet and statement of
results, a list of amounts due to the corporation by directors, managers, etc.,
and a directors' report. These statements must be submitted to the
examiners at least one month prior to the annual meeting of shareholders.
The examiners review these statements and must recommend to the
shareholders that they be accepted or rejected. The books of account and all
documents pertaining to the objectives of the meeting must be available for
review by shareholders at the corporate offices at least 15 days prior to the
meeting date.
At the meeting, if the shareholders accept the financial statements and the
reports of the examiner and directors, the corporate officials are released
from liability for their conduct of the corporation's affairs during the period
covered by the statements. This is subject to the qualification that any
falsehoods or omissions in the statements that conceal the true financial
position of the corporation will negate the release from liability.
Within 15 days after shareholder approval, the balance sheet should be
deposited at the Public Registry of Commerce and published in the Official
Gazette.
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Legal Reserve Requirements. Each year, 5% of an S.A.'s net profit must
be set aside in a statutory "legal" reserve. This reserve may be used to absorb
future losses, but it is not available for distribution in any form, including
the payment of dividends.
Annual contributions to the reserve may be discontinued when the reserve
reaches 20% of stated capital. The current year's profit before allocation to
the reserve must be used to absorb any accumulated losses. Any remaining
profit is subject to the 5%-set-aside requirement.
Dissolution of an S. A. A Sociedad Anónima must be dissolved for a
variety of reasons, including:
1. Expiration of its normal term of existence.
2. When the objectives of the company have been achieved, or it has
become impossible to achieve the objectives.
3. Voluntary dissolution by agreement of its shareholders.
4. When the number of shareholders is less than five.
5. When two-thirds of the corporation's capital has been lost. This is a legal
cause of dissolution, not of bankruptcy.
Note re Bankruptcy. The matter of bankruptcy is regulated by the Law of
Bankruptcy and Suspension of Payments. It is common procedure in
Mexico, in order to avoid bankruptcy, for the business entity and its
creditors to agree on a temporary suspension of payments, or a reduction of
payments, or both — which agreement will be legally sanctioned by a judge.
Regular business operations normally continue during this period.
A dissolution is administered by liquidators who are appointed as set forth
in the articles or by special agreement among the shareholders.
CORPORATION WITH VARIABLE CAPITAL SOCIEDAD ANONIMA DE CAPITAL VARIABLE (S.A. de C.V.)

A corporation with variable capital is a special type of society whose
shareholders enjoy limited liability. It is, in general, similar to an S. A., but
there are some important differences. Article 213 of the General Law of
Commercial Companies defines societies with variable capital and stipulates
that capital "may be increased by additional contributions of shareholders or
the admission of new shareholders, or may be diminished by the partial or
total withdrawal of shareholders' contributions, without previous authorization or other legal formalities than those set forth under this Law." If a
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corporation with variable capital requires additional capital after it is in
operation, new shares may be issued and sold through brokers or other
agents.
These companies are governed by provisions similar to those that apply, in
general, to societies with fixed capital. But in the areas of incorporation fees,
balance sheet requirements (except for filing and publication), the duties and
obligations of administrators or governing boards and statutory examiners,
the requirements are the same as for an S. A. The articles of incorporation of
these companies must contain the following provisions concerning the
variable nature of their capital:
1. The conditions governing increases and decreases of capital.
2. The firm's name must be followed by the phrase de capital variable
(with variable capital).
3. Only registered stock certificates may be issued.
4. Minimum authorized capital cannot be less than Ps. 25,000 for this
type of corporation, and Ps. 5,000 for the type of limited liability company
discussed below.
5. Any advertisement of an increase in authorized capital must also
disclose the company's minimum capital.
6. All increases and decreases in capital must be recorded in a register
kept for these purposes.
Advantages of a Variable Capital Corporation. The chief advantage of a

variable capital structure, in comparison with an S. A., is the ease with which
its capital can be increased or decreased. There is no necessity to change the
articles of incorporation, with the resulting cost in time and money. Because
of these advantages, this type of entity is becoming more common. However,
these advantages could be a disadvantage in some cases. Since any shareholder can demand reimbursement of his capital contribution in accordance
with the company rules, the financial position is subject to sudden deterioration, which may affect outside parties dealing with the company.
LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY SOCIEDAD DE RESPONSABILIDAD LIMITADA (S. de R.L.)

The limited liability company, or S. de R. L., is an entity that combines
certain aspects of a partnership and corporation. Members are liable only to
the extent of their capital contributions, but participatory interests are
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represented by shares (partes sociales) which are not freely negotiable. This
entity will be described briefly because it is a type of entity used in Mexico
by small or closely-held businesses, although its use is decreasing. It cannot
engage in certain financial activities, including the insurance business, nor
can it issue bonds.
An S. de R. L. must have at least two members and cannot have more
than twenty-five. The stated value of each member's shares must be Ps. 100
or multiples thereof. The minimum capital requirement is Ps. 5,000, which
must be fully subscribed for at the time of organization, and a minimum of
50% of each member's interest must be paid in. Transfers of ownership
normally require the consent of all members (shareholders), but the articles
may reduce this requirement to members representing three-fourths of the
company's capital. When the transfer of a share to an outsider has been
authorized, the other members still have preemptive rights (derecho de
tanto) to acquire the shares in proportion to their investments.
The company's affairs are ordinarily conducted by one or more managers
who need not be members, but members may conduct the company's
operations themselves.
GENERAL PARTNERSHIP SOCIEDAD EN NOMBRE COLECTIVO (S. en N.C.)

Partnerships are not widely used in Mexico because of the unlimited
liability of general partners for the firm's debts and the difficulty in raising
large amounts of capital.
The general partnership is defined in the GLCC as "one which exists under
a firm name and in which all the partners are liable jointly and severally for
the partnership debts." The partners may agree among themselves about
different degrees of liability for the firm's debts, but such agreement has no
legal effect on claims by outside creditors. The firm's name is the name
under which the partnership carries on its activities and must include the
name of one or more partners. If no partners' names are included in the
firm's name, the words y compañía or the equivalent must be added. Any
person who permits his name to be used in the partnership name thereby
becomes subject to unlimited liability, whether or not he is a member of the
partnership.
A transfer of interest in a general partnership requires the consent of all
partners, but the articles of organization may provide for only majority
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consent. The articles must be executed before a notary public and inscribed
in the Public Registry of Commerce.
As a legal entity, the partnership may transact business and be a party to
legal actions in its own name. An administrator, who need not be a partner,
may be appointed to conduct the affairs of the partnership. Only a partner
or person who is specifically authorized by a power of attorney or the
articles of organization can legally bind the firm. The partnership's financial
statements need not be published.
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP SOCIEDAD EN COMANDITA SIMPLE (S. en C.)

The limited partnership is similar in many respects to the general
partnership except that it must have at least one general partner with
unlimited liability (called comanditado, or active partner) and at least one
limited partner (called comanditario, or dormant partner) whose liability is
limited to his capital contribution. Limited partners are not permitted to
take part in managing the firm, and their names cannot appear in the
partnership name. If the designation sociedad en comandita simple or its
abbreviation S. en C. is omitted from the firm name, the limited partners
may become personally liable without limitation for the firm's debts. This
entity is encountered infrequently.
LIMITED PARTNERSHIP WITH SHARES SOCIEDAD EN COMANDITA POR ACCIONES (S. en C. por A.)

This form of partnership is similar to the limited partnership described
above except that the interests of all general and limited partners are
represented by shares of stock. The shares of the general partners must
always be registered, and transfers require the consent of all general partners
and two-thirds of the limited partners. This entity is encountered infrequently. It is a legal entity and may enter agreements and be sued or sue in
its own name.
JOINT VENTURE - ASOCIACION EN PARTICIPACION

A joint venture (asociación en participación) is not a legal entity that is
separate and apart from the individuals or corporate associates that comprise
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the venture. Although normally based on a written agreement, notice of its
formation need not be given to the public, nor is it generally disclosed to
third parties, who usually deal only with the manager of the venture.
The GLCC defines the joint venture as a "contract whereby one person
who is the active associate (asociante) gives contributing associates
(asociados) a participation in the profits of a business enterprise or of one or
more transactions in exchange for their contributions of assets or services."
An active associate is personally liable for the debts of the joint venture
whereas contributing associates are liable only to the extent of their
contributions. Although the contract is normally written, as has been noted,
it need not be recorded at the Public Registry of Commerce. Since a joint
venture is not a legal entity, it cannot do business under either a firm name
or a denomination, but must use the name of the active associate.
COOPERATIVE SOCIETY - SOCIEDAD COOPERATIVA

A cooperative society is a nonprofit entity whose purpose is to enable its
members to benefit from collective action. These societies are governed by
the General Law of Cooperative Companies of 1938 and subsequent
regulations. As a cooperative society is not a suitable form for enterprises
whose chief aim is profit and as it is not very common (except for producers'
groups such as in fishing and agriculture, and in consumers' groups), it
shall be discussed briefly.
A cooperative may vary its capital at any time, but shares may be sold
only to persons who are, or will become, active members of the cooperative.
In common with other entities, a cooperative has a legal identity separate
from its members and a legal domicile. Article One of the General Law of
Cooperative Companies sets down the following requirements:
1. Members must be from the laboring classes and contribute personal
labor in the case of producers' cooperatives, or purchase from or use the
services supplied in the case of consumers' cooperatives.
2. All members must have the same rights and duties, and each member
has one vote.
3. The number of members may vary but can never be less than ten.
4. Capital is variable, and the term of the cooperative is perpetual.
5. The cooperative society may not make exorbitant profits; service to its
members must be its primary aim.
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6. The cooperative must seek the social and financial improvement of its
members by joint action in a collective pursuit.
7. Profits must be distributed pro rata to the members in proportion to
the time worked by each in a producers' cooperative, or in proportion to the
value of each member's transactions in a consumers' cooperative.
BRANCH OF A FOREIGN CORPORATION - SUCURSAL

A foreign corporation may do business in Mexico by organizing a branch,
but most foreign companies have chosen to organize S.A.'s. The reasons for
this include these factors:
1. It may take longer to organize a branch, and legal and other
organizational costs are also higher than for an S. A.
2. Profits are not only taxable for income tax purposes but also for
dividend tax purposes even though the profits are not distributed.
3. Tax and other incentives for branches may be more difficult to obtain
than for corporations. See page 137 for other tax factors that have influenced
foreign investors to organize corporations rather than branches.
If foreign corporations, despite these disadvantages, wish to operate in
Mexico in branch form, the branch must be registered with the Public
Registry of Commerce. Such registration requires authorization from the
Ministry of Industry and Commerce, the Ministry of Foreign Relations, and
the Ministry of Interior (Gobernación). In general, these authorizations can
be obtained by meeting at least the following requirements:
1. Furnishing proof that the foreign corporation is organized in accordance with the laws of its place of origin. Such proof requires the
presentation of a certified copy of its articles of incorporation before a
notary public, as well as certification by a diplomatic or consular representative of Mexico in the foreign country that the company was duly incorporated and organized under the laws of the foreign country.
2. The articles of incorporation of the foreign company are not contrary
to Mexican law.
3. The company has or will establish a branch or agency in Mexico.
SOLE PROPRIETORSHIP - EMPRESA INDIVIDUAL

Individuals may do business in Mexico as sole proprietors. The sole
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proprietor has unlimited liability for proprietorship debts, and the enterprise
does not have a legal personality separate from its owner. For foreign
individuals, the proper immigration status is necessary for engaging in
business as a sole proprietorship.
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Accounting and Auditing
THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION IN MEXICO

Mexico has two classes of accountants: certified public accountants
(contadores públicos) and private accountants who provide bookkeeping
services (contadores privados). A private accountant usually has some
accounting and tax education and experience, but he is not officially
recognized as a professional accountant, is not represented by a professional
organization, and does not have the legal authority to issue an opinion on
financial statements. The certified public accountant examines financial
statements as an independent auditor and issues his opinion on the
statements based on his audit. The requirements to become a certified public
accountant are:
1. The completion of courses leading to the degree of CP (contador
público) at a university or other institution authorized by the government.
This normally requires four or five years of study after high school or college
preparatory school.
2. An approved thesis on any subject related to the accounting profession, the solution of a written problem, and passage of an oral examination
before a board of examiners of the university or institution.
3. Two years of practical work either in public accounting or private
industry, plus six months' unpaid social service work or one year if paid.
These requirements may be satisfied by part-time work. In many cases, they
are satisfied while the student is attending university.
Upon satisfactory completion of these requirements, the certificate of
"Contador Público" is awarded by the university or institution. This
certificate leads to the granting of a license by the Directorate General of
Professions, a government agency, to engage in public accounting. Before the
accountant can practice his profession, the government requires membership
in an Institute or Association identified with accounting and auditing
activities. Such membership is to insure compliance with technical rules and
laws as well as to maintain integrity and honesty in professional practice.
The accounting profession has played an important role in Mexico's
economic development. Its role in influencing tax legislation and promoting
"public tax consciousness" was formally recognized in 1959 when the
federal government began to accept reports for tax purposes prepared by
accountants without further examination (see page 110).
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Because of the small body of accounting literature available in Spanish,
educators have had to use foreign textbooks (principally from the U.S.A.)
translated into Spanish. One consequence has been that the Mexican
accounting profession and industry in general have avoided much costly
experimentation and moved quickly to the latest accounting methods and
techniques.
Size of the Accounting Profession. Large numbers of persons graduate
from approved universities and institutions each year (3,000 to 4,000), but
not many obtain the title of CP. Many graduates are employed by private
industry; some who prefer public practice do not become certified because,
as they do not issue certified opinions, they have no need for certification.
For these and other reasons, in April, 1972, only about 2,060 persons were
members of the two main professional organizations. Members of the College
of Certified Public Accountants are automatically members of the Mexican
Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
Services Performed for Clients. The services performed by professional
accountants in Mexico are similar to those provided by CPA's in the U.S.A.
A Mexican accountant may be appointed by management, the board of
directors, or shareholders to examine a corporation's financial statements
and issue his opinion on them. In the tax area, the accountant may advise on
tax matters and prepare tax returns. Accountants also design, install and
supervise the initial operation of accounting systems to insure that suitable
internal controls are provided. The performance of other forms of management consulting services is growing but is not as widespread as in other
developed countries.
The Validation of Tax Returns. An unusual aspect of professional practice
is that taxpayers may include a CPA's report when filing their income tax
returns, and such validation will exempt taxpayers from inspection of their
tax returns unless fraud is involved. When this report is filed with the Federal
Tax Auditing Office (Dirección de Auditoria Fiscal Federal), abbreviated
DAFF, the taxpayer almost invariably is released from any claims for
additional income tax, sales tax, import and export duties, and education tax
for the fiscal year covered by the report.
The report submitted to DAFF is a formal report prepared by the
auditors, which contains much information not normally required of
taxpayers. It contains the taxpayer's financial statements, the auditor's
opinion on the statements, the computation of all federal taxes, a reconciliation of book and tax income, and an analysis of changes in reserves. In
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addition, the auditor must state that the taxpayer complied with all federal
tax obligations during the tax year. Such a report, except in highly unusual
cases, saves a client from a long, detailed, and bothersome tax audit performed by tax authorities to which noncertified tax returns are susceptible.
Position of Foreign Accountants in Mexico. Article 25 of the Law of

Professions restricts the practice of accounting to Mexicans by birth or
naturalization. However, since Mexico does not recognize training or experience acquired in other countries, a foreign CPA who became a naturalized
Mexican would presumably have to undergo a complete course of study in
Mexican universities and fulfill the other requirements to become a Mexican
CPA.
Isolated exceptions in a few cases had permitted foreign accountants to
engage in auditing of some large firms, but these exceptions are no longer
made.
Foreign accounting firms may operate in Mexico, but all of the technical
staff should be Mexican citizens by birth or naturalization, as mentioned
above. Foreign accounting firms that operate in Mexico do so under the
name of a Mexican accounting firm.
Professional Accounting Organizations. There are two major professional
organizations in Mexico City and several similar ones in other states.
The Mexican Institute of Public Accountants (Instituto Mexicano de
Contadores Públicos), comprised of about 2,060 members, is similar to the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The other organization
is the Colegio de Contadores Públicos de México, A.C., which has the same
members. All licensed public accountants in Mexico must belong to the
Colegio to be licensed to issue opinions on financial statements. The former
Institute has published regularly since 1959 the magazine Dirección y
Control and in 1925 issued its first code of professional ethics. This code has
been regularly updated since then. It is very similar to the code issued by the
American Institute of CPA's in its stress on an auditor's independence and
other matters.

LEGAL ACCOUNTING REQUIREMENTS

Banks are required to obtain certified financial statements from applicants
for loans for material amounts. Other legal accounting requirements are
listed below.
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Issue of Bonds. The General Law of Negotiable Instruments and Credit
Transactions contains the requirement that when an S.A. issues bonds, its
financial statements must be audited and certified by a public accountant.
Requirements for Statutory Examiners (Comisarios). All Mexican corpora-

tions are required to appoint at least one statutory examiner who represents
the shareholders in reviewing the management of the company's affairs. The
examiner's approval is necessary before the balance sheet can be submitted
to the shareholders. Statutory examiners also attend meetings of the board
of directors and are authorized to call special meetings of shareholders (see
page 95).
A corporation's public accountant frequently serves as its statutory
examiner although no education or professional qualifications for examiners
prevent other persons from serving as examiners. The Mexican Institute of
Public Accountants has ruled that the dual responsibility of examiner and
auditor does not affect the auditor's independence and does not disqualify
him from giving an opinion on the corporation's financial statements.
Publication Requirements. The corporation's annual balance sheet must
be recorded in the Public Registry of Commerce and published in the
Official Gazette within 15 days after its approval at the general stockholders'
meeting. The directors and examiners are jointly responsible for such
publication. No direct penalty is levied if this is not done, and consequently
few corporations publish their balance sheet.
Required Journals and Ledgers. The Mexican Commercial Code requires
that every business keep at least a general ledger (libro mayor), a general
journal and/or several journals, and a .book of inventories and balances. The
books must be kept in the Spanish language and Mexican currency.
Otherwise, they may be subject to a requirement that pertinent sections be
translated and a small fine may be imposed. Monthly totals of accounts must
be entered in the general ledger, and the journals must contain all the
transactions of the company. The entries in these required books may
consist of summaries of detailed transactions kept in subsidiary records,
which may be machine-posted and in looseleaf form.
There are authorized procedures under which accounting records may be
created mechanically and maintained in looseleaf form, with the pages
prestamped by the tax authorities. Where computers are used, it is possible
to avoid the prestamped requirement.
Companies whose annual revenues exceed Ps. 3,000,000 must maintain
other records such as sales and purchase journals and perpetual inventory
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records. These records may be in any form that meets the company's
requirements.
Corporations must maintain a book in which minutes of meetings of the
board of directors and shareholders are maintained, as well as a shareholders'
ledger that lists the owners of registered shares. These books also must be
authorized by the Treasury Department before use. Sales invoices must be
prenumbered, bound in book form, and stamped by the tax authorities,
usually when filing the income tax return for the year. When computers are
used, the prenumbering requirement may be avoided.
The Commercial Code requires all accounting books and related documents to be retained for at least ten years. If a firm becomes insolvent, the
bankruptcy will be deemed fraudulent if the books and records were not
kept properly.

ACCOUNTING PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICES

The Mexican Institute of Public Accountants began publishing bulletins
and other material dealing with accounting principles and practices in
September, 1969. However, the National University of Mexico and other
accounting schools had previously published much material on these subjects. Most material published to date has been largely based on the bulletins
issued by the U.S.A.'s Accounting Principles Board with adjustments for the
requirements of the Mexican profession. As of April 1, 1972, the Institute
had issued the following bulletins:
1. Outline of basic accounting theory.
2. Revaluations of fixed assets.
3. Fixed assets (including leased equipment).
4. Inventories.
5. Contingencies and commitments.
6. Accounts receivable.
7. Investment in affiliates and subsidiaries; combined and consolidated
financial statements; accounting for business combinations and disclosure of
affiliates' transactions.
8. Cash.
9. Liabilities.
The following bulletins are in process: working capital, revenues and
expenses, marketable securities, and foreign exchange.
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The principal differences between accounting principles in Mexico and the
U.S.A. are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Revaluation of Fixed Assets. When the peso was devalued in 1954, tax
authorities permitted Mexican enterprises to revalue certain fixed assets
provided tax was paid on any increases due to revaluation. The major
accounting firms disagreed and issued qualified opinions on financial statements that contained revalued assets. In 1969, the Mexican Institute of
Public Accountants accepted any revaluation of fixed assets that met the
following requirements:
1. The revaluation was clearly disclosed.
2. The following items were shown separately: original cost, depreciation
on original cost, increase due to revaluation, depreciation on revaluation, and
the excess of appraised value over cost.
3. The revaluation was based on the opinions of qualified independent
technicians.
4. The same depreciation method was used for the increase due to
revaluation as for the original cost.
5. The excess of appraised value over cost may be capitalized but must
not be distributed.
Inventory Valuation Based on the Direct Cost System. In 1970, the

Mexican Institute approved inventory valuation based on direct costing
under the following conditions:
1. The classification of expenses as fixed and variable is consistent and
fair.
2. The balance sheet discloses the use of direct costing and the effect of
not including fixed factory expenses in inventory valuation.
3. The income statement discloses the amount of fixed factory expense
absorbed during the period.
4. Instead of the caption "gross income," the caption "marginal income"
is shown in the income statement. Marginal income is defined as the
difference between revenues and direct costs (direct raw materials, labor,
overhead).
5. In the year the direct cost system is adopted, its effects on income and
financial position must be stated in the notes to financial statements.
Deferred Taxes. There is no specific requirement for interperiod tax
allocation. However, Bulletin Number Five of the Mexican Institute of
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Public Accountants indirectly approves of deferred tax accounting, and most
of the larger public accounting firms encourage its use.
Earnings Per Share. In Mexico, interest in equity shares on the stock exchanges is comparatively limited, and the practice of showing earnings per
share in financial statements has not been adopted.
Statement of Changes in Financial Position. This statement, formerly

termed Statement of Source and Application of Funds, has not been
considered a basic financial statement. Consequently, CPA firms do not
qualify their opinions on financial statements merely because the Statement
of Changes in Financial Position is not prepared by clients or reviewed by
auditors. Currently, most of the larger CPA firms are encouraging their
clients to prepare this statement.
Consolidated Financial Statements. Bulletin Number Seven of the
Mexican Accounting Principles Board is similar in many respects to the
U.S.A. position on consolidated financial statements. The following differences, however, exist:
1. Positive goodwill must be amortized over a fair period as determined
by the judgment of management. There is no maximum period of 40 years,
as exists in the U.S.A.
2. No specific rules have been promulgated to distinguish between a
pooling of interests and a purchase. The general rule is that a business
combination should be recorded as a pooling of interests when the ownership interests are substantially the same before and after the combination.
All other situations are accounted for on the purchase method.
3. Consolidated financial statements are not required in Mexico for legal
or tax purposes. Since Bulletin Number Seven was issued in May, 1971,
consolidations are required for the fair presentation of financial statements
of parent and subsidiary companies that meet the requirements outlined in
the Bulletin.
4. After reducing fixed assets to zero, any remaining negative goodwill is
credited to surplus in the year of the business combination. In the U.S.A.,
negative goodwill is required to be carried to income of future periods on a
reasonable and systematic basis.
Prior-Year Adjustments, Extraordinary Items, and Effects of Accounting

Changes. These matters have not been discussed in any bulletins, but other
Mexican accounting literature on these matters agrees basically with the
position of the U.S.A. accounting profession. Consequently, most of the
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larger accounting firms disclose and state the effects of prior-year adjustments, extraordinary items, and changes in accounting methods.
Imputed Interest. The practice of imputing interest rates on receivables
and payables, which is followed in the U.S.A., has not been adopted in
Mexico at this time.
Dual Financial Statements. Because of the differences in generally accepted accounting principles in different countries, it is not unusual for
Mexican companies to issue two sets of financial statements as follows:
1. For Mexican shareholders and for legal purposes, statements may be
prepared in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in
Mexico. These statements will agree with the book figures.
2. For foreign companies, usually prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles in the parent company's country. As these
statements are usually not in agreement with the book figures, the fact of
this difference will be disclosed as well as the specific effects of each
difference in accounting principle.
In both cases, the Mexican CPA may issue an unqualified opinion, if
warranted by the circumstances. The differences between accounting principles, by themselves, will not affect the opinions if the principles have been
properly adopted and identified in each set of financial statements.
If the accounting principles contained in the financial statements of the
Mexican company are the same as those in the foreign country, only one set
of financial statements will be issued.
AUDITING STANDARDS

The Mexican Institute of Public Accountants has issued a code of
professional ethics, revised in 1970, which is similar to that issued by the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Other auditing standards
are practically identical to those prescribed for auditors in the U.S.A.,
including the description of generally accepted auditing standards under the
headings of:
General Standards
Standards of Field Work
Standards of Reporting
All told, thirty-two bulletins on auditing have been issued by the
Committee on Auditing Procedure of the Mexican Institute.
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FINANCIAL STATEMENT PRESENTATION

Financial statements issued in Mexico tend to be closely similar to those
issued in the U.S.A. The following consolidated financial statement captions
are in both English and Spanish to provide readers with comparable terms in
both languages (except that the notes are in English only).
The auditor's opinion (in English only) is the standard unqualified opinion
issued in Mexico. The principles followed in the consolidation reflect the
requirements of Bulletin Number Seven.

June 8, 197X
To the Stockholders,
Multicompañias, S.A. and Subsidiaries
Mexico, D.F.
We have examined the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of
Multicompañias, S.A. and its subsidiaries as of April 30, 197X, and
the related consolidated statements of earnings, retained earnings, and
changes in financial position for the year then ended. Our examination
was made in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards
and accordingly included such tests of the accounting records and such
other auditing procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances.
In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements referred to
above present fairly the financial position of Multicompañias, S.A. and
subsidiaries at April 30, 197X, and the consolidated results of their
operations and changes in financial position for the year then ended,
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles applied on
a basis consistent with that of the preceding period.
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MULTICOMPAÑIAS, S.A. Y SUBSIDIARIAS
(MULTICOMPANIES, S.A. AND SUBSIDIARIES)
BALANCE GENERAL CONSOLIDADO (CONSOLIDATED BALANCE SHEET)
30 DE ABRIL DE 197X (APRIL 30, 197X)
Los pesos fueron convertidos al tipo de cambio de $12.50 pesos porcado dólar. (Mexican
pesos were converted at the rate of $ 12.50 pesos to one U.S. dollar.)
ACTIVO
(ASSETS)
Mexican
Pesos
ACTIVO CIRCULANTE: (CURRENT ASSETS:)
Efectivo (Cash)
Cuentas por cobrar—Nota C
(Accounts receivable—Note C)
Clientes—menos estimación para cuentas de
cobro dudoso
(Trade—less allowance for doubtful accounts)
Funcionarios y empleados (Officers and
employees)
Otras (Other)
Inventarios—al mas bajo de costo (primeras entradas, primeras salidas) o mercado—Nota C
(Inventories—at the lower of cost (first-in, firstout method) or market-Note C)
Productos terminados (Finished products)
Producción en proceso (Work in process)
Materias primas y materiales (Raw
materials and supplies)

$

250,000

U.S.
Dollars

$

20,000

8,810,000

704,800

506,250
331,250

40,500
26,500

9,647,500

771,800

1,148,750
418,750

91,900
33,500

1,695,000

135,600

Pagos anticipados (Prepaid expenses)

3,262,500
127,500

261,000
10,200

TOTAL ACTIVO CIRCULANTE
(TOTAL CURRENT ASSETS)

13,287,500

1,063,000

PROPIEDAD, PLANTA Y EQUIPO-al costo-Nota C
(PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT-at c o s t - N c e C)
Terrenos (Land)
1,698,750
Edificios (Buildings)
2,102,500
Maquinaria y equipo (Machinery and equipment)
7,625,000
Muebles y enseres (Furniture and fixtures)
740,000
1,448,750
Vehículos (Vehicles)
Menos depreciación acumulada—Nota B
(Less accumulated depreciation—Note B)
GASTOS DE ORGANIZACIÓN, menos amortización
(ORGANIZATION EXPENSES, less amortization)
CREDITO MERCANTIL—Nota A (Goodwill-Note A)
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135,900

168,200
610,000
59,200
115,900

13,615,000

1,089,200

5,991,250

479,300

7,623,750

609,900

346,250
4,060,000

27,700
324,800

$25,317,500

$2,025,400

mexico

PASIVO E INVERSION DE LOS ACCIONISTAS
(LIABILITIES AND STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY)
Mexican
Pesos
PASIVO CIRCULANTE: (CURRENT LIABILITIES:)
Documentos por pagar a bancos—Nota C
(Notes payable to banks-Note C)
Documentos y cuentas por pagar a proveedores
(Trade notes and accounts payable)
Gastos acumulados y otros pasivos
(Accrued expenses and other liabilities)
Impuesto sobre la renta
(Income tax)

$ 2,663,750

U.S.
Dollars

$

213,100

5,381,250

430,500

802,500

64,200

198,750

15,900

9,046,250

723,700

3,985,000

318,800

320,000

25,600

12,500,000
1,225,000

1,000,000
98,000

11,275,000
691,250

902,000
55,300

11,966,250

957,300

$25,317,500
—

$2,025,400

TOTAL PASIVO CIRCULANTE
(TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES)
COMPAÑIA AFILIADA
(DUE TO AFFILIATED COMPANY)
INTERES MINORITARIO EN SUBSIDIARIA
(MINORITY INTEREST IN SUBSIDIARY)
PASIVOS CONTINGENTES-NOTA D
(CONTINGENT LIABILITIES-NOTE D)
INVERSION DE LOS ACCIONISTAS:
(STOCKHOLDERS' EQUITY:)
Capital social — 12,500 acciones comunes con
valor nominal de $ 1,000 pesos — $ 8 0 dólares
— cada una
(Common stock — par value $ 1,000 Mexican
pesos — $80 U.S. — per share; 12,500 shares
authorized and outstanding)
Capital no pagado (Unpaid capital)
Utilidades acumuladas (Retained earnings)

Veanse notas a los estados financieros consolidados
(See notes to consolidated financial statements)
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MULTICOMPAÑIAS, S.A. Y SUBSIDIARIAS
(MULTICOMPANIES, S.A. AND SUBSIDIARIES)
ESTADO CONSOLIDADO DE RESULTADOS
DE OPERACION Y UTILIDADES ACUMULADAS
(CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF EARNINGS AND RETAINED EARNINGS)
AÑO QUE TERMINO EL 30 DE ABRIL DE 197X
(YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 197X)
Mexican
Pesos
INGRESOS: (REVENUES:)
Ventas netas (Net sales)
Intereses y otros ingresos (Interest and
miscellaneous income)
COSTOS Y GASTOS: (COSTS AND EXPENSES:)
Costo de ventas (Cost of sales)
Gastos de venta y administración (Selling and
administrative expenses)
Intereses (Interest)

U.S.
Dollars

$42,255,000

$3,380,400

222,500

17,800

42,477,500

3,398,200

30,275,000

2,422,000

9,957,500
521,250

796,600
41,700

40,753,750

3,260,300

1,723,750

137,900

612,500

49,000

50,000

4,000

662,500

53,000

1,061,250

84,900

57,500

4,600

1,003,750

80,300

UTILIDAD ANTES DEL IMPUESTO SOBRE
LA RENTA, PARTICIPACION DE LOS
EMPLEADOS EN LAS UTILIDADES, AHORRO
DE IMPUESTO SOBRE LA RENTA E INTERES
MINORITARIO
(EARNINGS BEFORE INCOME TAX, LEGAL
PROFIT SHARING, INCOME TAX SAVING,
AND MINORITY INTEREST)
IMPUESTO SOBRE LA RENTA-NOTA E
(INCOME TAX SAVING-NOTE E)
PARTICIPACION
DE LOS
EMPLEADOS
EN LAS
UTILIDADES (LEGAL
PROFIT
SHARING)
UTILIDAD ANTES DE INTERES MINORITARIO
(EARNINGS BEFORE MINORITY INTEREST)
INTERES MINORITARIO EN LA UTILIDAD NETA
DE LA SUBSIDIARIA (MINORITY INTEREST IN
NET EARNINGS OF SUBSIDIARY)
UTILIDAD NETA (NET EARNINGS)
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DEFICIT AL PRINCIPIO DEL AÑO (DEFICIT AT
BEGINNING OF YEAR)
UTILIDADES ACUMULADAS AL FIN DEL AÑO
(RETAINED EARNINGS AT END OF YEAR)

312,500
$

691,250

25,000
$

55,300

Veanse notas a los estados financieros consolidados
(See notes to consolidated financial statements)

MULTICOMPAÑIAS, S.A. Y SUBSIDIARIAS
(MULTICOMPANIES, S.A. AND SUBSIDIARIES)
ESTADO CONSOLIDADO DE CAMBIOS EN LA POSICION FINANCIERA
(CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF CHANGES IN FINANCIAL POSITION)
AÑO QUE TERMINO EL 30 DE ABRIL DE 197X
(YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 197X)
Mexican
Pesos
ORIGEN DE FONDOS: (SOURCE OF FUNDS:)
De las operaciones: (From operations:)
Utilidad neta (Net earnings)
Depreciación y amortización — Nota B
(Depreciation and amortization — Note B)
Total fondos provenientes de las operaciones
(Total funds provided from operations)
Financiamiento de la compañia afiliada
(Proceeds of loan from affiliated company)
Reducción en el capital no pagado — Nota A
(Reduction in unpaid capital — Note A)
Incremento en el Ínteres minoritario
(Increase in minority interest)

$1,003,750

U.S.
Dollars

$ 80,300

693,750

55,500

1,697,500

135,800

1,615,000

129,200

975,000

78,000

57,500

4,600

14,345,000
APLICACION DE FONDOS:
(APPLICATION OF FUNDS:)
Crédito mercantil adquirido por la compra del
23% del capital social de una subsidiaria—Nota A
(Acquired goodwill from purchase of 23% of the
common stock of a subsidiary—Note A)
$ 588,750
Adquisición neta de propiedad, planta y equipo
(Net additions to property, plant and equipment)
2,142,500
Compra adicional de capital social de subsidiaria
-Nota A
(Additional purchases of stock in subsidiary—Note A)
862,500
Incremento en el capital de trabajo
(Increase in working capital)
751,250

$347,600

$4,345,000

$ 47,100
171,400

69,000
60,100
$347,600
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RESUMEN DEL INCREMENTO (DISMINUCION) EN EL CAPITAL DE TRABAJO:
(SUMMARY OF INCREASES (DECREASES) IN WORKING CAPITAL:)
Financiamiento de cuentas por cobrar
$146,700
$1,833,750
(Financing of receivables)
Pago de documentos a favor de bancos
32,300
403,750
(Repayment of notes payable to banks)
Pago de otros pasivos
33,700
(Repayment of other liabilities)
421,250
Financiamiento recibido de proveedores
(Financing from suppliers)
(121,700)
(1,521,250)
Otros (Other)
( 386,250)
( 30,900)
$

751,250

$ 60,100

Veanse notas a los estados financieros consolidados
(See notes to consolidated financial statements)

MULTICOMPAÑIAS, S.A. AND SUBSIDIARIES
NOTES TO CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
YEAR ENDED APRIL 30, 197X
A. PRINCIPLES OF CONSOLIDATION
The consolidated statements include the following subsidiaries:
Percentage of Ownership
at April 30, 197X
Single Company, S.A.
90%
Company X, S.A.
93%
The stock of Single Company, S.A. was acquired on December 31, 1967.
The operations of this subsidiary since that date are included in the
accompanying financial statements.
An affiliated company acquired 70% and 23% of the stock of Company X
on August 31, 196X, and April 30, 197X, respectively. The affiliate's
investment was sold, at cost, to the company on May 1, 197X, at which date
the increase in equity, since the dates of acquisition, over the affiliated
company's original cost for each acquisition was recorded in consolidation.
For the year ended April 30, 197X, the subsidiary's earnings, less the
minority interest, are included in the results of operations. The excess of
cost over the fair value of net assets acquired in both subsidiaries of
$324,800 U. S. dollars, $4,060,000 pesos, is not being amortized.
B. DEPRECIATION
Depreciation is computed under the straight-line method, based on the
estimated useful lives of the assets, at the following annual rates:
Buildings
5%
Furniture and fixtures
10%
Machinery and equipment
10%
Vehicles
20%
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C. NOTES PAYABLE TO BANKS
U.S.
Annual
Interest
Dollars
10%
1. Secured Loan for
Purchase of Equipment
10-12%
2. Secured Loan for
Interim Financing
12-13%
3. Secured Loan

4. Unsecured Loans

12-13-16%

Mexican
Pesos

$ 46,400 $

Collateral For
Secured Loans

580,000

32,300

403,750 All Inventories

65,200

815,000 Accounts Receivable
of $70,600 U.S. Dollars, $882,500 Pesos

69,200
$213,100

865,000
$2,663,750

D. CONTINGENT LIABILITIES
1. Under the terms of the Mexican Labor Law, employees who are
dismissed without justification are entitled to severance compensation based
upon length of service. At April 30, 197X, no liability exists for dismissals.
The company's policy is to treat such payments as expense in the year paid.
2. The new Mexican Labor Law, in effect since May 1, 1970, grants workers
the right to seniority benefits upon leaving the employ of the company after 15
years of service. The benefit is calculated at 12 days of salary for each year
worked, limited to a maximum daily rate of double the minimum legal daily
salary.
The company did not record any provision for these benefits up to April 30,
197X due to lack of actuarial data with regard to the number of workers who
will receive the amounts and because the amount was minimal. A study will be
made and the necessary provision recorded during fiscal 197X.
3. At April 30, 197X, liabilities due to the affiliated company, payable in
U. S. A. dollars, totalled $318,800 U. S. A. dollars, $3,985,000 pesos.
E. INCOME TAX
During the year, the company had an income tax credit of $34,800 U.S.A.
dollars, $435,000 pesos, due to utilization of all net operating loss carryforwards available from prior years. There are certain reserves totaling $40,000
U.S.A. dollars, $500,000 pesos, which were not deductible for tax purposes,
but are available as deductions in computing future income tax liabilities when
charged. The benefit for these reserves was not recorded because of losses in the
years of origin.
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Taxation in Mexico
Taxation of Business Enterprises
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Deductions from Income
Special Tax Areas
Tax Rates
Tax Returns
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Persons Subject to Taxation
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and Investments
Special Areas Tax
Standard Exemption

Personal Deductions and Exemptions
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Taxpayers
Recourse Against Tax Authorities
Withholding Taxes
Miscellaneous Taxes
Commerical Receipts Tax
Production and Excise Taxes
Tax to Promote Education
General Stamp Tax
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Taxation in Mexico

The federal income tax is Mexico's most important source of tax revenue,
accounting for approximately 50% of federal tax revenues. The remaining
federal tax revenues consist of social security and payroll taxes, commercial
receipts and excise taxes, and general stamp taxes.
State and municipal taxation is limited in certain areas by the fact that the
federal government has sole authority to levy taxes. However, in other areas
both federal and state taxation is possible and, in fact, has occurred. To
avoid this, the respective governments have signed "Agreements of Coordination" under which the federal government allocates a portion of federal
taxes to the states. This avoidance of concurrent taxation is principally in
respect of commercial receipts tax and excise taxes.
Municipalities do not have authority to legislate in tax matters. Consequently, state legislatures enact both state and municipal tax laws. No
income tax is levied by states or municipalities as only the federal
government is authorized to levy income taxes.
The current income tax law, enacted in December 1964, completely
changed prior tax legislation, and numerous modifications have been made in
the 1964 law. These modifications are usually published in the Diario Oficial
(the government's official gazette) during December and go into effect on
January 1. The most important modifications were those that went into
effect January 1, 1971 and 1972.
Administration of Income Tax Law. One of the 15 ministries that
constitute the executive branch of government is the Ministry of Finance
and Public Credit (Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público), hereafter
referred to as Ministry of Finance. Among the many functions of the
Ministry of Finance are the levying and collection of income tax. Various
departments within the Ministry of Finance have responsibilities connected
with income taxation, such as:
• The Treasury Department (Tesorería de la Federación) — tax collection.
• Fiscal and Audit Department (Dirección de Auditoría Fiscal Federal)
— audit of tax returns.
• Income Tax Division (Dirección del Impuesto sobre la Renta) — issuance of income tax regulations and interpretation of the income tax laws.
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Transactions in Foreign Currencies. Taxpayers who realize income or
incur expenses in foreign currencies must record such transactions in their
books of account in Mexican pesos at the official rate of exchange on the
date of the transaction. Certain current assets such as accounts receivable
and liabilities must be recorded on the taxpayer's books at the official
exchange rate in effect on the last day of the fiscal period. Any exchange
gains are taxable and exchange losses are deductible.
Tax Treaties. Mexico has not concluded any tax treaties with other
countries.

TAXATION OF BUSINESS ENTERPRISES

The Mexican income tax law, "Ley del Impuesto Sobre la Renta,"
subjects both enterprises and individuals to income tax. This section of the
chapter deals with the taxation of business enterprises and the next section
with the taxation of individuals. The income tax law treats sole proprietorships as an enterprise. Therefore, all items in this section have bearing on the
taxation of sole proprietorships. Sole proprietorships are discussed separately
within this section.
GROSS INCOME

Income Subject to Tax. All income, regardless of its geographic source, is
taxable for the following categories of taxpayers:
1. Mexican legal entities and sole proprietorships.
2. Branches or agencies of foreign enterprises operating in Mexico
Sales transacted or services rendered in Mexico by foreign legal entities are
taxable. Furthermore, nonresident aliens and foreign entities not established
in Mexico are subject to Mexican income tax on income (interest, royalties,
technical assistance fees, etc.) generated from sources of wealth located in
Mexico. Some economic units without legal status, such as joint ventures or
nonprofessional partnerships are also taxed as business enterprises.
Foreign Tax Credits. Resident entities are taxed on foreign-source income
as well as domestic income. To avoid double taxation when income taxes are
levied by foreign countries, taxpayers are granted foreign tax credits. The
credit is limited to the Mexican income tax that would have been paid on the
foreign-source income if the taxpayer had no domestic income (thus, at the
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lowest tax rates). Unused foreign tax credits are not deductible and cannot
be carried forward or back.
For foreign-tax-credit purposes, exemptions from income tax granted by
foreign countries — except those granted for income derived solely from the
use of capital, such as interest — are treated as foreign taxes paid. In other
words, if another country exempts certain income as an incentive to
stimulate its economy, that exemption would be deemed as taxes paid for
Mexican foreign-tax-credit purposes.
Taxable Income Defined. Taxable income is the global income of the
enterprise, which is defined as aggregate income less authorized deductions.
Aggregate income, consequently, is a key term in Mexico's income tax law.
Generally, aggregate income follows normal accounting concepts of income.
However, certain transactions receive special treatment, and these are
discussed in the following paragraphs.
Sales of Property, Plant, and Equipment. All gains derived from sales of
property, plant, and equipment are includable in taxable income. However, a
gain on the sale of real estate (land and buildings) may be excluded from
taxable income if the Ministry of Finance finds that the taxpayer's use of the
entire gross proceeds of the sale are within the following guidelines:
1. The entire sales proceeds are reinvested in depreciable or amortizable
assets in locations designated by law as needing industrial development. This
guideline would seem to exclude reinvestment in land; however, the
government's interpretations have included acquisitions of land as being
within the guideline.
2. Other conditions that may be imposed by the Ministry of Finance are
complied with.
If only a portion of the sales proceeds is reinvested within the above
guidelines, the gain excluded from taxable income is in the same proportion
as the amount reinvested is to the full sales proceeds.
All losses arising from the sale of fixed assets are deductible.
Sales of Securities. Normally, gains realized on sales of securities are
included in taxable income. However, an enterprise may apply to the
Ministry of Finance for permission to exclude such gain from taxable
income. Permission will be granted if the Ministry feels that such exclusion
will contribute to industrial development.
Losses arising from the sale of securities are not deductible, unless their
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acquisition and sale comply with certain requirements, which have not been
issued to date by the Ministry of Finance.
Income From Royalties and Technical Services. As an incentive for

resident taxpayers to obtain royalty and technical service income from
foreign countries, such income may either be included in taxable income or
separately taxed at a flat rate of 10%, at the taxpayer's option, and the
taxpayer may change his option each year.
Dividends Received From Mexican Companies. Dividends received by one

Mexican company from another are never included in taxable income.
However, such dividends are subject to dividend withholding tax (see page
160).
Installment Sales Income. A taxpayer who sells property on the installment basis (at least 50% of the selling price deferred) may elect either of the
following methods of reporting income;
1. The full sales price may be reported in the fiscal period during which
the sale was made.
2. The gross profit may be deferred and taken into income as collections
are received.
Although the taxpayer is free to elect either method, once he has selected
one of them any change requires the prior approval of the Ministry of
Finance.
Mergers, Liquidations, and Changes In Capital Structure. Gains derived

from mergers, liquidations, or changes in capital structure of companies in
which the taxpayer is a partner or shareholder are taxable. Non-Mexican
parent companies are not considered as taxpayers and any gains are taxed as
dividend distributions. However, losses resulting from these activities are not
deductible.
Certificates of Tax Refunds (CEDIs). Certain tax refunds granted as an
incentive to exporters were discussed in Chapter II. These are known as
CEDIs and the Ministry of Finance has indicated that the CEDIs represent
refunds in respect of indirect taxes and, as such, are not includable in taxable
income in 1972.
Special Income Taxation of Construction Companies. A special method of

taxation has been authorized for construction companies in 1972, and has
been authorized annually in recent years. The method is to tax construction
companies 80% of whose gross income is derived from fixed-price contracts
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at the rate of 2% of gross receipts, which is determined on the cash basis and
must include the cost of labor, materials, and overhead. Companies with less
than 80% of their income derived from fixed-price contracts are taxed as
ordinary enterprises.
Income Determination by Tax Authorities. The law authorizes the

Ministry of Finance to estimate what it deems fair sales prices for transactions in which the taxpayer sells his assets at or below cost. In instances
where the taxpayer sells at or below cost, the burden of proof is his. Unless
the taxpayer can demonstrate that any sales below cost were due to
obsolescence or damage, or that current market prices were below cost, the
tax authorities may determine the taxpayer's income by estimate. Furthermore, the tax authorities may modify taxable income when the taxpayer's
selling prices are below prices prevailing in the open market.
DEDUCTIONS FROM INCOME

In general, all normal costs and expenses of a business are deductible for
tax purposes. However, the costs and expenses must also meet the general
requirements that the expenses are ordinary and necessary, are reasonable in proportion to the taxpayer's volume, and are evidenced by documents that satisfy the fiscal requirements set forth below. Further, expenses
subject to withholding tax such as salaries, interest, royalties, commissions,
and fees for agents or technical services are deductible only if the tax has
been withheld.
Fiscal Requirements. Mainly for purposes of tax enforcement, strict fiscal
requirements have been imposed on all taxpayers. Every taxpayer must
register and obtain a number from the Ministry of Finance, and, in some
cases, a separate number for the commercial receipts tax. In addition, each
taxpayer who is required to join a Chamber of Commerce obtains a number
from that organization. All of these numbers must appear on all invoices,
receipts, etc., that are issued in the normal course of business. If these
numbers do not appear on invoices, a purchaser may not be permitted the
deduction otherwise available for tax purposes.
In addition to the above requirements, all sales invoices must be serially
numbered and contain the vendor's name and address. Imported goods
subject to a licensing requirement must contain the license number on the
invoice.
Debit memos issued by foreign companies to Mexican subsidiaries may
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not be deductible for tax purposes unless substantive evidence supporting
the charges is attached to the debit memo. For example, debit memos for
travelling expenses must be supported by hotel bills, airline tickets, etc.
Deductions From Gross Sales. Deductions are permitted for such items as
sales returns, discounts, rebates, and allowances. The cost of goods sold,
determined by any approved method discussed under Inventory Valuation, is
deductible within the following general framework:
1. Taxpayers who buy and sell tangible personal property may determine
their cost of goods sold by adding purchases during the year to beginning
inventory and deducting ending inventory.
2. Taxpayers engaged in selling real property may include in the cost basis
any costs or expenses incurred in improving such property.
3. Taxpayers engaged in manufacturing or assembling may include in
their cost of goods sold: raw material costs, parts, electricity, direct
manufacturing expenses, direct labor cost, and overhead, as well as the
difference between opening and closing inventories.
Inventory Valuation. In general, inventory must be valued at actual cost
determined under any of three prescribed methods: the first-in, first-out
(FIFO), last-in, first-out (LIFO), or average cost. The following are part of
inventory costs for valuation purposes: transportation, insurance, import
taxes, customs duties, consular fees, and foreign-exchange premiums. A
change of inventory-valuation method requires prior approval of the tax
authorities.
The retail price method of inventory valuation may be used only if it is
customary in the taxpayer's trade and prior approval is obtained. Except for
department stores, the retail method is rarely used.
The use of standard costs for inventory valuation is permitted but requires
prior approval of the Ministry of Finance. The use of the direct cost system
is not permitted.
If a perpetual inventory system is not maintained, the taxpayer must take
an annual physical inventory.
As a general rule, inventories may not be valued below cost. Even when
market value is below cost, the loss is normally acceptable for tax purposes
only when the goods are sold.
Inventories determined to be unsaleable for reasons of irreparable damage
or obsolescence may only be written off for tax purposes if they are
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destroyed and such destruction is certified by government officials and
independent accountants (contadores públicos).
Depreciation and Amortization. The only depreciation method allowed is
the straight line method without taking estimated salvage value into account.
There is no requirement that the same rates or methods be used for book and
tax purposes.
Repairs and renovations of assets that constitute improvements or prolong
the life of an asset may be capitalized and depreciated.
For tax purposes, the depreciable basis of assets acquired via profit
distributions in kind or capital transactions in kind may not exceed the net
book value of the assets in the hands of the taxpayer from which acquired.
The income tax law stipulates the maximum rates of depreciation that a
company can use. The following are examples of annual depreciation rates
currently in effect:
Intangible assets and deferred charges
Buildings and other structures
Housing provided for employees
Dies, molds, and tooling
Office furniture and equipment
Buses
Automobiles

5%
3%
5%
35%
10%
11%

20%
Machinery and equipment used in the following industrial activities must
be depreciated at the rates specified. If a company has more than one
activity, the principal activity in terms of sales volume determines which
depreciation rates are used.
1. Grains and sugar and by-products, vegetable oil, and
river and lake transportation companies

5%

2. Manufacture of mineral coal products, primary metallic
products, tobacco products, petroleum and natural gas, paper
and rubber products

7%

3. Manufacture of motor vehicles and parts, metal products,
machinery and professional and scientific instruments, production of goods and beverages (except grains, sugar, vegetable oil
and by-products)

8%

4. Leather tanning and manufacture of leather products,
chemical products, manufacture of basic products for other
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plastic industries, publishing and printing, petrochemical and
pharmaceutical

9%

5. Manufacture of clothing and textile products, woven
fabrics, and knitted garments

11%

6. Leasehold improvements (5 years if indefinite rental
contract)
Life of lease
Lower depreciation rates may be adopted but once used they may not be
changed without prior authorization.
To stimulate industrial development, the Ministry of Finance has authorized the use of accelerated rates of depreciation.
Revaluation of Assets. Revaluations of fixed assets are not accepted for
tax purposes and, therefore, the amortization of any amounts in excess of
the cost basis are not deductible in determining taxable income.
Special Deductions for Mining Operations. Companies engaged in exploit-

ing mineral resources are entitled to the following special deductions:
1. Depletion based on a rate per ton or cubic meter of mined product. The
depletion rate is obtained before operations begin by dividing all exploration
and development expenses of a mine by its known or estimated tonnage or
cubic volume.
2. Assets directly connected with mining operations are depreciated or
amortized on a production basis rather than a fixed yearly percentage. The
basis for depreciation is obtained by dividing total asset cost by the
anticipated tonnage or volume of the recoverable mineral. The Ministry of
Finance may authorize a higher depletion or depreciation basis for reasonable cause.
All other assets not directly connected with the mining operation are
depreciated in accordance with the depreciation policy previously set forth.
3. After mining operations commence, the costs of exploring for new
mineral deposits are deductible as incurred.
Advertising Expenses. Recent legislation has changed the timing of
deductions for advertising expenses paid to third parties. Only 60% of such
advertising expenses are deductible in the fiscal year incurred, 15% in each of
the next two years, and 10% in the third year. However, neither the
legislation nor the Ministry of Finance have defined what constitutes
"advertising expenses paid to third parties." Thus, the deduction of such
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related expenses as postage, layout, etc. in the year incurred is still
questionable.
Charitable and Other Contributions. Contributions for charitable and

other purposes are deductible without limitation, when made to organizations approved by the Ministry of Finance. An annual list is issued of
organizations whose receipts for donations are accepted as tax deductible.
Rents. Rent for property used for business purposes is deductible. The
Ministry of Finance is authorized to have rental property appraised by a
credit institution, in which case the annual deduction for rent is limited to
12% of the appraised value.
Bad Debts. Bad debts are deductible only on evidence of their uncollectibility. General provisions for estimated losses are not deductible for tax
purposes.
Casualty Losses. Losses caused by fire, theft, or other casualty are
deductible to the extent not reimbursed from insurance or other claims.
Taxes. All taxes, except income taxes, directly related to the operations of
the business are deductible. Income tax paid on behalf of others is not
deductible.
Pension and Welfare Payments. Employers' contributions to a fund to
provide employees with pensions, which supplement social security retirement benefits, are deductible if the plan is approved by the Ministry of
Finance. Such approval is normally given if the assets of the fund are placed
in an irrevocable trust with an institution authorized to operate in Mexico,
and the plan provides that at least 30% of the funds are invested in bonds
issued by the federal government, and the remaining funds are used in any of
the following ways:
1. Invested in securities approved by the National Securities Commission.
2. To buy or construct housing for the taxpayer's employees.
3. To provide loans to employees for housing purposes.
The assets in a pension fund may be disposed of only to provide funds for
the payment of pensions. An asset used for any other purpose becomes
subject to tax at the rate of 42% of its full value, or gross proceeds if sold.
Approval of a pension plan requires a study by a Mexican actuary to
determine the annual payment to the pension fund.
Welfare payments for employees' benefits are deductible if they are
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offered to employees on a general basis. If only a few individuals benefit, the
payments are treated as taxable income of those individuals.
Special Deductions of Credit Institutions, Insurance and Bonding Com-

panies. In calculating the taxable income of credit institutions, and insurance
and bonding companies, special deductions are allowed. These generally take
the form of new or increased reserves.
Nondeductible Items. The following are not deductible for tax purposes:
1. Any distributions based on profits such as legal profit sharing and
dividends.
2. Provisions for reserves or allowances such as for bad debts, seniority
benefits, obsolescence, or contingencies.
3. Goodwill or its amortization.
4. Items related to capital transactions such as premiums over nominal
value paid for capital stock, losses arising from mergers or from the
liquidation of a company in which the taxpayer has an ownership interest.
5. Items not related to the operations of the taxpayer.
Net Operating Losses. A net operating loss may be carried forward and
offset against taxable profits for five years. The net operating loss must be
both a book and tax loss and, if different, only the smaller may be carried
forward.
A loss may be carried forward only by the taxpayer who incurred the loss.
The loss cannot be assigned and, in case of merger, only the surviving
taxpayer's losses may continue to be carried forward. Losses arising from the
liquidation of a company in which the taxpayer is a partner or shareholder
are not deductible and may not be carried forward. Since January 1, 1968, a
loss carried forward cannot include:
1. Transactions entered into to eliminate competitors; for example, underselling a competitor.
2. Writeoffs of bad debts.
3. Payments to pension funds not required by law, or a labor agreement.
SPECIAL TAX AREAS

Taxation of Nonprofit Organizations. Nonprofit organizations generally
are exempt from tax. The nonprofit category includes chambers of com136 TOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L

merce, political parties, various types of associations including labor unions,
and many others. However, the Ministry of Finance must approve all
exemptions to non-public service institutions, such as private schools or
charitable organizations.
Tax-exempt organizations must file annual information returns. They
must observe the usual fiscal requirements (see page 131) when making
payments to third parties where the transaction is a taxable event for the
third party. Thus, the usual obligations to withhold taxes where required,
keep books of account, etc., apply to nonprofit organizations as well as to
other taxpayers.
Taxation of Branches. Foreign investors usually prefer to organize a
corporation rather than establish a branch. The following tax and tax-related
factors account for this preference:
1. Branches are subject to the same enterprise income tax as corporations
and to the same requirements for profit sharing with employees. In addition,
branches are subject to dividend withholding taxes on all distributable profit,
whether or not the branch profit is actually remitted to the home company.
(A subsidiary is only subject to dividend withholding taxes when the
dividends are paid to the parent company.) For purposes of the dividend
withholding tax, the taxable base is net income after enterprise income tax
and legal profit sharing. A dividend withholding tax of 15% to 20% is applied
to the balance.
2. Dividends received by branches from Mexican corporations are subject
to the dividend withholding tax but, in the case of branches, the tax
withheld cannot be used as an estimated tax payment but is a final tax (see
page 160).
3. Branches may be requested to furnish evidence that merchandise
shipped to the branch from the home office was transferred at cost. Only
shipping charges and import duties may be added to the cost of goods. If
such evidence cannot be furnished, the tax authorities may determine the
branch's profit by estimate. The requirement that merchandise be transferred at cost does not apply to a Mexican subsidiary of a foreign parent
company.
Income Earned by Nonresident Foreign Taxpayers. Generally, income

from Mexican sources earned by nonresident foreign entities and individuals
is subject to tax on gross income, without deductions of any kind. Such
income as interest, dividends, royalties, technical assistance fees, rents, etc.
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may be subject to withholding taxes or to regular income tax, depending on
its nature (see page 158).
Sole Proprietorships. Under the income tax law, sole proprietorships are
taxed as a business enterprise. It must be kept in mind that a sole
proprietorship is considered a separate taxpayer. Consequently, an individual
who operates a sole proprietorship and also earns a salary must file two tax
returns, as follows:
1. Taxable income from the sole proprietorship will be reported as
enterprise income, in a tax return form used by enterprises, and will be taxed
at the same rates as other enterprises.
2. Employment income will be reported in a tax return used by
individuals and subject to the conditions and tax rates applicable to
individuals.
Therefore, all transactions directly related to the sole enterprise will be
discussed in this section. Any other income of the sole proprietor is taxed
separately under the provisions applicable to individual income taxation (see
page 145).
Sale of Urban Real Estate. An individual who engages in the purchase and

sale of land and buildings as a business is subject to income tax as a business
enterprise. A clear example is a sole proprietor who functions as a land
developer.
Major or Minor Taxpayer — Tax Option of Sole Proprietorships. Sole

proprietorships have the option of being classified as a major or minor
taxpayer with the following consequences and under the following conditions:
1. A major taxpayer is taxed the same as other enterprises.
2. A minor taxpayer is permitted to maintain simplified accounting
records, and must maintain accounting control only over gross income. This
is because a minor taxpayer's taxable income is computed as a percentage of
gross income, as specified in the income tax law.
Sole proprietorships are considered minor taxpayers when gross income is
less than Ps. 500,000. Such a minor taxpayer may opt for classification as a
major taxpayer by maintaining detailed income and expense records and
paying tax on net income. The option is usually selected on the basis of
which classification provides the lowest tax.
Sole proprietorships with gross income between Ps. 500,000 and Ps.
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1,500,000 are considered major taxpayers but, if their business is confined
to dealing with tangible goods, they may opt for classification as minor
taxpayers. Major taxpayers, if they maintain poor accounting records, may
become subject to the determination of income by the tax authorities
described on page 143.
Major taxpayers, as mentioned previously, are taxed the same as other
enterprises. Therefore, all the provisions described in the section dealing with
business enterprises are applicable. The tax table of Article 34 is applied to
the net income of the major taxpayer.
Minor taxpayers are taxed solely on their gross income. However, in
determining the taxable income base to which the Article 34 tax tables are
applied, a percentage of gross income is used that varies with the type of
industry; for instance, 3% of gross income is taxable in the case of minor
taxpayers dealing with gasoline, 5% in the case of production of fresh milk,
10% in the case of coffee for domestic consumption, and so on.
Minor taxpayers must use the calendar year for accounting purposes and
their tax returns are due during February of the following year.
Consolidated Tax Returns. Consolidated tax returns are not permitted in
Mexico.
TAX RATES

Income Tax Rates for Enterprises. The Article 34 tax rates are on a
graduated scale as shown below, except that the rates on taxable income
below Ps. 100,000 have been omitted; however, the rates start at 5% on
taxable income of Ps. 2,000 and increase gradually. All figures are in pesos.
Taxable Income

Fixed
Amount

Percentage of Excess
of Lower Limit

100,000.01 to 150,000.00
150,000.01 to 200,000.00
200,000.01 to 300,000.00
300,000.01 to 400,000.00
400,000.01 to 500,000.00
Over 500,000.01

16,455.00
28,505.00
41,885.00
71,525.00
105,525.00
210,000.00

24.10
26.76
29.64
34.00
38.00
42.00

Thus, all taxable income over Ps. 500,000 is taxed at the maximum rate of
42%, with one exception. If global taxable income is between Ps. 500,000
and Ps. 1,500,000, the tax at the rate of 42% is reduced by 6.65% of the
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difference between Ps. 1,500,000 and global taxable income, as in the
following example.
Taxable Income =
42% X

1,253,875
- 500,000
753,875

210,000
316,627
526,627

Less:
1,500,000
1,253,875
246,125

X 6.65%

Tax Payable

16,367
510,260

Tax Reductions for Certain Industries. For economic and educational

reasons, the following industries are granted special tax treatment. Taxpayers
in these industries should refer to the income tax law on a case-by-case basis.
Industries Granted Special Treatment

1. Agriculture, cattle raising, fishing
2. If above taxpayers also process their products
3. If above taxpayers engage in other industrial or commercial activities
representing not more than 50% of their gross income
4. Book publishing
5. Transportation companies
Entertainment Enterprises. Nonresident foreign taxpayers engaged in
providing entertainment for the general public must file a daily declaration
of gross income with the Ministry of Finance and deposit 4% of such income
as a payment of estimated tax. In cases where the entertainment is provided
in one locality for a period of less than one month, the estimated tax
payments are treated as the final tax. Where the entertainment is provided
for one month to one year, a tax return must be filed, and the estimated
taxes paid are either offset against the final tax due, or give rise to a tax
refund.
Estimated Tax Payments. Taxpayers must pay estimated taxes during the
first fifteen days of the fifth, ninth and twelfth months of the accounting
year, based on income as estimated for the first four, eight, and eleven
months, respectively, and annualized. The estimated income is computed by
applying the profit ratio of the preceding year to the current gross income.
No estimated payments are required in the first year of operations or if the
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preceding year's operations resulted in a loss. One method of computing
estimated tax payments is illustrated below.
Example. Assume taxpayer's gross and taxable incomes for the prior year
were Ps. 10,000,000 and Ps. 1,253,875 respectively. Gross income for the
first four months of the current year is Ps. 4,000,000.
1. Divide preceding year's taxable income by gross income to obtain the
profit ratio.
1,253,875 = 12.53%
10,000,000
2. Estimate the current year's annual profit by applying the prior year's
profit ratio to the current year's gross income.
4,000,000 X 12.53% = 501,200 X 3 = 1,503,600
3. Use the tax table to calculate income tax.
Tax on Ps. 1,503,600 = Ps. 631,512
Note: If annual estimated taxable income had been between Ps. 500,000
and Ps. 1,500,000, the reduction of 6.65%, explained on page 139 would have
been taken into account.
4. The estimated tax payment for the first four months is one-third of Ps.
631,512.
The second and third estimated tax payments are calculated in the same
manner but based on gross income for 8 months and 11 months, respectively,
with previous estimated tax payments being taken into account.
If estimated tax payments exceed the actual tax liability at the end of the
year, the excess is refunded or applied against subsequent income tax
liabilities, at the taxpayer's option.
The Ministry of Finance may waive or reduce the estimated payments
calculated in the above manner if the taxpayer offers valid reasons, such as
an expected reduction in taxable income.
TAX RETURNS - FILING, PAYMENT, AND REVIEW

Filing of Tax Returns. The Ministry of Finance prescribes the tax forms
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that must be used for the payment of income taxes, and all information
required on these forms must be furnished. Tax forms purchased from
private sources must follow the prescribed forms in all details. The tax return
may be filed in person, in which case the taxpayer's copy is stamped by the
collector's office and returned to the taxpayer as a receipt. Filing may also
be by registered mail, in which case the filing date is the date of delivery to
the post office.
Due Date for Filing Tax Returns. Tax returns must be filed within three
months after the end of the taxpayer's calendar or fiscal year. Tax returns of
credit institutions, and insurance and bonding companies are due within
thirty days after approval of their financial statements by the regulating
body governing their activity.
Payment of Tax. Any tax due must be paid when the income tax return is
filed. Payment may be in cash, or by money order or check payable to the
order of Tesorería de la Federación (Treasury Department). If a check
other than the taxpayer's own is used in payment, it must be certified.
Filing of Amended Returns. Tax underpayments or overpayments due to

errors in the tax return may be corrected by filing an amended return, as
follows:
1. Tax underpayments may be corrected by filing amended returns at any
time and paying the balance due plus interest. No penalty is imposed when
an amended return is voluntarily filed to correct unintentional errors in the
original tax return.
2. Refunds arising from erroneous overpayments may be obtained by
filing amended returns within five years from the date the original return was
filed.
Income Tax Refunds. Taxpayers are entitled to refunds of all overpayments. At the taxpayer's request, the refund may be applied against future
income or other taxes or any deficiency in estimated or other taxes. Refunds
not received or compensated (applied against deficiency) within three
months earn 9% interest per year. Interest starts on the first day of the
fourth month and continues until the end of the month preceding the month
the refund is paid.
Statute of Limitations. The statute of limitations contains the requirement
that any tax examination and assessment of income tax must be made within
five years of the date a tax return is filed. If the tax return is filed late, the
statute of limitations is extended correspondingly. The statute also requires
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taxpayers to retain accounting records and supporting documents for the last
five complete fiscal years. The statute of limitations for refund claims is also
five years from the date the tax return was filed.
Fiscal Periods. In the usual case, the corporation's fiscal period established in its articles of incorporation is used for income tax purposes. A fiscal
period must cover twelve months, not necessarily a calendar year. If a fiscal
year includes portions of two calendar years with different tax rates, both
tax rates must be applied as follows: (1) multiply the taxable income of the
fiscal year by both tax rates as if each were in effect for the entire year,
(2) divide each result by 365 days, (3) multiply each result by the number of
days in the fiscal period falling within each calendar year, and (4) add the
two results to obtain the tax due.
A change in fiscal years requires prior authorization of the Ministry of
Finance, which is normally granted. The resulting change will cause one
fiscal period to be less than twelve months. The only other case in which
"short" fiscal periods are permitted is in the year a corporation commences
or terminates operations.
Short Periods. In order to determine the tax due on income of short
periods, the income is divided by the number of days in the short period and
multiplied by 365 and the applicable tax table is applied to the product. The
resulting tax is divided by 365 and multiplied by the number of days in the
short period.
The tax on income of short periods arising from enterprises terminating
operations is determined by applying the rates of the tax table without
compensating for the short period.
Determination of Income by Tax Authorities. The Ministry of Finance is

authorized to determine a taxpayer's income in the following cases:
1. Taxpayer fails to file a tax return.
2. Taxpayer fails to produce accounting records and supporting documents for a tax examination.
3. Taxpayer's accounting has irregularities such as income understated in
excess of 3% of reported income, inventory understated in excess of 3% of
reported income, alterations of entries noted, and failure to record purchases
in excess of 3% of reported income. If the irregularities amount to less than
3%, such understatement is added to the previously reported income and the
tax is recomputed.
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4. Other irregularities that prevent determination of whether the taxpayer's transactions were properly reported.
Quite apart from the question of irregularities discussed above, the law
provides other cases in which the tax authorities must estimate the taxpayers
income (see page 130).
Disclosure of Information by Tax Authorities. The Ministry of Finance is

authorized to inform the taxpayer's Chamber of Commerce or other similar
semi-official organizations of the amount of tax paid by each of its members.
Under legislation which became effective in 1972, the Ministry of Finance
may publish the following data about taxpayers: name, address, total
income, taxable income, and tax paid. No such publication has occurred but
there are indications that such information may be released in the future.
Review of Tax Returns. The tax authorities make audits of selected tax
returns, although those containing an independent accountant's audit report
are treated differently (see page 110). Findings of tax underpayments subject
the taxpayer to interest and penalty payments. In determining the accuracy
of tax returns, tax authorities have the following powers:
1. Require taxpayer to produce his accounting records and supporting
documents at his place of business or at the tax office.
2. Require third parties who had business transactions with the taxpayer
to submit their accounting records and documents supporting the transactions with the taxpayer.
3. Perform a complete audit of the taxpayer's accounting records and
correspondence to determine the correctness of the tax return. Upon
completion of such an audit, the tax examiner prepares a statement of his
findings, which is furnished to the taxpayer. In turn, the taxpayer also
prepares a statement, usually with professional assistance, in which he agrees
or disagrees with the facts in the examiner's report. The taxpayer's statement
must be prepared within 15 days of the conclusion of the tax examiner's
audit, which is invariably the date on which the tax examiner's statements
prepared. This subject is discussed in more detail below.
While these various avenues of appeal are being used, the taxpayer should
post guarantees for the taxes and possible surcharges. Guarantees may be in
the form of a cash deposit, goods, mortgage, or a third party guarantee at the
discretion of the Ministry of Finance.
Recourse Against the Tax Authorities. When the tax authorities audit a
taxpayer's return and determine that additional taxes are due, the taxpayer
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has 15 days in which to object to the findings. The Treasury Department
maintains an office whose function is to hear the opposing arguments of the
taxpayer and the reviewing authority, and to examine the evidence. Finally,
the Treasury Department will prepare a "liquidation," if any tax differences
exist.
In some cases, a liquidation may be prepared without following the above
procedure. In such cases, the taxpayer has ten days in which to file a request
to revoke the liquidation. This recourse is to the tax authorities who
prepared the liquidation.
The taxpayer may also file a request for revocation with the Fiscal Court.
Where the tax authorities appear inflexible, this course may be preferable.
The taxpayer must resort to the Fiscal Court within 15 days, which
commence when official notification of the liquidation is received, or the
day the tax authorities reply to the revocation request. Finally, if satisfaction is not obtained from the Fiscal Court, the taxpayer may appeal to the
Supreme Court.
TAXATION OF INDIVIDUALS

Mexican income tax law regarding the taxation of individuals is very
complex. Basically, income from personal services is taxed separately from
investment and other income, but taxation of combined income from both
sources is also provided. Furthermore, the deductibility of certain expenses
and exemptions is dependent on whether the taxpayer "combines" his
income or not. And finally, to add to the complexity, separate tax tables and
various tax alternatives are available. To facilitate the discussion of the
taxation of individuals, certain terminology used throughout this section will
be defined.
1. Per category taxpayer — those taxpayers liable to tax on the different
types of income.
2. Combined income taxpayer — those liable to tax on combined income
from all categories.
3. Adjusted gross income — all taxable income. In the case of professionals, after allowing for 20% standard or itemized deductions.
4. Mandatory combined income taxpayer — all taxpayers having an
adjusted gross income of Ps. 100,000 or more.
5. Optional combined income taxpayer — all taxpayers having an adjusted
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gross income of between Ps. 50,000 and Ps. 100,000.
6. Personal deductions and exemptions — amounts deductible from
adjusted gross income in the determination of taxable income.
7. Article 75 tax table — the tax table applicable generally to per category
taxpayers (see page 155).
8. Article 86 tax table — the tax table applicable to combined income
taxpayers (see page 155).
PERSONS SUBJECT TO TAXATION

Residents. Under the income tax law, the following individuals are
considered residents and, as such, are taxable on income from any geographic source:
1. Persons of Mexican nationality, whether or not they reside in Mexico.
2. Foreigners resident in Mexico, from the first day of employment or
investments generate income.
Nonresidents. Foreign individuals not living in Mexico are subject to
income tax on taxable income arising from sources of wealth located in
Mexico. The source of wealth is considered to be within Mexico when the
income is obtained from an enterprise or person in Mexico. Consequently,
any nonresident who receives such income from Mexican sources as interest,
royalties, technical service fees, rent, dividends, etc. is subject to Mexican
income tax. In the case of interest income, there are exceptional cases in
which the interest is tax-exempt to nonresidents. The most important
exceptions apply to Mexican government bonds sold to foreign investors,
and to other securities whose yield at simple interest is less than 7% of face
value.
Certain foreigners receive income for performing services abroad for
Mexican individuals or enterprises, such as wages paid to a U.S. employee of
a Mexican branch in New York, or fees paid for professional services. In such
cases, there is an apparent conflict between Mexican law and practice. Tax
authorities require Mexican income tax to be withheld on such income,
although the legal basis for this is not clear. In the opinion of some tax
specialists, foreigners performing work abroad and receiving income from
Mexican corporations or individuals are not subject to the Mexican income
tax; however, since nonresidents are granted tax credits for foreign income
taxes paid (see page 128), the practical consequence is normally nil or minor.
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INCOME FROM PERSONAL SERVICES AND INVESTMENTS

Categories of Income. To determine an individual's taxable income and
which options are available to him, it is first necessary to separate income
into the following categories:
I. Income from personal services
1. Employment income
2. Net income from the independent practice of a profession, net fees
for artistic or skilled services, net income of persons in athletic or cultural
activities, agent's commissions received from credit or insurance organizations, and fees for the exploitation of customs licenses.
II. Income from investments
1. Income from:
a) Interest, except for interest income as described in 2 and 3 below.
b) Income from royalties (except royalties on patents, trademarks,
and trade names that are taxed at enterprise income tax rates), and from
rights to exploit concessions granted by federal or local governments, etc.
c) Any kind of income (interest, dividends, etc.) from investments in
foreign corporations that do not operate in Mexico.
d) Income from the exploitation of author's rights.
2. Interest on securities issued by credit institutions and on debentures
of Mexican companies.
3. Interest received by foreign suppliers in respect of sales of machinery and equipment which form part of the fixed assets of the resident
buyer, if the latter is engaged in activities judged by the Ministry of Finance
to be in need of further development.
4. Rental income from urban real estate.
5. Dividends from Mexican companies.
6. Sale of urban real estate.
Determination of Taxable Income by Category. Certain categories of

income are taxed at progressive rates and other categories at fixed rates.
What constitutes taxable income in each category varies from gross revenues
to net income after deductions. Finally, the various income categories may
be classified for purposes of combining income, as:
1. Income subject to combination.
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2. Income not subject to combination.
3. Income combination is optional.
These factors add to the complexity of income tax law for individuals. This
section discusses some of these complexities.
Income of Married Persons. Mexican tax law does not provide for joint tax
returns by a husband and wife. Each individual is a separate taxpayer who
must file his or her own tax return, and report his or her own income on a
cash basis and for a calendar year. Thus, the question arises of how income
from investments is allocated between a husband and wife. This question is
settled by reference to the marriage contract. When Mexicans marry, they
choose between two types of marriage contract: the mutual ownership
(50-50 or any other percentage), and the separate ownership of property.
This allocation of income follows the marriage contract, regardless of
whether the husband's or wife's name appears as the owner of a capital
investment. If the marriage contract provides for separate ownership, the
actual owner must report the income from each investment.
Income from Personal Service — Employment Income. As indicated on

page 147, there are two categories of income from personal service. The
category employment income includes both ordinary and extra compensation such as salaries, representation expenses, commissions, premiums,
bonuses, participations in profits, and income received by administrators and
members of boards of directors. Employment income of certain foreigners
are exempt, including that of diplomats; consuls; members of delegations
concerned with official government, scientific, or human welfare matters;
and representatives, officials, and employees of international organizations
whose headquarters or offices are in Mexico. Foreign technicians engaged by
Mexico are exempt under certain international agreements and, under
reciprocal agreements between Mexico and certain foreign countries, foreign
employees of embassies or consulates, etc., are also exempt from tax.
Income from personal services that is tax exempt includes minimum wages
and related income such as severance compensation based on minimum
wages, expense payments and fringe benefits obligatorily paid to all employees under labor contracts, retirement and pension benefits paid for the
usual reasons (disability, unemployment, old age, or death), yearend bonuses
paid to public servants, and bonuses paid to other workers whose wages do
not exceed Ps. 2,000 per month, but the tax-exempt bonus cannot exceed
one month's wages.
For withholding taxes on employment income, see page 158.
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Income from Personal Services — Net Income from Independent Practice,

etc. The other category of income from personal service, item 1-2, starts with
the words "Net income." Persons earning such income, for instance professionals, may deduct all normal and proper expenses of earning such income
in determining adjusted gross income. Certain limitations exist on the
deductions available; for example, amortization of intangible and deferred
expenses may not exceed 5% per year, and the following limitations on
depreciation:
Buildings
3%
Machinery, equipment, and furniture
10%
Automobiles and transportation equipment
20%
All deductions are subject to the usual requirement for proof, including
the fiscal requirements previously mentioned. As an alternative to proving
the taxpayer's actual deductions, a standard deduction of 20% of gross
income is available.
Actors and athletes are not included in the procedures described above.
These individuals are allowed an automatic deduction from their income.
The deduction starts with 60% of the first Ps. 96,000 and decreases to 24%
when income reaches Ps. 312,000 or higher.
All individuals receiving income from independent practice, except physicians, must issue receipts that contain tax stamps at the rate of 4% of the
income received. These tax stamps constitute an advance payment of income
tax. Physicians pay estimated taxes in May, September, and January for
income received during the previous four months, in lieu of such stamps.
Income from Investment. The discussion of the taxation of the various
categories of investment (dividends, interest, etc.) is included in the section
on withholding taxes beginning on page 158. In deciding whether to file a tax
return on the combined income or per-category basis, it is important to
remember that a combined income taxpayer must include all income from
these sources, except for certain dividends and interest discussed below, and
apply the appropriate tax rates. The amounts withheld from the source are
deducted from the tax due. In the case of per-category taxpayers, each
source of income is taxed at the applicable rates.
Optional Income Categories. Two sources of income may be excluded by
all combined income taxpayers: dividends from Mexican companies and
interest from certain fixed yield Mexican securities and debentures. For
further details of the taxation of these sources of income, see withholding
taxes on page 158.
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However, if the combined income taxpayer wishes to deduct medical and
dental fees and hospital and funeral expenses from adjusted gross income,
then he must include the optional income. However, he need not include all
of the income. Certain exclusion privileges are available. These privileges are
discussed on page 160 for dividends, and page 161 for interest.
SPECIAL AREAS TAX
Sale of Urban Real Estate (Except by a Sole Proprietorship). Gain on the

sale of urban real estate is subject to income tax only if the property sold has
been owned for less than ten years. The taxable gain is determined by
applying a percentage based on the number of years the property has been
owned, as follows:
Years Owned

Percentage of Gain Taxable

Less than two years
Two to four years
Four to six years
Six to eight years
Eight to ten years

80
70
60
40
20

Any gain realized is subject to tax on a per transaction basis, which means
that total yearly gains are not accumulated. Any loss can be used only to
offset gains. An excess of losses in a calendar year is not deductible from
other income but may be carried forward to offset gains from the sale of
urban real estate during the next five years. In any year that gains exceed
losses of that year plus losses carried forward from the previous five years,
the excess gain is includable in ordinary income of that year.
A gain on the sale of property that was purchased prior to January 1,
1962, is subject to special rules which do not warrant discussion here. For
property purchased after January 1, 1962, the lower of purchase price or
appraisal value (independent appraisal is required) on date of purchase is
used to determine the gain or loss on subsequent sale. Inherited property is
valued at appraisal value on the date of inheritance.
The sale of a home in which the taxpayer has resided for at least two years
is exempt from tax, provided the sales proceeds are used to acquire a new
residence within one year of the sale.
Taxable gain derived from the sale of urban real estate is taxed at the
progressive income tax rates of Article 75, which is applied to each sale.
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Consequently, an individual taxed on the combined basis will not include
any gains of this nature as the final tax liability normally will have been paid.
The tax return must be filed within 30 days if the sale was transacted with
the use of a notary; otherwise the return must be filed within 15 days.
Rental Income from Urban Real Estate. From rental income derived from
urban real estate, a standard deduction of 30% is provided in lieu of all
expenses, and the taxpayer does not have the option of deducting actual
expenses. Net taxable rental income (after the 30% deduction) is taxed at
the following rates (the tax rates are applied to income per property, not to
total rental income):
Property subject to rent control
Property not subject to rent control:
A. Monthly rent not in excess of Ps. 700 per property
B. Monthly rent over Ps. 700 per property

.14%
.75%
5.00%

Rentals of less than Ps. 700 may be excluded by all individual taxpayers,
even if they combine income.
Sale of Securities. Profit from securities sold by an individual is taxable
except when the securities are sold through an authorized Mexican stock
exchange. Gains arising from taxable transactions are taxed by applying the
Article 34 rates to each transaction. The resulting tax is final.
Occasional Commissions. Commissions received by an individual for a
special service rendered are termed occasional commissions and subject to a
20% fixed tax. The 20% must be deducted from the commission by the
payor. Because the payment of occasional commissions is regarded by the
tax law as enterprise income and taxed under the provisions regarding
enterprises, such commissions are never included in combined income for
individual income tax purposes.
Severance Compensation. Severance payments are taxed separately and,
accordingly, are never combined with the other types of income from
personal services. The tax is calculated by determining the number of
month's wages the severance payment is equivalent to and multiplying this
by the withholding applicable to the month's wages.
Severance payments to minimum wage earners are exempt from all
taxation.
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STANDARD EXEMPTION

An automatic standard exemption applies to the first Ps. 150,000 of
income from personal services earned by each taxpayer. The exemption
amounts to 20%, so Ps. 30,000 of personal income is the maximum
exemption from any individual's income.

PERSONAL DEDUCTIONS AND EXEMPTIONS

The personal deductions and exemptions discussed in this section are of
importance when the question of filing as a combined income taxpayer or a
per-category taxpayer is raised. It is important to note that once the option
to file a combined tax return has been exercised, (see options 2 and 4 in the
example on page 156) the taxpayer must continue filing on a combined basis
except when his adjusted gross income falls below Ps. 50,000. The following
deductions and exemptions are available to the various categories of
taxpayers:
1. All deductions and exemptions are available to mandatory combined
income taxpayers.
2. All deductions and exemptions are available to optional combined
income taxpayers provided they use the Article 86 tax table.
3. Only personal deductions for medical and dental fees and hospital and
funeral expenses are available to optional combined income taxpayers when
they use the Article 75 tax table.
4. An optional combined income taxpayer may deduct all personal
deductions and exemptions except for medical and dental fees and hospital
and funeral expenses and exclude the optional income (see page 149). Taxable
income is subject to the Article 86 tax table and the optional income is
taxed under withholding regulations.
5. Taxpayers having adjusted gross income of
deduct medical and dental fees and hospital and
use the Article 75 tax table if they combine their
opportunity such persons have for combining their

less than Ps. 50,000 may
funeral expenses and still
income. (This is the only
income).

6. No per-category taxpayers qualify for any of the following deductions
and exemptions. Furthermore, none of the deductions may be claimed if
they have already been used in determining adjusted gross income.
Personal Exemptions. The following personal exemptions are deductible,
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subject to the limitation that any person whose income is in excess of Ps.
6,000 does not qualify as a dependent.
Taxpayer
Ps. 9,000
Ps. 6,000
Spouse—if dependent
Other dependents of taxpayer (ascendants or descendants) Ps. 3,000 each
Medical Expenses. All medical and dental fees and hospital and funeral
expenses incurred by the taxpayer for himself and his dependents are fully
deductible provided these payments were made to Mexican taxpayers.
Medicines, drugs, etc. are only deductible to the extent they are included in
hospital billings. (Note: See page 152 for restrictions regarding the deductibility of these expenses).
Interest Expense. Interest paid on a loan incurred for personal benefit,
such as a home mortgage, is not deductible. Interest on loans to purchase
income-producing investments is deductible to the extent the interest rate is
not in excess of the maximum rate authorized by the Bank of Mexico for
mortgage banks (currently 12% to 13%).
Insurance Premiums. Premiums paid to Mexican insurance companies for
life, accident, damage, and health insurance policies for the taxpayer or his
dependents are deductible up to Ps. 10,000. Insurance premiums for the
protection of income-producing property are deductible without limit,
except for insurance on urban real estate which is subject to the 30%
deduction from gross income in lieu of expenses.
Contributions. Contributions are deductible without limit under the same
conditions as outlined on page 135.
Other Deductions. Taxes and other expenses, such as salaries and commissions, connected with income-producing property are deductible. In addition, an individual can deduct his own social security taxes.
TAX RATES, RETURNS, AND PAYMENTS

Estimated Tax Payments. An individual whose taxable income for the first
six months of the calendar year is in excess of Ps. 50,000, and such income is
either from personal services or capital investments, must make an estimated
tax payment in August. The amount is determined by applying the tax rates
to total income of the six months and deducting any taxes already paid on
this income.
Individual Tax Return-Nonbusiness Income. During April, an individual's
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income from personal services and capital investments must be reported and
a tax return filed along with payment of any tax due. This type of individual
is always on a calendar year.
Taxpayers who are not on the combined basis need not file tax returns if
their only income is:
Employment income from only one employer, and
Interest from capital investments (2, 3, 4, and 5 on page 147), and
taxpayers do not exercise the option to combine this income.
If employment income is obtained from two or more employers, the
taxpayer can either file a tax return or request the last employer to total his
annual income and withhold the proper amount of tax that will make it
unnecessary to file a tax return.
It is compulsory to file a tax return under any of the following
conditions:
1. Taxpayer is a mandatory combined income taxpayer.
2. Taxpayer exercises the option to combine income from personal
services with income from investments.
3. Taxpayer at any income level wishes to deduct medical, hospital and
funeral expenses and, consequently, must combine his income.
4. Taxpayer is a Mexican employed by a foreign embassy or consulate in
Mexico or foreign employee of an embassy or consulate of a country with
which Mexico has no reciprocity agreement.
5. Taxpayer is a Mexican resident who receives income directly from a
foreign country.
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Excerpts from Article 75 and 86 Tax Tables
Taxable Income

Article 75

In Pesos

Lower Limit

Upper Limit

96,000.01

120,000.00

120,000.01

150,000.00

150,000.01

180,000.00

180,000.01

240,000.00
300,000.00
360,000.00
420,000.00
500,000.00

240,000.01
300,000.01
360,000.01
420,000.01
Over 500,000

-

Fixed
Amount

Article 86

Percent of
Amount
Exceeding
Lower Limit

12,851.56
18,347.56

22.90
23.49

32,441.56
48,941.56
67,931.56
89,531.56
112,331.56

27.50
31.65
36.00
38.00
40.00
42.00

210,000.00

Fixed
Amount
18,351.00
24,459.00
32,529.00
41,229.00
60,039.00
80,379.00
101,979.00
124,779.00

210,000.00

Percent of
Amount
Exceeding
Lower Limit
25.45
26.90
29.00
31.35
33.90
36.00
38.00
40.00
42.00

Note: If taxable income is between Ps. 500,000 and Ps. 1,500,000 the
difference between Ps. 1,500,000 and taxable income is multiplied by the
above rates and deducted from the tax determined by use of the above
table.

PENALTIES ASSESSED INDIVIDUAL TAXPAYERS

For unintentional errors in individual tax returns, whether discovered by
the taxpayer or the tax authorities, the Ministry of Finance may assess
interest of 2% per month on the deficiency, but such interest cannot exceed
100% of the deficiency. If no tax return was filed or taxpayer concealment is
discovered, a penalty ranging from 3% to 8% per month, in lieu of interest,
may be assessed. Such penalty cannot exceed 300% of the tax due. These
penalties are all monetary. However, if "fiscal frauds" have been committed,
the guilty parties may also be subject to prison terms or other criminal
sanctions.

RECOURSE AGAINST TAX AUTHORITIES

The same recourse against the tax authorities exists for individuals as for
enterprises (see page 144).
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Example of Options Available to Individual Taxpayers

Assumptions:

1. Married couple with 4 children
2. Salary income
3. Dividend income
4. Rental income
5. Medical expenses
6. Insurance and other deductible expenses

$93,750
$18,000

$20,000
$16,000
$14,000

First Step: Determine adjusted gross income to ascertain if taxpayer is a
mandatory combined income taxpayer or not.
Page
Reference

Adjusted

Gross

Exemption

Salary
Dividend
Rent

$ 93,750
18,000
20,000

18,750
Optional

152

$75,000

6,000

151

14,000

Total income

$131,750

Adjusted gross income

$89,000

Taxpayer's adjusted gross income is less than $100,000 and, therefore,
he has the option of combining or remaining a per-category taxpayer.
Option 1 — per category (does not qualify to deduct any personal deductions and exemptions).

Salary
Dividends
Rent

Taxable

Tax

Description

$ 75,000
18,000

$ 8,655
2,700

14,000

700

withholding taxes
100% of withholding taxes
5%

Page
Reference
158
160
151

$12,055
Option 2 — combined basis (deducts medical expenses only and uses Article
75 tax table).
Option 3 — combined basis (does not deduct medical expenses but deducts
personal exemptions and other deductions, excludes dividend income, and
applies Article 86 tax table).
Option 4 — combined basis (deducts all expenses and combines all income
using Article 86 tax table).
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Option 2

Option 4

Option 3

Amount

Ref.

Amount

Ref.

Amount

Ref.

Taxable income:
Salaries
$75,000
Dividends
9,000
Rent
14,000

152
160
151

$75,000

152
149
151

$75,000
9,000
14,000

152
160
151

$98,000

14,000
$89,000

$98,000

Personal Exemptions
16,000
Medical fees
Insurance and
other

27,000

27,000
16,000

14,000

14,000

16,000

41,000

57,000

82,000

48,000

41,000

9,996

7,755

6,456

Taxable income
Tax on above
Withholding tax
on excluded
income:
50% dividends
100% dividends
TOTAL TAXES

1,350

1,350
2,700
10,455

11,346

7,806

Comparison of tax options:

Option
Option
Option
Option

1
2
3
4

Tax

Tax as % of
total income

$12,055
11,346
10,455
7,808

9.15
8.61
7.94
5.92

In choosing, the taxpayer must try to estimate future income from the
various sources and the expenses he may be able to deduct. Remember, once
he has chosen option 3 or 4, the taxpayer must continue either option in
future years unless his adjusted gross income falls below $50,000.
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WITHHOLDING TAXES

The Mexican income tax law provides for withholding taxes on various
types of payments to both residents and nonresidents. The amount withheld
may be treated as an advance payment of income tax, as a final tax, or as
either, depending on the type of payment. The payor is primarily or
secondarily liable for the taxes to be withheld, and will be denied a tax
deduction if the appropriate taxes have not been withheld. The following is a
condensed list of payments subject to withholding taxes and is applicable to
individuals and enterprises.
Compensation. Payments to employees for salary or wages, commissions,
legal profit sharing, severance pay, etc., are subject to withholding by the
employer at specified rates. Such withholding is considered to be a tax
prepayment, which is applied against the employees' annual income tax.
The tax withheld each month must be forwarded to the Ministry of Finance
by the employer no later than the fifteenth day of the following month.
Each March, the employer is required to file an annual information return
that lists each employee's compensation and tax withheld the previous
calendar year. Any shortage in the amounts withheld must be deducted from
the employee's compensation in March. Overwithholding is corrected by the
employee requesting a refund from the Ministry of Finance. Employees who
have worked for two or more employers have the option of paying any
deficiency in tax withheld over the following nine months.
Withholding on Payments to Foreign Taxpayers (Individuals or Corpora-

tions) Not Domiciled in Mexico. Payments to foreign taxpayers from
Mexican sources are subject to withholding tax as indicated in the listing
below. In all cases, the amounts must be withheld by the payor and
forwarded to the Ministry of Finance during the month following the month
of payment.
1. Interest payments on loans made by foreign institutions that are
registered with the Ministry of Finance are subject to withholding of 10%,
which is considered a final tax payment. Higher withholding rates may apply
to nonregistered foreign institutions. (Foreign banks or credit institutions
that lend non-Mexican source funds to Mexican companies may qualify for
registration).
2. Foreign taxpayers sometimes charge interest when machinery and
equipment is sold to Mexican taxpayers on credit. Such payments of interest
are subject to withholding of 10%, which is a final tax, if the Ministry of
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Finance finds the purchaser's activities are in the public interest.
3. Interest on loans made by foreign enterprises or institutions that are
not registered with the Ministry of Finance are subject to withholding tax of
20%, which is considered a final tax payment. As in item 2, this treatment
depends on the Ministry's finding that the activities of the Mexican borrower
are in the public interest.
4. Interest payments to foreign enterprises on loans other than those
mentioned are subject to withholding based on the Article 34 tax rates
(enterprise income tax rates), but subject to a minimum withholding of 20%.
If the enterprise income tax differs from the actual withholding, the foreign
enterprise must file a tax return and pay the additional tax or obtain a
refund. Article 6 of the income tax law requires the interest payor to file
such tax return as the representative of the foreign enterprise.
5. Interest payments to foreign individuals who have made loans to
Mexican taxpayers are subject to withholding at the Article 75 tax rates, but
with a minimum withholding of 20%. The requirement about a final tax
return noted in item 4 also applies here.
6. Commissions and agent's fees are subject to withholding on the basis of
Article 34 tax rates, but a minimum withholding of 20% is required and a
final tax return is required as noted in item 4.
As an export incentive, no withholding is required on commissions and
agent's fees when such payments were made in connection with Mexican
exports or services rendered to residents of foreign countries. The Ministry
of Finance has set forth certain general requirements for obtaining this
incentive.
7. Payments for rental of railroad cars or distribution of foreign publications are subject to withholding at the rate of 10%, which is a final tax. The
withholding is levied on gross income with no deductions for expenses.
8. Payments for the lease of personal property are subject to withholding
of 20%, which is considered a final tax.
9. Premiums paid to foreign companies for reinsurance or rebonding are
subject to withholding if the foreign company's country of residence does
not grant reciprocity to Mexican entities or foreign entities established in
Mexico. Withholding, if required, is at the rate of 4% and is a final tax.
10. Payments for commercial royalties and technical services are subject
to withholding at Article 34 rates, with a minimum rate of 20%.
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Payments of the items discussed in items 4, 6 and 10 are subject to
withholding on a cumulative annual basis applying Article 34 rates. Thus,
the withholding required, say, for the third payment to a foreign company in
the same tax year would be determined by totaling all three payments,
applying the Article 34 rates, and deducting the previous withholding.
Dividends from Mexican Companies. It was stated on page 130 that

dividends received by one Mexican company from another are never
included in taxable income. However, all dividends paid are subject to
withholding at source at the following rates.
First Ps. 180,000
Next Ps. 90,000
Over Ps. 270,000

15.0%
17.5%
20.0%

These withholding rates apply to cumulative annual payments. If a later
dividend payment in the same year raises the cumulative payments to a
taxpayer to a higher withholding bracket, the higher rate is applied to total
dividends paid to the taxpayer.
The required withholding is levied on all cash dividends as well as on cash
or property distributed to shareholders on the liquidation of a company or
decrease in its capital stock. Stock dividends are not subject to withholding
tax, and Mexico does not impose a tax on accumulations of earnings in cases
where no dividends are paid.
Mexican corporations whose share ownership in other corporations does
not exceed 55% of their own net worth utilize the tax withheld as a
prepayment of annual income tax, and do not include dividends received in
taxable income. In the case of Mexican corporations whose investment in
shares exceeds 55% of their own net worth, the tax withheld becomes a final
tax on the dividend income received. However, to the extent corporations
invest over 55% of their own net worth in other companies, and utilize
dividends received for the following purposes, the tax withheld may be used
to offset their annual income tax liability:
1. To cover ordinary and necessary business expenses.
2. To create or increase the legal reserve.
3. For redistribution to their own shareholders or employees.
4. For investment in the year received or in the following year in
activities of an industrial, agricultural, cattle raising, or fishing nature.
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5. To acquire shares in Mexican companies engaged in the activities listed
in item 4.
The treatment of amounts withheld on dividend payments depends on the
status of the receiver of the dividends. In the case of dividends received by
individuals, even a mandatory combined-income taxpayer, the tax withheld
may be considered the final tax payment due on such dividends and the
dividends need not be included in taxable income, provided the taxpayer
does not deduct medical and dental fees and hospital and funeral expenses.
However, the combining option is available under which individual taxpayers
may include 50% of gross dividends in their annual taxable income and treat
the withheld tax as an advance or estimated tax payment.
It is understood that the option of combining is for the benefit of those
taxpayers whose tax would be lower by applying the rates of Article 75. An
individual who elects to combine can include only 50% of the dividends
received. For the 50% not accumulated, 50% of the tax withheld becomes
the final tax.
Hidden Profit Distributions. The income tax law contains rules to prevent
hidden distributions of profit to avoid withholding taxes on dividends, and
also provides guidelines for the estimation of taxable income, where
necessary. Where a taxpayer's global income is estimated by tax authorities,
the resulting estimate is also used for purposes of the withholding tax on
dividends. The dividend withholding tax is imposed on estimated global
taxable income, less annual income tax, and less employee profit sharing.
Any payments to shareholders that are not normal and necessary business
expenses will be considered dividends subject to withholding tax.
Any loans to shareholders made by a company with accumulated or
capitalized earnings will be considered dividends except when such loans are
repayable within one year and bear annual interest of not less than 10%. Any
loans that have been treated as dividends by the tax authorities may be
offset by the payment of dividends within two years.
Interest on Securities Issued by Credit Institutions and on Debentures of

Mexican Companies. Interest on securities issued by Mexican credit institutions is not subject to withholding tax if the yield at simple annual interest is
less than 7%, or 7.2% if compounded. Interest on higher-yielding securities is
subject to withholding at the following rates:
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Annual Yield
In
In
In
In

excess
excess
excess
excess

of
of
of
of

Withholding %

7% (7.2%) but not more than 8%
8% but not more than 9%
9% but not more than 10.6%
10.6%

6
12
15
20

The withholding tax determined by these rates when deducted from the
yield cannot produce a net yield lower than the maximum net yield
percentage of the preceding bracket.
Interest on debentures issued by Mexican corporations that are not credit
institutions, but which debentures comply with the regulations contained in
the General Law of Titles and Credit Corporations, is subject to withholding
at a 10% rate.
Individuals have these options in the treatment of interest income.
Option 1. Combine the interest income in taxable income and treat the
tax withheld as an estimated tax payment. Under this option, only the
following percentages of the interest income need be accumulated:
Yield not in excess of 8%
Yield exceeds 8% but less than 9%
Yield exceeds 9% but less than 10.6%
Yield exceeds 10.6%
Interest on debentures

15%
30%
40%
50%
30%

Note: On that portion of interest not combined, its proportionate share of
tax withheld is treated as final tax.
Option 2. Treat the tax withheld as a final tax payment and omit this
income in filing the annual tax return.
The taxpayer must consider exemptions and deductions when selecting
one of these options (see page 152).

MISCELLANEOUS TAXES

COMMERCIAL RECEIPTS TAX

The tax on commercial receipts is imposed on gross receipts from sales of
merchandise, trade services, conditional sales, leasing of property, commissions, and brokerage fees. The tax is imposed on sellers who have the option
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of absorbing it or passing it on to buyers. If the tax is charged to buyers, the
sales invoice must itemize the exact amount of the tax. Most sellers prefer to
absorb the tax themselves and to pass it on indirectly in the form of higher
prices, except in the case of more expensive goods.
Foreign individuals and companies domiciled abroad who receive royalty
payments or fees for technical assistance from individuals or companies
domiciled in Mexico are also subject to the commercial receipts tax. The
payor must withhold the tax from such payments and remit it to the tax
authorities.
Rate of Tax. The common overall rate is 3%, which combines the federal
tax rate of 1.8% and, in those states that cooperate with the federal
government, a local rate of 1.2%. Since January 1, 1971, a tax rate of 10%
has been imposed on certain goods, generally luxury items.
Taxable Transactions. The commercial receipts tax is imposed on each
transfer of ownership. Consequently, the same article may be taxed several
times as it moves from the manufacturer to the ultimate consumer.
The more important sales transactions which are exempt from the tax are:
1. Basic necessities, mainly foodstuffs.
2. Property, plant and equipment and securities.
3. Products subject to special taxation such as tobacco, alcoholic beverages, rubber, and mining products.
4. Initial sales of products subject to special federal taxation on the
production thereof and which do not undergo any substantial changes before
resale by the buyer. This exemption does not apply to automobiles, unless
the first sale is to an automobile dealer.
Payment of Tax. Sellers subject to the commercial receipts tax must
register with the collector's office within ten days of commencing business.
The tax due on the previous month's transactions must be paid by the seller
within the first twenty days of the next month.
Goods Subject to the 10% Tax Rate. The list of goods subject to the 10%
tax rate is too numerous for listing and the reader is referred to the law
itself. A selected sample is given to indicate the type of goods subject to the
10% rate: new automobiles whose official sales price is above Ps. 52,000, and
all optional equipment, timepieces whose selling price is above Ps. 1,000, all
lighters, fur and silk garments, cosmetics, lotions, perfumes, photographic
equipment, electric shavers, dishwashers and dryers, vacuum cleaners, swimTOUCHE ROSS I N T E R N A T I O N A L
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ming pool equipment, and power lawnmowers. The 10% rate is waived and
the ordinary 3% rate is imposed when the above articles are sold within the
border or free zones, except in the case of new automobiles and auto parts.
PRODUCTION AND EXCISE TAXES

The federal government levies taxes on the production and consumption
of certain goods and services, and many of the states impose small taxes,
mostly on agricultural goods. The first sale of products subject to a
production or excise tax is ordinarily exempt from the commercial receipts
tax. The products subject to these taxes are too numerous to list, and the
following citations are merely examples: electronic products, processed
tobacco, and automobiles.
TAX TO PROMOTE EDUCATION (PAYROLL TAX)

A 1% federal tax is imposed on all compensation to employees, whether
paid by legal entities, individuals, etc. The tax revenue is used to promote
education. The tax on compensation paid in any month is due within the
first 15 days of the following month.
GENERAL STAMP TAX

A federal tax is imposed on contracts; documents; and on transfers,
dispositions, or transactions not subject to the commercial receipts tax,
except that no stamp tax is imposed on the issuance of shares in a
corporation. The tax is imposed on the contract or document or transfer,
and the buyer and seller may agree between themselves as to who will bear
the cost of purchasing the required stamps. The most important transactions
subject to this tax and the tax rates are:
1. Leases and subleases of real property are subject to stamp tax of 1% to
3%, depending on the monthly rentals. The tax is based on the first ten years
of the contract term and is payable when the lease takes effect.
2. Sales contracts or gifts of real estate are taxed at rates varying from 2%
to 5% of the sales price or value of the property. The 5% rate applies when
the sales price or value of the property is over Ps. 750,000.
3. Sales contracts or gifts of movable property are taxed at the rate of 2%
of the selling price or value of the property.
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4. Fixed tax rates or percentages, depending on the type of document or
the amount involved, are imposed on the following documents: power of
attorney, naturalization certificate, or notarial certificate.
The stamp tax is paid with stamps that are purchased at the tax collector's
office and affixed to the documents.
STATE AND MUNICIPAL TAXES

Most state and municipal revenues are derived from their shares in the
commercial receipts and other federal taxes, and from federal subsidies.
Certain states have not signed agreements with the federal government to
share in the commercial receipts tax, and levy their own tax in this area.
Other state taxes are discussed below.
Property Tax. All states levy property taxes that are based on assessed
valuations. In the Federal District, property taxes are based on either
assessed values or capitalized annual rentals depending on whether the owner
occupies the house or leases it.
Inheritance and Gift Taxes. Most states and the Federal District have
repealed inheritance taxes in recent years. All states still impose gift taxes
that vary with the value of the gift and the relationship between the donor
and the donee.
The transfer of real estate by inheritance or gift remains subject to a
federal title transfer tax of 1.725% of current appraised value, and to varying
rates in the states.
Interest Earned Tax. Many states impose a tax on interest earned. The tax
rate in the Federal District is 5.75% and, in the states, up to 12%. The tax is
imposed on basically all non-credit institution loans. Interest from savings
amounts or time deposits are not taxable under the provisions of these laws.
Tax on Real Estate Transfers. Many states impose a title transfer tax on
real estate. The tax rate varies from 1.725% in the Federal District to 4.6% in
some states.
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Burnaby
Calgary
Edmonton
Halifax
Hamilton
Kitchener
London
Montreal
New Westminster
North Battleford
Ottawa
Quebec
Regina
Saint J o h n
Saskatoon
Sydney
Toronto
Vancouver
Victoria
Windsor
Winnipeg
Mexico
Mexico C i t y
Puerto Rico
San Juan

United States
Anchorage
Atlanta
Austin
Birmingham
B l o o m f i e l d Hills
Boise
Boston
Buffalo
Charlotte
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Colorado Springs
Corpus Christi
Dallas
Dayton
Denver
Detroit
Elizabethtown
Fresno
Grand Rapids
Hackensack
Harrisburg
Honolulu
Houston
Jackson
Jacksonville
Kansas C i t y
Kenai
London
Los Angeles
Louisville
Melville

Memphis
Miami
Milwaukee
Minneapolis
Morristown
Nashville
Newark
New Orleans
New Y o r k
Oakland
Ocean C i t y
Oklahoma City
Omaha
Philadelphia
Phoenix
Pittsburgh
Portland
Rochester
Sacramento
St. Louis
St. Paul
Salem
Salt Lake C i t y
San A n t o n i o
San Diego
San Francisco
San Jose
Santa A n a
Santa Rosa
Seattle
Toledo
Tulsa
Washington
Worcester

Cayman Islands
Grand Cayman

Panama
Panama C i t y

Guatemala
Guatemala C i t y

Trinidad & Tobago
Port-of-Spain

Jamaica
Kingston
Montego Bay

ASIA/PACIFIC
American Samoa
Pago Pago

New Hebrides
Vila

Australia
Adelaide
Brisbane
Canberra
Darwin
Melbourne
Perth
Surfers Paradise
Sydney

New Zealand
Auckland
Christchurch
Wellington

Japan
Tokyo

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina
Buenos Aires

EUROPE
Austria
Vienna

Greenland
Godthaab

Belgium
Brussels

Ireland
Dublin

Denmark
Ballerup
Copenhagen
Esbjerg
Kolding

Italy
Milan

France
Paris
Germany
Berlin
Bielefeld
Bremen
Dusseldorf
Frankfurt/Main
Hamburg
Hannover
Munich
Nurnberg
Stuttgart

Netherlands
Alkmaar
Almelo
Amersfoort
Amsterdam
Arnhem
Beverwijk
Breda
Eindhoven
Enschede
Gouda
Groningen
Haarlem
The Hague
Heerlen
Hilversum
Leeuwarden
Middelburg

Rijswijk
Rotterdam
Tilburg
Zwolle
Norway
Oslo
Sandefjord
Spain
Madrid
Sweden
Stockholm
Switzerland
Geneva
Zurich
United Kingdom
Birmingham
Bristol
Edinburgh
Glasgow
Leeds
Leicester
London
Manchester

Philippines
Angeles
Bacolod
Cebu
Davao
Manila

Brazil
Belo Horizonte
Porto Alegre
Rio de Janeiro
Sao Paulo

Colombia
Bogota
Cali
Peru
Lima
Venezuela
Caracas

AFRICA & MIDDLE EAST
Cyprus
Famagusta
Larnaca
Limassol
Nicosia
Jordan
Amman
Kenya
Nairobi
Kuwait
Kuwait
Lebanon
Beirut
Tripoli

Mauritius
Port Louis
Rhodesia
Bulawayo
Salisbury
Umtali
South Africa
Cape T o w n
Durban
Johannesburg
Port Elizabeth
Zambia
Lusaka

